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NATIONAL ADVISOR AERONAUT IC S

ADVANCE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT

SL_,_ARY OF AIRFOIL DATA

By Ira H. Abbott, Albert E. yon Doenhoff,

and Louis S. Stivers, Jr.

SL_MARY

Recent airfoil data for both flight and wind-tunnel

tests have been collected and correlated insofar as

possible. The flight data consist largely of drag measure-
ments made by the wake-survey method. Most of the data on
airfoil section characteristics were obtained in the

Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel.
Detail data necessary for the application of NACA 6-serles

airfoils to wing design are presented in supolementary

figures, together with recent data for the NACA 24-, 44-,
and 230-series airfoils. The general methods used to
derive the basic thickness for_s for NACA 6- and 7-series

airfoils and their corresponding pressure distributions

are presented. Data and methods are given for rapidly

obtaining the approximate pressure distributions for

NACA four-digit, five-digit, 6-, and 7-series airfoils.

The report includes an analysis of the lift, drag,

pitching-moment, and crltical-speed characteristics of

the airfoils, together with a discussion of the effects
of surface conditions. Available data on high-llft

devices are presented. Proble_s associated wi_h lateral-

control devices, leading-edge air intakes, and inter-

ference are briefly _iscussed. _ne data indicate that
the effects of surface condition on the lift and drag

characteristics are at least as large as the effects of

the airfoil shape and must be considered in airfoil

selection and the prediction of wing characteristics.

Airfoils permitting extensive laminar flow, such as the
NACA 6-series airfoils, have much lower drag coefficients

at high speed _n_ cruising lift coefficients than earlier

types-of airfoils if, and only if, the wing surfaces are
sufficiently smooth and fair. The NACA 6-series airfoils
also have favorable critical-speed characteristics and

do not appear to oresent unusual problems associated with

the application of high-lift and lateral-control devices.
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_Juch of the data given in the NACA Advance Confidential
Report entitled "Preliminary Low-Drag-Airfoil and Flap
Data from Tests at Large Reynb_fdsNXnuber and Low Tur-
bulence," by Eastman N. Jacobs, Ira H. Abbott, and
_ilton Davidson, March 1942 has been corrected and
included in the present paper, which supersedes the
previously published paper,

- j

irNTRODUC TiON

A considerable amount of airfoil data has been

accumulated since the issuance of reference l, which

presented airfoil characteristics obtained in the Langley
two-dlmenslonal low-turbulence tunnels. The rJata have

been obtained from tests both in wind tunnels and in

flight and include the effects of high-lift devices,
surface irregularities, and interference. Some data are
also available on the effects of airfoil sectTon on

aileron characteristics and on the effects of high Mach

numbers on airfoil characteristics. Although a large

amotu_t of these data has been published, the scattered

nature of the data and the limited objectives of the

reports have orevente@ adequate analysis and interpreta-

tion of the results. The purpose of this report is to

summarize tl_ese @ata and to correlate and interpret them

insofar as possible. In addition, much of the data given
in reference I has been corrected and is included in the

present pa_er_ which supersedes reference i.

J

Recent information on the aerodynamic characteristics

of NACA airfoils is presented. The historical development

of NACA airfoils is briefly reviewed. New data are pre-
sented that permit the rapid calculation of the anproximate

pressure distributions for the older NACA four-digit and

flve-digit airfoils by the same methods used for the

NACA 6-series airfoils. The general methods used to

derive the basic thickness forms for NACA 6- and 7-series

airfoils together with their corresponding pressure

distributions are presented. Detail data necessary for

the application of the airfoils to wing design are pre-

sented in supplementary f_gures placed at the end of the_:_

paper. The report includes an analysis of the llft,

drag, pitching'moment, and crltlcal-speed character istios_ .......
............................Of_e airf_iis, together wi-th a discussion of the effects- x.__/-

of surface conditions. Available data on high-lift

devices are presented, eros as_ Lated with lateral-
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control devices, leadlng-edge air intakes, and inter-
ference are briefly _iscussed, together with aerodynamic
_roblems of apolication.

_ne report has been orepared in loose-leaf form to
facilitate additions or revlsions. As new data become
available, additional or replacement pages will be
forwarded to holders of the report for insertion in
their copies. Numbered figures are used to illustrate

the text and to present miscellaneous data. Supplementary

figures and tables are not numbered but are conveniently

arranged at the end of the report according to the

numerical designation of the airfoil section within the

following headings :

I.- Basic thickness forms

ll.- Mean lines

IIl.- Airfoil ordinates

IV.- Predicted critical Mach numbers

V.- Aerodynamic characteristics

These supplementary figures and tables present the basic

data for the a_rfoils. New figures of this type will be
forwarded as soon as data become available.

S _ BOL S

A

An, Bn

a

b

bf i

bf o

aspect ratio

Fourier series coefficients

mean-line deslgnatlon, fraction of chord from

leading edge over which design load is uniform;

in derivation of thicku_ess distributions,

basic length usually considered unity

wing span

flap span, inboard

flap span, outboard
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CD

CDL = 0

CL

ACLf

C

C a

Cd

Cdmin

cf i

cf o

cf

C

O H

ACH

aCH6

c_

c_ i

Cma. c.

Cmc/4

c n

D

AH

Ho

h

drag coefficient

drag coefficient at zero lift

lift coefficient

increment of maximum lift caused by flap deflection

chord

aileron chord

section drag coefficient

minimum section drag coefficient

flap chord, inboard

flap chord, outboard

flap-chord ratio

section aileron hinge-moment coefficient _Q-_

VU-/
increment of aileron hinge-moment coefficient

at constant lift

hinge-moment parameter

section lift coefficient

design section llft coefficient

moment coefficient about aerodynamic center

moment coefficient about quarter-chord point

section normal-force coefficient

drag

loss of total pressure

free-stream total pressure

section aileron hinge moment

/
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h e exit height

k constant

L lift

M Mach number

Mcp critical Mach number

P

Per

PR

OU, 0L typical points on uoper and lower surfaces of
airfoil

pressure coefficient qo

critical pressure coefficient

resultant pressure coefficient; difference between

local uoper- and lower-surface pressure coef-
ficients

P local static oressure; also, angular velocity in

roll in pb/2V

Pc free-stream static oressure

pb/2V helix angle of wing tip

qo

R

free-stream dynamic pressure

Reynolds number .....

Ror

S

tl

critical Reynolds number

pressure coefficient (H°q_ P)

first airfoil thickness ratio

t2 second airfoil thickness ratio

V free-stream velocity

Vi

V

inlet velocity

local velocity

_V increment of local velocity
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V a

(V)t 1

X

X c

x L

x U

Y

Yc

YL

Yt

YU

Z

Z I

G

AG o

A8

c_ o

(Zo

A_ o

increment of local velocity caused by additional
t_e of load distribution

velocity ratio corresponding to thickness t1

velocity ratio corresponding to thickness t2

distance along chord

mean-line abscissa

abscissa of bower surface

abscissa of upper surface

chordw!se position of transition

distance peroendicular to chord

mean-line ordinate

ordinate of lower surface

ordinate of s_nmetrical thickness distribution

ordinate of upper surface

complex variable in circle plane

complex variable in near-clrcle plane

angle of attack

section aileron effectiveness parameter, ratio of
change in section angle of attack to increment
of aileron deflection at a constant value of
lift coefficient

angle of zero lift

....section angle of attack - _

increment of section 'angle of attack

section angle of attack corresponding to design
lift coefficie_ t

!

'._J
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8

8f i

8f o

£

CTE

k

_o

flap or aileron deflection; down deflection is
positive

flap def&ection, inboard

flap deflection, outboard

airfoil parameter (_- e)

value of ( at trailing edge

complex variable in airfoil plane

angular coordinate of z' ; also, angle _vhose

tangent is slope of mean line

/Tip chord ._
taper ratio k_oot c-h-o_ord]

reflective Reynolds nt_nber)turbulence factor \ Test Reynolds number

angular coordinate of z-

airfoil parameter deter_uining radial coordinate
of z

average value of _, _d

HISTORICAL DE VEL0 P_EN T

The development of types of NACA airfoils now in

co_mon use was started in 1929 w_th a systematic inves-

tigation of a family of airfoils in the Langley variable-

density tunnel. Airfoils of this family were designated

by numbers having four digits, such as the NACA _412 air-

foil. All airfoils of this family had the same basic

thickness distribution (reference 2), and the amount and

type of camber was systematically varied to produce the

fmnily of related airfoils. This investigation of the

NACA airfoils of the four-dlgit series Droduced airfoil

sections l_avi_g higher maximum lift coefficients and

lower minimum drag coefficients than those of sections

deveioped_bef6_e fiha_ trine. 'i_e investigation also

provided information on the changes in aerod}_qamlc
characteristics resulting from variations of geometry of
the mean line and thickness #atio (reference 2).
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The investigation was extended in references 3
and 4 to include airfoils _ith the same thickness dis-

tribution but with positions of the maximum camber far

forward on the airfoil. These airfoils were designated

by numbers having five digits, such as the NACA 23012 air-
foil. Some airfoils of this fa_ly showed favorable

aerodynamic characteristics except for a large sudden
loss in lift at the stall.

Although t1_ese investigations were extended to
include a limited number of airfoils with varied

thickness distributions (references 2 and 4 to 7), no

extensive investigations of thickness distribution were

made. Comparison of exoerimental drag data at low lift
coefficients with the skin-frlction coefficients for

flat plates indicated that nearly all of the profile drag

under such conditions was attributable to skin friction.

It was therefore apparent that any pronounced reduction

of the profile drag must be obtained by a reduction of

the skin friction _hrough increasing the relative extent

of the laminar boundar} _ layer.

Decreasing Dres3ures in the direction of flow and
low air-s£r@am turbulence were 1_nown to be favorable

for laminar flow. An attempt was accordingly made to

increase the relative extent of laminar flow by the

development of airfoils having favorable pressure

gradients over a greater proportion of the chord than
the airfoils developed in references 2, }, 4, and 7.

The actual attainment of extensive laminar boundary

layers at large Re_qolds nmmbers was a previously

unsolved experimental problem requiring the development
of new test equipment with v_ry low alr-stream turbulence.

This work was greatly encouraged by the experiments of

Jones (reference 8), who demonstrated the possibility

of obtaining extensive laminar layers in flight at

relatively large Reynolds n_bers. Uncertainty with

regard to factors affect!ng separation of the turbulent
boundary layer requlre@ experiments to determine the

possibility of making th8 rather sharp pressure recoveries

required over the rear portion of the new type of airfoil.

New wind tunnels were designed specifically f_r 'j _.......f

testing airfoils under conditions closely approaching

flight conditions of air-stream turbulence and Reynolds
number. The resulting wind tunnels, the Langley two-

dimensional low-turbulence tunnel (LTT) and the Langley

two-dimensional low-turbulence p_ssure tunnel (TDT),

\j
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and the methods used for obtaining and correcting data are

briefly described in the appendix. In these tunnels the
models completely span the comparatively narrow test

sections; two-dimensional flow is thus provided, which
obviates difficulties previously encountered in obtaining
section data from tests of finite-span wings and in

correcting adequately for support interference (refer-

ence 9).

Difficulty was encountered in attempting to design

airfoils having desired pressure distributions because
of the lack of adequate theory. The Theodorsen method

(reference lO), as ordinarily used for calculating the

pressure distributions about airfoils, was not sufficiently
accurate near the leading edge for prediction of the

local pressure gradients. In the absence of a suitable

theoretical method, the 9-percent-thick symmetrical air-
foil of the NACA 16-ser_es (reference ll) was obtained by

empirical modification of the previously used thickness
distributions (reference 5). These NACA 16-series

sections represented the first family of the low-drag

h_ gh-critical-soeed sections.

Successive attempts to design airfoils by approximate
theoretical methods led to families of airfoils designated

NACA 2- to 5-ser_es sections (references 1 and 12).

Experience with these sections showed that none of the

aoproximate methods tried was sufficiently accurate to

show correctly the effect of changes in profile near the

leading edge. Wind-tunnel and flight tests of these air-
foils showed that extensive laminar boundary layers could

be maintained at comparatively large values of the

Reynolds number if the airfoil surfaces were sufficiently
fair and smooth. These tests also provided qualitative

information on the effects of the magnitude of the

favorable pressure gradient, leading-edge radius, and

other shape variables. The data also showed that separa-

tion of the turbulent boundary layer over the rear of the

section, especially with rough surfaces, limited the
extent of laminar layer for which the airfoils should be

designed. The airfoils of these early families generally
showed relatively low maximum lift coefficients and, in

many cases, were designed for a greater extent of laminar
flow than is oractical. It was learned that, although

sections designed for an excessive extent of laminar

flow gave extremely low drag coefficients near the design
lift coefficient when smooth, the drag of such sections

became unduly large when rough, particularly at lift
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coofficients higher than the design lift. These families

of airfoils are accordingly consldered obsolete.

%One NACA 6-series basic thickness forms were derived

by new and improved methods described herein in the
section "_ethods of Derivation of Thickness Distributions,"

in accordance with design criterions established with the

objective of obtaining desirable drag, critical Mach
nu_mber, and maximum-lift characteristics. The present

report deals largely with the characteristics of these

sections. The development of the NACA 7-series family
has also been started. This family of airfoils is

characterized by a greater extent of is/r.inar flow on

the lower than on the u_per surface. These sections

permit low pitching-moment coefficients with moderately
high design lift coefficients at the expense of some
reduction in maximum lift and critical _ach number.

Acknowledgement is gratefully expressed for the

exnert guidance and many original contributions of
_r. Eastman N. Jacobs, who supervised this work.

DESCRIPTION OF AIR_OILS

Method of Combining Mean Lines and 'ffnickness Distributions

The cambered airfoil sections of all NACA families

considered herein are obtained by combining a mean line

and a thickness distribution. The necessary geometric
data and some theoretical aerodynamic data for the mean

lines and thickness distributions may be obtained from

the supplementary figures by the methods described for
each family of airfoils.

The process for combining a mean line and a thickness
distribution to obtain the desired cambered airfoil _ection

is illustrated in figure i. The leading and _railing

edges are defined as the forward and rearward extremities,

respectively, of _he mean line. The chord llne is defined

as the straight line connecting the leading and tra_ling

edges. Ordinates of the cambered airfoil are obfiained_ _

by laying off the thickness distribution perpendicular

to the mean line. _qe abscissas, ordinates, and slopes .....

off the mean line are designated as Xc, Yc' and

tan 8 , respectively. If x U and YU reDresent,

f
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respectively, the abscissa and ordinate of a typical

point of the upper surface of the airfoil and Yt is
the ordinate of the symmetrical thickness distribution

at chordwise position x, the upper-surface coordinates

are given by the following relations:

x U = x - Yt sin 8

YU = Yc + Yt cos e

(i)

(2)

The corresponding expressions for the lower-surface
coordinates are

x L = x + Yt sin e

YL = Yc- Yt cos e

The center for the leading-edge radius is found by
drawing a line through the end of the chord at the leading

edge with the slor,e equal to t1_ slope of the mean line

at that ]0oint and laying off a distance from the leading

edge along this line equal to the leading-edge radius.
Th_s method of construction causes the cambered airfoils

to project slightly forwar8 of the leading-edge point.

Because the slope at the leading edge is theoretically

infinite for the mean lines having a theoretically

finite load at the leading edge, t,he slope of the radius

through the end of the chord for such mean lines is

usually taken as the slope of the mean line at
x
- = 0.005 . This procedure is justified by the manner In
C

which the slope increases to the theoretically infinite
value as x/c approaches O. The slope increases slowly

until very small values of x/c are reached. Large

values of the slope are thus limited to values of x/c

very close to 0 and may be neglected in practical air-

foil design.

Tables of ordinates are included in the supplementary
data for all airfoils for which standard characteristics

are presented.

k NACA Four-Digit-Series Airfoils

N_mbering sy@tem.- The numbering system for the NACA

airfol-_l-g-'o--f--__r-Zdiglt series (reference 2) is based

CON _IDE_TIAL
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on the airfoil geometry. The first integer indicates
the maximum value of the mean-line ordinate Yc in
percent of the chord. The second integer indicates the
distance from the leading edge to the location of the
maximum camber in tenths of the chord. The last two
integers indicate the airfoil thickness in percent of
the chord. Thus, the NACA 2_15 airfoil has 2-percent
camber at 0._ of the chord from the leading edge and is
15 percent thick.

The first two integers taken together define the
mean line, for example, the NACA2_ mean line. Sym-
metrical sections are designated by zeros for the first
two integers, as in the case of the NACA 0015 airfoil
and the last two integers represent bhe thickness distri-
bution for the family of airfoils.

Thickrness dlstr!butions.- Data for the NACA 0006,

000o, 0012, 0015, 0018, 0021, and 0024 thickness distri-

butions are presented in the supplementarv figures.
Ordinates fcr _ntermediate thicknesses mawr be obtained

correctly b}_ scal'ng the tabulated ordinates in proportion
to the thickness ratio (reference 2). The leading-edge

radius varies as the square of the thickness ratio.

Values of (v/V) 2. which is equi.valent to the low-speed
pressure distribution, an_ of v/V are also presented.

These data were obtained by Theodorsen,s method (refer-

ence I0). Values of the velocity increments AVa/V

induced by changing angle of attack (see section "Rapid

Estimation of Pressure Distribution") are also presented

for an additional lift coefficient of approximately unity.
Values of the velocity ratio v/V for intermediate

thickness ratios may be obtain_.d approximately by linear

scaling of the veloclt_ _ncrements obtained from the
tabulated values of v/V for the nearest thickness

ratio; thus,

(V_t = [(V]t I t2
- yTi+l (5)

2 i

Values of the velocity-increment ratio AVa/V may be
obtained for intermediate thicknesses by interpolation.

Mean lines.- Data eor the NACA 62, 63, 64, 65, 66,

and 6_ mean lines are oresented in [_he su_Dlementary

figures. The _ata presented include the mean-llne

C ON :VIDEN TIAL

i
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ordinates Yc, the slope dYc/dX , the design llft

coefficient c_i and the corresponding design angle

of attack _i, the moment coeff_Icient Cmc/_, the

resultant pressure coefficient PR, and the velocity

ratio Av/V. The theoretical aerodynamic characteristics

were obtained from thin-airfoil theory. All tabulated

valuos for each mean line, accordingly, vary linearly

with the maximum ordinate Yc, and data for similar
mean lines wit_ different amounts of camber within the

usual range may be obtained simply by scaling the

tabulated values. Data for the NACA 22 mean line may

thus be obtained by multiolying the data for the NACA
62 mean line by the ratio_2:6, _d for the NACA 4_ mean

llne by multiplying the data for the NACA 64 mean line
by the ratio _:_.

NACA Five-Digit-Series Airfoils

Numbering system.- The numbering system for airfoils

of the NACA eive-dlg_'t series is based on a combination

of theoretical aerodynamic characteristics and geometrlc
characteristics (references 3 and 4). _e first integer
_n_icates the a_unt of camber in terms of the relative

magnitude of the _esign lift coefficient; the design llft
coefficient in tenths is thus three-halves of the first

integer. The second and third integers together indicate

the distance erom i_he leading edge to the location of
tho maximum camber; this distance in percent of the chord

is one-half the number represented by these integers. The

last two integers indicate the airfoil thickness in per-

cent of the chord. The NACA 25012 airfoil thus has a

design lift coefficient of approximately 0.3, has its

maximum camber at 15 percent of the chord, and has a
thickness ratio of 12 percent.

Thickness distributions.- The thickness distributions

for aT_f-6-ils--_h-6 NACA flve-digit series are the same

as thos_ for airfoils of the NACA four-digit series.

Mean lines.- Data for the NACA 210, 220, 230, 240,
and 2_-_ mean lines are presented in the suoplementary

figures in the same form as for the mean lines given

herein for the four-digit series. All tabulated values

for each mean line vary linearly with the maximum
ordinate or with the design lift coefficient. Thus,

data for the NACA I$30 mean line may be obtained by

CON_IDEN TIAL
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multiplying the data for the NACA 230 mean line by the
ratio 4:2 and for the NACA 640 mean line by multiplying

the data for the NACA 24p mean line by the ratio 6:2.

NACA 1-Serles Airfoils

Ntmlber!n_ system.- The NACA 1-series airfoils are
designated by la five-digit number - as, for example, the

NACA 16-212 section. The first _nteger represents the

series designation. The second integer indicates the

distance in tenths of the chord from the leading edge

to the position of minimum pressure for the symmetrical

section at zero lift. The first number following the

dash indicates the amount of camber expressed in terms

of the design lift coefficient in tenths, and the last

two numbers together indicate the thickness in percent

of the chord. The commonly used sections of this family
have minimum pressure at 0.6 of the chord from the

leading edge and are usually referred to as the NACA
16-series sections.

_hickness distributions.- Data for the NACA 16-006,

16-009, _16L_012, 16-015, 16-018, and 16-021 thickness
_strlbutions (reference II) are presented in the

supplementary figures. These data are similar in form

to those for airfoils of the NACA four-diglt series, and

data for intermediate thickness ratios may be obtained
in the same manner.

Mean lines.- The NACA 16-series airfoils as commonly
used are c_--_ed with a mean line of the uniform-load

type (a = 1.0), which is described under the section for

the NACA 6-series airfoils that follows. Yf any other

type of mean line is used, this fact should be stated

in the airfoil designation.

NACA 6-Series Airfoils

Numberln_ system.- The NACA 6-series airfoils are
usually designated _ a slx-diglt number together with

a statement showing the type of mean line used. For

example, in the designation NACA 65,3-218, a = 0.5,

the "6" is the series designation. The "5" denotes the

chordwise position of minimum pressure in tenths of the

chord behind the leading edge for the basic symmetrical

C ON FIDEN T IAL
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section at zero llft. The "3" following the comma gives

the range of lift coefficient in tenths above and below

_ the design lift coefficient in which favorable pressure

gradients exist on both surfaces. The "2" following the
dash gives the design lift coefficient in tenths. The

last two digits indicate the airfoil thickness in per-

cent of the chord. The designation "a = 0.5" shows the

type of mean llne used. Wqaen the mean-line designation
is not given, it is understood that the uniform-load
mean line (a = l.O) has been used.

When the mean line used is obtained by combining
more than one mean llne, the design llft coefficient used

in the designation is the algebraic sum of the design

llft coefficients of the mean lines used, and the mean

lines are described in the statement following the number

as in the following case:

][a: O.5, i : O.3 1NACA 65,3-218

a : 1.O, C_l = -O.1

Airfoils having a thickness distribution obtained

by linearly _ncreasing or decreasing the ordinates of
one of the originally derived thickness distributions

are designated as in the following example:

NACA 65(318)-217, a = 0. 5

The significance of all of the numbers except those in

the parentheses is the same as before. The first number

and the last two numbers enclosed in the parentheses

denote, respectively, the low-drag range and the thickness

in percent of the chord of the originally derived thickness
distribution.

The more _recent NACA 6-series airfoils are derived

as members of thickness families having a simple rela-
tionship between the conformal transformations for air-

foils of different thickness ratios but having minimum

pressure at the same chordwise position. These airfoils

are distinguished from the earlier individually derived

airfoils by writing the number indicating the low-drag

range as a subscript; for example,

NACA 653-218, a = 0. 5

• C ON FID _N TIAL
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Ordinates for tbe basic thickness distributions designated
by a subscript are slightly different from those for the
corresponding individually derived thickness distributions.
As before, if the ordinates of the basic thickness distri-
bution have been changed by a factor, the low-drag range
and thickness ratio of the original thickness distribution
are enclosed in parentheses as follows:

NACA 65(318)-217, a : o.5

If the design lift coefficient in tenths or the air-

foil thickness in percent of chord are not whole integers,
the numbers giving these quantities are usually enclosed

in parentheses as in the following designation:

NACA 65(}!8)-(1.5)(16.5), a = 0.5

Some early experimental airfoils are designated by the

insertion of the letter x immediately preceding the
hyphen as in tDe designation 66,2x-i16.

_qickness distributions.- Data for available

NACA 6-serles tb!cl<ness @_s are oresented in the

supplementar_T figures. These data are comoarable with

the similar @ata for a_rfoTls of the NACA four-diglt
series, except that ordinates for intermediate thicknesses

may not be correctly obtained by scaling the tabulated
ordinates proportional to the thickness ratio. This

method of changing the ordinates by a factor will,

however, produce shapes satisfactorily approximating
members of _he Family if the change in thickness ratio

is small. Values of v/V and AVa/V for intermediate

thickness ratios may be approximated as described for
the NACA four-digit series.

Mean lines.- _ne mean lines commonly used with the
NACA _irfoils produce a uniform chordwise

loading Crom the leading edge to the point _x _- a and a

linearly decreasing load from this point to the trailing

edge. Data <or NACA mean lines with values of a equal

to O, O.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0._, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0

are presented in due suoolementary figures. The ordinates

were computeO by the following formula, which represents

a simplification of the original expression for mean-

line ordinates given in reference 12:

J

i
_J
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Yo
C

w he re

a - log e a -
2_!_f l) 1 - a

+
"_-ca°ge_-c+ g "h-_}

(6)

g 1 - a log e a- +

h -"

1

1 - a [l(l- a)2 loge (1- a)- _(I - a)2! + g

The data are oresented for a design l_ft coeffi-

cient C_ i equal to unity. All tabulated values vary

directl]_Witb the design !i_t coefficient. Corresponding

data for simi]ar mean lines with other design lift coef-

ficients may accordingly be obtained simply by multiplying

the tabulated values by the desired design lift coefficient.

In order to camber NACA 6-serles airfoils, mean

lines are usually used having values of a equal to

or greater than the distance from the leading edge to
the location of minimum pressure for the selected thickness

distribution at zero lift. For special purposes, load

distributions other than those corresponding to the

simple mean lines may be obtained by combining two or

more t_rpes of mean llne having positive or negative

values of the design lift coefficient. The geometric
and aerodynamic characteristics of such combinations

may be obtained by algebraic addition of the values for
the component mean lines.

NACA 7-Series Airfoils

_ _:_ulm_oer_in_ system.- The NACA 7-series airfoils are
designated 'by a number of the following type (refer-

ence 13) :

NACA 747A315

CO NFIDENTIAL
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The first number "7" indicates the series number. The
second number "4" indicates the extent over the upper

surface, in tenths of the chord from the leading edge,

of the region of favorable pressure gradient at the

design lift coefficient. The third n_mber "7" indicates

the extent over the lo_ver surface, in tenths of the chord

from the leading edge, of the region of favorable pressure

gradient at the design lift coeJficIJnt The significance

of the last group of three n_ubers is the same as for
the previous NACA 6-series airfoils. The letter "A"
which follows the first thre_ numbers is a serial letter

to distinguish different airfoils having parameters that
would correspond to the same numerical designation.

For examole, a second airfoil having the same extent of

favorable pressure gradient over the upper and lower

surfaces, the same design lift coefficient, and the
same maxim,_u thickness as the original airfoil but

having a different mean-lime co_bination or thickness
distribution would have the serial letter "B". _ean

lines used for the NACA 7-serles airfoils are obtained

by combining two or more of the previously described
mean lines. A list of the thickness distributions and

mean lines used to _orm these airfoils are presented in
table ! Tb_e extra columns in table I have been provided

to facilitate the listing of additional information for

subsequen_ airfoils. _ae basic thickness distribution

is given a designation similar to those of the final

cambered airfoils. For examole, the basic thickness

distribution for the NACA 7_7A315 and 747A415 airfoils
is given the designation NAsA 747A015 even though minimum

pressure occurs at 0.4c on both upper and lower surfaces
at zero lift. Combination of this thickness distribution

with the mean lines listed _n table I for the NACA

7_7A315 airfoil changes the pressure distribution to the

desired type as shown in figure 2.

Thickness distributions.- Data for available

NACA 7-series thickness distributions are oresenfied in

the supplementary figures. These thickness distributions

are individually derived and do not form thickness

families. The thickness ratio may, ho_vever, be changed

a moderate amount - say 2 or 3 percent - by multiplying

the tabulated ordinates by a suitable factor without

seriously altering their characte_istic features. Values

of (v/V) 2 and of v/V for thinner or thicker thickness

distributions _ay be appro_ma_ed by _he method of

equation (5). If the change in thickness ratio is

CONFIDENT IAL
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small, tabulated values of AVa/V

directly with reasonable accuracy.

may be applied

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Pressure DistriButions

\

A knowledge of the pressure distribution over an

airfoil is desirable for structural design and for
estimation of the critical Mach number and moment coef-

ficient if tests are not available. The pressure distri-

bution also exerts a strong or predominant influence on

the boundary-layer flow and, hence, on the airfoil char-

acteristics. It is therefore usually advisable to

relate the airfoil characteristics to the pressure dis-

tribution rather than directly to the airfoil geometry.

Methods of derivation of thickness distributions.-

As mentioned in the sec_on "HYstorical D@velopment,"

the basic symmetrical thickness distributions of the

NACA 6- and 7-series airfoils, together with their

corresponding nressure distributions, are derived by
means of conformal transformations. The transformations

used to relate the known flow about a circle to that

about an airfoil section were developed by Theodorsen

in reference I0. Figure 5 shows schematically the

significance of the various phases of the process.

The circle about which the flow is originally

calculated has its center at the origin and a radius

of ae _°. The equation of this circle in complex

coordinates is

z = ae _°+i_ (7)

whe re

Z

a

complex variable in circle plane

angular coordinate of Z

basic length usually considered unity

_O constant determining radius of circle

CON _IDEN TIAL
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This true circle is transformed into an arbrltrary,
almost circular curve by the relation

z ' (¢-4o )+i(e-
--: e (8)
Z

The equation of the almost circular curve is

z' = ae _+i8 (9)

where

S t

ae 4

complex variable in near-circle plane

radial coordinate of z t

e angular coordinate of zV

i

In order for the transformation (8) to be conformal,

it is necessar}T that the quantity (8 - _) (given the

symbol -c) be the conjugate function of (4 - ¢o); that

is, if c is reoresented by a Fourier ser_es of the
_"0 rm co co

¢ =kAn sin n@-> Bn cos n_

then (4 - 4o) is given by the relation

O0 CO

(*- %)---_i krl COS n_-_EB n sin n_

1

This relationshio indicates that, if the function ¢(_)

is given, (% - _o) can be calculated as a function
of _. Neans of berforming this calculation are presented

in reference 14. The transformation relating the almost
circular curve to the airfoil shape is

a2
: z' + -- (i0)

Z !
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where _ is the complex variable in the airfoil Diane.
The coordinates of the airfoil x and y are the real
and Imaginagy parts of _, respectively. These
coordinates are given by the relations

x : 2a cosh _ cos 8 (II)

y : 2a sinh _ sin 8 (12)

The velocity distribution in terms of the airfoil
parameters _ and ¢ is given exactly for perfect
fluid flow by the expression

v = sin (6 o + _) + sin(_ o + ETE)e_° (I})

V _ _sinh2_ + "sin2e)' I_! d_(_2 + (d_)_d_/

where

v local velocity over surface of airfoil

V free-stream velocity

section angle of attack

average value of )_ _2-_]0 2", d_)

CTE value of c at trailingLedge

The basic symmetrical shapes were derived by

assuming suitable values of dc/d_ as a function

of _. These values were chosen on the basis of previous

experience and are subject to the conditions that

_0 d--it= 0

and d c/d_ at _ is equal to d c/d_ at -_. These

conditions are necessary for obtaining closed symmetrical

shapes. Values of c(_) were obtained simply by
_E

integrating _d_. Values of _(_) were found by
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obtaining the conjugate of the curve of c(_) and
adding a value _o sufficient to make the value
of _ equal to zero at _ = w. This conSition assures
a sharp trail'ng-edge shape.

Inasmuch as small changes in the velocity distribu-
tion at any point of the surface are approximately pro-

de
portional to 1 + d-_ (see reference 15) , the initially
ass_ed values of d_/d_ were altered by a process of
successive approximations until the desired type of
velocity @!stribution was obtained. After the final
values of _ and ¢ were obtained, the ordinates of
the basic thickness distribution were computed by
equations (ll) and (12).

_quen these computations were made, it appeared that
there was an optimum value of the leading-edge radius
dependent upon the airfoil thickness and the position of
minimum pressure. If the leading-edge radius was too
small, a premature peak in the pressure distribution
occurred in the immediate vicinity of the leading edge
as the angle of attack was increased. If the leading-
edge radius was too large, a premature Deak occurred a
few percent of the chord behind the leading edge. With
the correct leading-edge radius, the pressure dlstribu-
t_on becs_ne nearly flat over the forward portion of the
airfoil before the normal leading-edge oeak formed at
the higher lift coefficients. Curves of the parameters _,
¢, d_d_, d c/d_ olotted against _ for the
NACA 6_3-018 airfoil section are given in figure 4.

Experience has shown that, when the thickness ratio
of an originally derived basic form was increased merely
by multiplying all the ordinates by a constant factor, an
unnecessarily large decrease in the critical speed of
the resulting section occurred. Reducing the thickness
ratio in a similar manner caused an unnecessarily large
decrease in the low-drag range. For this reason, each
of the earlier NACA 6-s_rles2 sections was individually
derived. It was later found that it was possible to
derive basic airfoil parameters _ and ¢ that could
be multiplied by a constant factor to obtain airfoils
of various thickness ratios, without having the afore-
mentioned limitations in the resulting sections. Each -_
of the more recent families of NACA 6-series airfoils, _
in which numerical subscripts are used in the designation,
having minimum pressure at a given chordwise position

CONFIDENTIAL
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was obtained by scaling uD and down the basic values of
the airfoil parameters _ and c.

for a "family of NACA 65-serles airfoils covering a range
of thickness ratios are given in figure 5(a). This
figure shows the typical increase in the magnitude of
the favorable pressure gradient, increase in maximum
velocity over the surface, and increase in the relative
pressure recovery over the rear portion of the airfoil
with increase in thickness ratio. Figure 5(b) shows
the pressure distribution for a series of basic thickness
forms having a thickness ratio of O.15 and having minimum
pressure at various chordwise positions. The value of
the minimum pressure coefficient is seen to decrease and
the magnitude of the oressure recovery over the rear
portion of the airfoil to increase with rearward movement
of the point of minimum pressure.

The pressure distribution for one of the basic
symmetrical thickness distributions at various lift coef-
ficients is shown in figure 6. At zero lift the pressure
distributions over the uDDer and lower surfaces are the
same. A_St_,e lift coefficient is increased, the slope
of the pressure distribution over the forward oortion
of the uDDer surface decreases until it becomes flat at
a lift coefficient of 0.22 (the end of the low-drag range).

As the lift coefficient is increased beyond this value,

the usual peak in the pressure distribution forms at the

leading edge.

Rapid estimation of pressure distributions.- In the

discu'ssion that followS, tl_e term "pressure distribution"

is used to signify the distribution of the static pres-

sures on the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil

along the chord. The term "load distribution" is used

to signify the distribution along the chord of the

normal force resulting from the difference in pressure

on the upper and lower surfaces.

The pressure distribution about any airfoil in

ootent_al flow may be calculated accurately by a

generalization of the methods of the previous section.

Although this method is not unduly laborious, the

computations required are too long to permit quick and

easy calculations for large nmmbers of airfoils. The
need for a slmDle method of quickly obtaining pressure

distributions with engineering accuracy has led to the
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development of a method (reference 16) combining features

of thin- and thick-alrfoil theory. This simple method

makes use of previously calculated characteristics of a
limited m_mber of mean lines and thickness distributions

that may be combined to form large numbers of airfoils.

Thin-airfoil theory (references 17 to 19) shows

that the load distribution of a thin airfoil may be
considered to consist of: (i) a basic distribution at

the ideal angle of attack and (2) an additional distri-

bution proportional tic the angle of attack as measured

from the ideal angle of attack.

The first load distribution is a function only of

the shape of the thin airfoil, or (if the thin airfoil
is considered to be a mean line) of the mean-line

geometry. Integration of this load distribution along
the chord results in a normal-force coefficient which,

at small angles of attack, is substantially equal to a

lift coefficient c_i , which is designated the ideal

or design l_ft coefficient. If, moreover, the camber of

the mean line is changed by multiplying the mean-line

ordinates by a constant factor, the resulting load dis-

tribution, the ideal or design angle of attack ai and

the design lift coefficient c_i may be obtained simply

by multiplying the original values by the same factor.

The characteristics of a large number of mean lines are

presented in both graphical and tabular form in the

supplementary figures. The load-distribution data are

presented both in the form of the result_ant pressure

coefficient P_ and in the form of the corresponding
veloc_ty-lncre_ent ratios Av/V. For Dositlve design

llft coefficients, these velocity-increment ratios are

_osltive on the u_Der surface and negative on the lower

surface; the opposite is true for negative design llft
coefficients.

The second load distribution, which results from

changing the angle of attack, is designated herein the

"additional load distribution" and the corresponding

lift coefficient is designated the _'additional llft
coefficient." This additional load distribution

contributes no moment about the quarter-chord point

and, according to thln-airfoil theory, is in@ependent_

of the airfoil geometry except for angle of attack. The
additional load distribution obtained from thln-airfoil

theory is of limited nractlcal application, however,
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because this simole theory leads to infinite values of

the velocit7 at the leading edge. This difficulty is

obviated by the exact thick-airfoil theory (reference I0),
which also shows that the additional load distribution

is neither completely independent of the airfoil shape

nor exactly a linear function of the lift coefficient.

For this reason, the a@dltional load distribution has
been calculated by the methods of reference i0 for each

of the thickness distributions presented in the supple-

mentary figures. These @ata are presented in the form

of velocity-increment ratios L_Va/V corresponding to

an additional lift coefficient of approximately unity.
For positive additional lift coefficients, these velocity-

increment ratios are positive on the upper surface and

negative on the lower surface; the opposite _s true for
negative additional lift coefficients.

In addition to the pressure distributions associated

with these two load distributions, another oresstlre
distribution exists which is associated with the basic

symmetrical thickness form or thickness distribution of

the airfoil, q_nis pressure distribution has been calcu-

lated by the methods described in the previous sectio n
for the condition of zero l_f_ and is presented in the

supplementary figures as , which is equ!valent at

low Mach numbers to the ore'ssure coefficient S, and

as the local velocity ratio v/V. This local velocity

ratio is always Dositive and. is the same for corresponding

points on the u_per and lower surfaces of the thickness
form.

The velocity distribution about the airfoil is thus

considered to be compose4 of three separate and independent

components as follows:

(I) The distribution corresponding to the velocity

distribution over the baslc thickness form at zero angle

of attack

(2) The distribution corresponding to the design

load distribution of the mean line

(3) The distribution corresponding to the additional

load distribution associated with angle of attack
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The velocity-lncrement ratios Av/V and AVa/V

corresponding to components (2) and (5) are added to
the velocity ratio corresponding to component (!) to

obtain the total velocity at one point, from which the

pressure coefficient S is obtained; thus,

S : (V _ --Av±_02V
(i4}

_.__en this formula is used, values of the ratios corre-

sponding to one value of x are added together and the

resulting value of the pressure coefficient S is

assigned to the airfoil surface at the same value of x,

The values of v/V and of Av/V in equation (14 )

should, of course,correspond to the airfoil geometry.

Methods of obtaining the proper values of these ratios

from the values tabulated in the supplementary figures

are presented in the orevlous section "Description of
Airfoil s."

%_/hen the ratio AVa/V has the value of zero, the
resulting pressure coefficient S will correspond

aDproximately to the design lift coefficient c_i of

the mean line, and the lift coefficient may be assigned

this value as a first approximation. If hhe pressure-

distribution diagram is integrated, however, the value

of c_ will be found to be greater than c_i by an

amount dependent on the thickness ratio of _ne basic
thickness form.

The Dr@ssure distribution will usually be desired

at some specified llst coefficient not corresponding

to c_i. For this purpose the ratio Ava/V must be

assigned some value obtained by multiplying the tabulated
value of this ratio by a factor f(a). For a first

approximation th_s factor may be assigned the value

f(a) = c_ - c_i
(15)

where c_ is the lift coefficient for which the pressure
distribution is desired. If greater accuracy is desired,
the value of f(a) may be adjusted by trial and error

to produce the actual desired lift coefficient as deter-

mined by integration of the pressure-distribution diagram.
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Although this method of superposition of velocities

has inadequate theoretical justification, experience has

shown that the results obtained are adequate for

engineering use. In fact, the results of even the

_irst aoproximations agree well with experimental data

and are adequate rot at least preliminary consideration
and selection of airfoils. A comparison of a first-

approximation theoretical pressure distribution with an

experimental @istribut_on _s shown in figure 7. Some
discrepancy naturally occurs between the results of

experiment and of any theoretical method based on
potential flow because of the presence of the boundary

layer. These effects are small, however, over the range

of lift coefficients for which the boundary layer is

thin and the drag coefficient is low.

Numerical examples.- The following numerical examples
are in_-ed to illustrate the method of obtaining the

first-approxlmation pressure distributions.

Example I: Find the pressure coefficient S at
the station x -- 0.50 on the _.;2per and lower surfaces

of the NACA 653-418 airfoil at a lift coefficient
of 0.2.

From the description of the NACA 6-series airfoils,

it is determined that this airfoil is obtained by

"combining the NACA 653-018 basic thickness form with

the a = 1.0 tyoe mean llne c_mbered to a design lift
coefficient of O]h. The following data are obtained

from the supFlementary figures for this thickness form
and mean line at x -- 0.50:

V

- =  .235
V

A v a

-- = 0.157V

AV

--- = 0,250
V

The desired value of _ a/V is computed as follows by

use of equation (15):
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V a
-- = (o.157)(0.2 - o.4)
V

= -0. o51

_The desired value of Av/V is obtained by multi-

plying the tabulated value by the design lift coefficient
as stated in the description of the NACA 6-series air-

foils. _Squs,

_V
--=
V

= 0.I00

Substituting these values in equation (lh) gives the

following values of S:

For the upper surface

S = (1.235 + 0.I00- 0.031) 2

= 1.7oo

For the lower surface

S : (1.255 - 0.I00 + 0.031)

: 1.360

2

Example 2: Find the pressure coefficient S at

the station x : 0.25 on the upper and lower surfaces

of the NACA 65(215)-21h, a = 0.5 airfoil at a lift

coefficient of 0.6.

The airfoil 4esignation shows that th_s airfoil

was obtained by combining a thickness form obtained by

multiplTing the ordinates of the NACA 652-015 form by

the factor 14/15 with the a = 0.5 type mean llne

cambered to a design llft coefficient of 0.2.

The supplementary figures give a value of 1.182

for v/V at x = 0.25 for the NACA 652-015 basic thickness

form. The desired value of v/V is obtained by

applying formula (5) as follows:
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v-: (.i18a i)1
V . - + 1

:1.170

From the supplementary figures the following
values of Ava/V are obtained at x = 0.25 for the

following basic thickness forms:

Thickness form

NACA 652-015

NACA 651-012

A va
-- at
V

x= 0.25

0.290

.282

By interpolation the value of Ava/V of 0.287

may be assigned to the 14-percent-thick form, The

desired value of Ava/V is then computed as follows

by use of equation (15):

V a

---- = (0.237)(0.6 - 0.2)
V

= O.115

Data presented in the supplementary figures for the
a = 0.5 type mean lines give the value of 0.355 for Av/V
at x = 0.25 As stated in the description of the
NACA 6-series airfoils, the desired value of Av/V is

obtained by multiplying the tabulated value by the design
lift coefficient. Thus,

AV
-- = (0.333)(o 2)V

: O. 067

Substituting the foregoing values in equation (14 )
gives the valuesof S a@ - follows:

For the upper surface

S : (I.170L+ 0.067 + 0.115) 2

= 1.828
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For the lower surface

s = (1.17o- o.o67- o.n5) 2

= o.976

F_xample 5" Find the pressure coefficient S at

the station x = 0.30 on the uoper and lower surfaces

of the NACA 2412 airfoil at a lift coefficient of 0. 5 .

The description of airfoils of the NACA four-dlglt

series shows that the necessary data may be found from
the NACA 0012 thickness form and 64 mean llne in the

supplementary figures. From these figures the following
data are obtained:

At x = 0.50

V
- = 1.162
V

At X = 0.50

A va
= O. 259

V

For the NACA 64 mean llne at x = 0.30

_V
-- = 0.260
V

For the NACA 64 mean llne

c_i = 0.76

The values of Av/V and c_i corresponding to

the airfoil geometry Are obtained by multiplying the
foregoing values by the factor 2/6 as exolained in the

description of these airfoils; thus,

--: (o.260)
v

= 0.087

c_i = (0"76)(6)

: o.255
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The desired value of AVa/V is obtained from

equation (15) as follows:

Ava
= (0.259)(o.5 - o.253)

V

= 0.059

Substituting the orooer values in equation (14)

gives the values of S as follows:

For the upper surface

S : (1.162 + 0.087 + 0.059) 2

: I. 712

For the lower surface

S : (1.162 - 0.087- 0.059) 2

: I. 032

Effect of camber on pressure distributfon.- At

zero l iftthe pressure distr_u-_ons over the upper

and lower surfaces of a basic s_m_etrlcal thickness

distribution are, of course, identical. The effect of

camber on the oressure distribution at the design llft

coefficient is to separate the pressures on the uoper

and lower surfaces by an amount corresponding approxi-

mately to the design load distribution of the mean line.
When the local val_s of the design load dlstrlbutKon is

oosltive, the oressure coefficient S on the uoper
surface is increased (decreased absolute pressure)

whereas that on the lower surface is decreased. This

effect is shown In figure 8(a) for various _mounts of
camber.

The maximum value of the pressure coefficient on

the uDper surface at the design lift coefficient increases
with the design lift coefficient and for a giVen design

lift coefficient increases with decreasing values of a.
The result is to cause the critical Mach number at the

design lift coefficient to decrease with increasing camber

or wTth _e- use of t_Tpes of mean line concentrating the

load near the leading edge. Figure 8(b) shows hhat the

location of minimum pressure on both surfaces is not
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affected if a type of mean line is used having a value
of a at least as large as the value of x/c at the

_osition of minimum pressure on the baslc thickness
distribution. If a mean line with a smaller value of

is used, the oossible extent of laminar flow along the

upper surface will be reduced.

Critical Mach Number

If the maximum value of the low-speed pressure

coefficient S is known either experimentally or from

theoretical methods, the critical Nach number may be
predicted approxlmately by the yon IC_rm_n method

(reference 20). A curve relating the critical I_ach

number and the low-speed pressure coefficient S has

been calculated from the equations of reference 20 and

included in the suoplemenfiary figures. These predicted

critical Nach numbers are useful for preliminary con-
siderations in the absence of test data and aooear to

correspond fairly well to the Mach n_mbers at which the

local velocity of sound is reached in the high-crltical-
speed range of lift coefficient. This criterion does

not, however, aopear to predict accurately the Mach

numbers at which large changes in airfoil characteristics

occur, especially when sharp pressure peaks exist _t the

leading edge.

For convenience, Curves of predicted critical Mach

n_mber plotted against the low-speed section lift coef-

ficient have been included in the supplementary figures

for a nmmber of airfoils. These figures are somewhat
similar to those of Heas!et (reference 21) but are

plotted against the low-s_eed lift coefficient rather

than against the high-speed lift coefficient, as in

re_erence 21. High-speed lift coefficients corresponding

to those of Heaslet may be obtained by multiolylng the

1
low-speed lift coefficient by the factor

_ne critical _'ach numbers have been predic from

theoretical pressure distributions. For airfoils of

the NACA four- and five-digit series and for the

NACA 7-series airfoils, the theoretical pressure dis-

tributions_were obtained by Theodorsen,s method. For
the other airfoils, the fiheoretlcai pressure distribu-

tions were obtained by the approximate method described

in the preceding section.
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In order to select an airfoil section suitable fo_
high-speed applications, it is neoessary that the
expected range of operating conditions be known. For
purposes of airfoil selection, these conditions may be
conveniently expressed in terms of the variation of Math
number with lift coefficient at various altitudes_ A
set of such curves based on the _ited States standard
atmosphere (reference 22) Corresponding to wing loadings
of 50, _0, 50, 60, 70, and 80 pounds per square foot a_e
included in the supplementary figures, These curves a_e
plotted against low-speed section lift coefficient to
correspond to the figures giving critical _ach number_
for various airfoil sections, The low.speed section
llft coefficients were obtained by applying the Glauert
compressibility factor _I - M2 to the high-speed llft
coefficient obtained by dividing the wing loading by
the dynamic pressure. Use of the Glauert factor, and
hence of these charts, is Justifiable only if the wing
is operating at _ach numbers not much higher than the
critical _ach number for the wing_ Direct aoplicatlon
of these data is based on the assumption that the entire
wing is uniformly loaded. A comparison of the curve
re oresenting the required flight conditions for a given
airplane on these charts with t_he curves of critical
Mach number plotted against lift Coefficient for various
airfoil sections will assist in selection of the airfoil
sections for the application.

Moment Coefficients

_ethods of calculation.- Theoretical moment coef-

ficlents may be approximated directly from the values

presented in the supplementary figures for the varlou_

mean lines. These values were obtained from thin-

airfoil theory and may be scaled up or down l_nearly

with the design llft coefficient or with the mean-
line ordinates. _hese theoretical values are sufficiently

accurate for preliminary conslderations_ but experimental

values should be used for stability and control calcu-
lations. -

Numerical examoles.- The following numerical

examples _ll{_s--_-t_-_ methods of calculating the
moment coefficients:
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Example i: Find the theoretical moment coefficient

about the quarter-chord point for the NACA 652-215 ,

a = 0.5 airfoil.

The designation of the airfoil shows that the design
llft coefficient of this airfoil is 0.2. From the data

on the NACA a : 0. 5 type mean line included in the

supplementary figures, the value of CmcA, is -0.139

for a design lift coefficient of i°0. The desired value

of the moment coefficient is accordingly

cmc/4 = (-0.139)(o.2)
= -0. 028

Example 2: Find the theoretical moment coefficient

about the quarter-chord point for the NACA _415 airfoil.

From the description of the NACA four-diglt series

airfoils, the required data is found to be presented for

the NACA 6_ mean line in the supplementary figures. The

moment coefficient for this mean line is -0.157. The
required value is then

CmcA : (-o.157) 

= -o.Io5

Angle of Zero Lift

Methods of calculation.- Values of the ideal or

design angle of attack ci corresponding to the design

lift coefficient c_i are included among the data for

the various mean l_nes presented in the suoDlementary

figures. T_e approximate values of the angle of zero

lift may be obtained from the data by using the
theoretical value of the llft-curve slooe for thin

airfoils, 2w per radian. The value of a_o in
degrees is then

a_ o = _i 527-_3c_i (16)

_e tabulated values of _i may be scaled linearly
with the design llft coefficient or with the mean-line

ordinates.
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Although these theoretical angles of zero llft may
be useful in preliminary design, they should not be
used without experimental verification for such purposes
as establishing the washout of a wing.

Numerical examples.- The method of computing

is illustrated in the following examples:

aZ, o

Example i: Fin_ the theoretical angle of zero lift

of the NACA 652-515, a = 0.5 airfoil.

indicate that

value of ci

This airfoil number indicates a design lift coeffi-

cient of 0.5. Data for the NACA a = 0.5 mean llne
. _ = 1.0. The desired

= 5 04 ° w1_en c_i
i s then

= (3.o4)(o.5)

= i. 52o

Substituting in equation (16) gives

= 1.52 -

= -3.0 °

Example 2" Find the theoretical angle of zero

lift for the NACA 2_15 airfoil.

The description of the NACA four-digit-series air-

foils shows that the required values of ai and c_i

may be obtained by multiplying the corresponding values
for the NACA 64 mean line (see supolementary figs.)

by a factor 2/6; then

(o
= 0.25 °

c_i = (0"7_(6)

= 0.253
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and from equation .(16)

= o.25 -(57"3)(0"#53)
2w

= -2.0 °

Description of Flow aro_nad Airfoils

Perfect-fluid theory oostulates that the flow follow

the airfoil contour smoothly at all angles of attack
with no loss of energy. Consequently, perfect-fluld

theory itself gives no information concerning the profile
drag or the maximum lift of airfoil sections. The

explanation of these ohenomena is found from a consldera-

tTon of the effects of viscosity, which are of primary
importance in a thin region near the surface of the air-

foil called the boundary layer.

Boundary layers in general are of two types, namely,
laminar and turbulent. The flow in the laminar layer is
smooth and free from any eddying motion. The flow in the

turbulent layer is characterized by the presence of a

large number of relatively small eddies. Because the

eddies in the turbulent layer produce a transfer of

momentum from the relatively fast-moving outer parts
of the boundary layer to the portions closer to the

surface, the distribution of a_Terage velocity is char-
acterized by relatively highgr velocities near the sur-

face and a greater total boundary-layer thickness in

a turbulent boun@ary layer than in a laminar boundary
layer developed under otherwise identical conditions.

Skin friction is therefore higher for _urbulent boundary-
layer flow than For laminar flow.

When the oressures along the airfoil surface are

increasing in the _irection of flow, a general decelera-

tion takes place. At the o_iter limits of the boundary
layer this deceleration takes olace in accordance with

Bernoulli,s law. Closer to the surface, no such simple
law can be g_ven because of the action of the viscous

forces wltbin the bot_n@ary layer. In general, however,
the relative loss of speed is somewhat greater for

oarticles of fluid w_thin the boundary layer than for

those at the outer limits of _he layer because _he

reduced kinetic energy of the boundary-layer air limits
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its ability to flow against the adverse pressure gradient.

If the rise in pressure is sufficiently great, portions
of the fluid within the boundary layer may actually have

their direction of motion reversed and may start moving
upstream. _!nen this reversal occurs, the flow in the

boundary layer is said to be "separated." Because of

th_ increased interchange of momentum from different

Darts of the layer, turbulent boundary layers are much

more resistant to separation than are laminar layers.

Laminar boundary layers can only exist for a relatively

short d_stance _n a region in which the pressure increases

in the direct!on of flow. Formulas for calculating many

of the boundary-layer characteristics are given in
references 25 to 25.

After laminar separation occurs, the flow may either

leave the surface _ermanently or reattach itself in the

form of a turbulent boundary layer. Not much is known

concerning the factors controlling this phenomenon.

Laminar separation on wings is usually not permanent at

flight values of the Reynolds number except when it

occurs near the leading edge under conditions corresponding

to maximum llft. The size of the locally separated region

that is formed when the laminar boundary layer separates
and the flow returns to the Surface decreases with

increasing Reynolds number at a given angle of attack.

The flow over aerodynamically smooth airfoils at low
and moderate lift coefficients is characterized by laminar

boundary layers from the leading edge back to approxi-
mately the location of the first minimum-pressure point

on both upper and lower surfaces. If the region of laminar

flow is extensive, separation occurs immediately downstream

from the location of minimum pressure (reference 23) and

the flow returns to the surface almost immediately at

flight Reynolds numbers as a turbulent boundary layer.

This turbulent boundary layer extends to the trailing

edge. If the surfaces are not sufficiently smooth and

fair, if the air stream is turbulent, or perhaps if the

Reynolds number _s sufficiently large, transition from
laminar to turbulent flow may occur anywhere upstream of

the calculated laminar sevaration point.

For low and moderate lift coefficients where

inappreciable separation occurs, the airfoil profile drag

is largely caused by skin friction and the value of the

drag coefficient depends mainly on the relative amounts
of laminar and turbulent flow. If the location of
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transition is known or assumed, the drag coefficient may
be calculated with reasonable accuracy from boundary-
layer theory by use of the methods of references 26 to 28.

As the llft coefficient of the airfoil is increased
by changing the angle of attack, the resulting aoplica-
tlon of the additional tyoe of lift distribution moves
the minimum-pressure ooint uostream on the uoper surface,
and the possible extent of laminar flow is thus reduced.
The resulting greater proportion of turbulent flow,
together with the larger average velocit}_ of flow over
the surfaces, causes the drag to increase with lift coef-
ficient.

In the case of many of the older types of airfoils,
this forward movement of transition is gradual and the
resulting variation of drag with lift coefficient occurs
smoothly. The pressure distributions for NACA 6-serles
airfoils are such as to cause transition to move forward
suddenly at the end of the low-drag range of lift coeffi-
cients. A sharp increase in drag coefficient to the
value corresponding to a forward location of transition
on the upper surface results. Such sudden shifts in
transition give the typical drag curve for these airfoils
with a "sag" or "bucket" in the low-drag range. The
same character!stlc is shown to a smaller degree by
some of the earlier airfoils such as the NACA 25015 when
tested in a low-turbulence air stream.

At high lift coefficients, a large part of the drag
is contributed by pressure or form drag resulting from
separation of the flow from the surface. The flow over
the upper surface is characterized by a negative pressure
peak near the leading edge, which causes laminar separa-
tion. The onset of turbulence causes the flow to return
to the surface as a turbulent botmdary layer. High
Reynolds numbers are favorable to the development of
turb_Jlence and aid in this orocess. If the lift coef-
ficient is sofficient!v h_gh or if the reestablishment
of flow following lawinar separation is unduly delayed
by low Re_nol_s numbers, the turbulent layer will
seoarate from the s_rface near the trailing edge and
will cause large drag increases. The eventual loss in
lift with increasing angle of attack may result either
from relatively sudden nermanent separation of the _ ....
laminar boundary latter near the leading edge or from
progressive forward movement of turbulent separation.
Under the latter condition, the flow over a relatively
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large portion of the surface may be separated prior to
maximum lift. A more extended discussion of the flow

conditions associated with maximum lift is given in
reference 6,

EXPER I_ENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

Sources of Data

The primary source of the wind-tunnel data presented

is from tests in the Langle_ two-dimensional low-
turbulence pressure tunnel (TDT). The methods used to

obtain and correct the data are summarized in the appen-

dix. Some changes in the corrections have been made

since the issuance of reference l, with the result that

the data presented herein will not exactly agree with

those of reference 1 and some other early reports. Design
data obtained from tests of 2-foot-chord models in this

tunnel are presented in the supplementary figures.

Some wind-tunnel data presented were obtained in

other NACA wind tunnels. In each case, the source of
the data is indicated and the testing techniques and
corrections used were conventional unless otherwise

indicated.

Most of the flight data consist of drag measurements
made by the wake-survey method on either the alrolane

wing or a "glove" fitted over the wing as the test speci-

men. _"nenever the measurements were obtained for a glove,
this fact is indicated in the presentation of the data.

All data obtained at high speeds have been reduced to

coefficient form by comoressible-flow methods. In the

case of all such NACA flight data, precautions have been
taken to ensure that the results presented are not

invalidated by cross flows of low-energy air into or

out of the survey olane.

Drag Characteristics of Smooth Airfoils

in low-dra range.- The valueDrag characteristics _ g
of the drag coefficient in the low-drag range for smooth

airfoils is mainly a function of the Reynolds number and
the relative extent of the laminar layer and is moderately

affected by the airfoil thickness ratio and camber. The
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effect on minimum drag of the position of minimum pres-
sure which determines the possible extent of laminar
flow is shown in figure 9 for some NACA 6-series air_
foils. Although lack of data prevented the selection of
airfoils having the same thickness and camber for this
comparison, the data show a regular decrease of drag
coefficient with rearward movement of minimum pressure.

Tree variation of minimum drag coefficient with
Reynolds number for several airfoils is shown in fig-
ure lO. The drag coefficient generally decreases with
increasing Re_nolds number up to Reynolds numbers of the
order of 20 x 106 Above this Reynolds number the drag
coefficient of the NACA 65 (421)-420 airfoil remained
substantially constant up to a Re_uqolds number of nearly
40 x 106. The earlier increase in drag coefficient shown
by the NACA 66,2x-116 airfoil may be caused by surface
irregularities because the specimen tested was a practical-
construction model. It may be noted that the drag coef-
ficient for the NACA 655-_18 airfoil at low Reynolds
numbers is substantially higher than that of the
NACA 0012, whereas at h_gh Reynolds numbers the opposite
is the case. The higher drag of the NACA 655-418 air-
foil section at low Reynolds numbers is caused by a
relatively extensive region of laminar separation down-
stream of the oolnt of minimum pressure. This region
decreases in size with increasing Reynolds number, qhese
data illustrate the inadequacy of low Reynolds number
test data either to estimate the full-scale character-
!stlcs or to determine the relative merits of airfoil
sections at flight Reynolds numbers (references 29 and 30).

Figure II shows the variation of minimum drag coef-
ficient with thickness for smooth NACA airfoils. The
variation of m_n_mumdrag coefficient w!bh camber is
shown in figure 12 for a number of 18-percent-thick
NACA 65-series airfoils.

The data presented _n the supDlementary figures
_or the NACA 6-series thickness forms show that the
range of l_ft coefficients for low drag varies markedly
with airfoil thtckness. It has been possible to design
airfoils of 12-percent thickness with a total theoretical
low-drag range of lift coefficients of 0.2. This
theoretical range increases by approximately 0.2 for
each 3-percent increase of airfoil thickness. Figure 13
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k_/

shows that the theoretical extent of the low-drag range z

is approximately realized at a Reynolds number of 9 x l0 o.

Figure 13 also shows a characteristic tendency for the

drag to increase to some extent toward the upper end of

the low-drag range for moderately cambered airfoils,

particularly for the thicker airfoils. All data for the
NACA 6-series airfoils show a decrease in the extent of

the low-drag range with increasing Reynolds number.

Extrawolation of the rate of decrease observed at
Re_anolds numbers below 9 x 106 would indicate a van-

ishingly small low-drag range at flight values of the
Reynolds n_Jmber. Tests of a carefully constructed

model of the NACA 65(_21)-_20 airfoil showed, however,

that the rate of reduction of the low-drag range

with increasing Reynolds numbsr decreased markedly at
Reynolds nombers above 9 x lOb (fig. l_). These data

indicate that the extent of the low-drag range of this
airfoil is reduced to about one-half the theoretical

value at a Reynolds number of 35 x 106.

The values of the lift coefficient for which low

drag is obtained are determined largely by the amoun$
of camber. The lift coefficient at the center of the

low-drag range corresponds a.oproximately to the design
lift coefficient of the mean line. The effect on the

drag characteristics of various amounts of camber is

shown in figure 15. Section data indicate that the

location of the low-drag range may be shifted by even

such crude camber changes as those caused by small

deflections of a plain flap (references 1 and 31).

The location of the low-drag range shows some
variation from that predicted by Simple thin-airfoil

theory. This departure aopears to boa function of the

type of mean line used (reference 32) and the airfoil
thickness. The effect of airfoil thickness is shown in

figure 13, from which the center of the low-drag range

is seen to sh_ft to higher lift coefficients with

increasing alrfoil thickness. This shift is partly
explained by the increase _n lift coefficient above the

design lift coefficient for the mean line obtained when
the velocity increments caused by %he mean line are

combine_ w!tb the velocity distribution for the basic

thickness form according to the approximate methods

previously described.

Drag characteristics outside low-dra$ range.- At
the end of the Tow-drag ran_ t-he _rag increases rapidly
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with increase in lift coefficient. For symmetrical and
low-cambered airfoils, for which the lift coefficient at
the upper end of the low-drag range is moderate, th_s
high rate of increase does not continue. (See fig. 15.)
For highly cambered sections, for which the lift at the
upper end of the low-drag range is already high, the
drag coefficient shows a continued rapid increase.

Comparison of @ata for airfoils cambered with a
uniform-load mean line with data for airfoils cambered
to carry the load farther forward shows that the uniform-
load mean line is favorable for obtaining low drag coef-
_icients at _igh !i_t coefficients (fig. 16 and refer-
ence 32).

Data for many of the airfoils given in the supple-

mentary figures show large reductions in drag with

increasing Reynolds number at high lift coefficients.

This scale effect is too large to be accounted for by

the normal variation in skin friction and appears to be

associated with the effect of Reynol_ds number on the

onset of turbulent flow following laminar separation near
the leading edge (reference 33).

Effects of type of section on dra 6 characteristics.-
A comparlsc_n of _he drag characteristics of the NACA 2_012

and of three NACA 6-series airfoils is presented in fig-
ure 17 . The drag for the NACA 6-series sections is

substantially lower than for the NACA 23012 section in

the range of lift coefficients corresponding to high-

speed flight, and this margin may usually be maintained

through the range of lift coefficients useful for
cruising by Suitable choice of camber. The NACA 6-series

sections show the higher maximum values of the lift-drag

ratio. At high values of the lift coefficient, however,

the earlier KTACA sections have generally lower drag
coefficients than the NACA 6-series airfoils.

Effective aspect ratio.- The combination of high
drags at hig_ _'llft coefficients, low drags at moderate

lift coefficients, and the nonregu!ar variation of drag
with lift coefficient shown by the NACA 6-series airfoils

may lead to paradoxical results when the span-efflciency
concept (reference 34) is used for the calculation of

airplane performance. In the usual application of this

concept, the airplane drag characteristlcs are approxi _

mated by a curve of the type
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2
CD = CDL= 0 + kC L (17)

This curve is usually matched to the actual drag charac-

terlstics at a rather low and at a moderately high value
of the lift coefficient (reference 35).

The application of this concept to two h}_othetical
airplanes with YACA 250- and 65-serie_ sections,

respectlvelv, is illustrated in Cigure l$(a). The wing

drags of the airplanes }_ave been calculated by adding

the induced drags corresoondlng to an aspect ratio of I0

...... zi._tical loading to the orofile-drag coefficients

of the _TACA 25018 and _55-I$18 airfoils. These sections

are considered representative of average wing sections
_or a large airolane of this aspect ratio. Ordinate

scales are given in figure iS(a) for the wing drag and

for tlle total airplane drag coefficients obtained by

adding a representative 6_nstant value Of 0.0150 to the
wing drag coefficients. The resulting drag coefficients

have been approximated by two curves corresponding to
equation (17) mud matched to the drag curves at llft

coefficients of 0.2 and 1.O. These two curves correspond
to effective aspect ratios of 9.29 for the airplane with

NACA 23018 sections and of 8.50 for the airplane with

.YACA 655-_18 sections and illustrate the t}_ical large

reduction in the effective aspect ratio obtained with
such sections.

It should be noted, however, that although equa-
tion (17) provides a reasonably satisfactory approxi-

mation to the drag of the airplane with NACA 25018 sec-

tions, such is not the case for the a_rplane with the

_I_CA 653-_18 section. The most important reason for

_singhigh aspect ratios on large airplanes is to reduce
the drag at cruising lift co_fziclents and to obtain high

max!mum values of tbe lift-drag ratio, For the two wings
considered, the maximum value of this ratio is appreciably

higher for the air_lane with NACA 655-_18 sections

(19.3 as compared with 13.5) despite the fact that this

alrplane shows the lower effective aspect ratio. Fig-
ure_loq(b) shows a similar comparison with similar results

for two airplanes of aspect ratio 8 and NACA 2_15 and

652-_15 airfoils. It is accordingly concluded that the

effective aspect ratio Is not a satisfactory criterion
for use in alrfoll selection.
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Effect of Surface Irregularities on Drag

Permissible roughness.- Previous work has shown

large drag increments resulting from surface roughness

(reference 36). Although a large part of these drag
increments were shown to result from forward movement

of transition, substantial drag increments resulted from

surface roughness in the region of turbulent flow. It is
accordingly important to maintain smooth surfaces even

when extensive laminar flow cannot be expected, but the

gains that may be exoected from maintaining smooth sur-
faces are greater for NACA 6- or 7-series airfoils when

extensive laminar flows are possible.

No accurate method of specifying the surface condi-

tion necessary for extensive laminar flow at high Reynolds
numbers has been developed, although some general con-

clusions have been reached. It may be presumed that for

a given Reynolds number, the size of the permissible
roughness will vary directly with the chord of the air-

foil. It is known, at one extreme, that the surfaces

do not have to be polished or optically smooth. Such
polishing or waxing has shown no improvement in tests

in the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnels

when applied to satisfactorily sanded surfaces. Polishing

or waxing a surface that is not aerodynamically smooth
will, of course, result in improvement and such finishes

may be of considerable practical value because deteriora-

tion of the finish may be easily seen and possibly post-

poned. Large models having chord lengths of 5 to 8 feet
tested In the Langley two-dlmensi0nal low-turbulence

tunnels are usually finished by sanding in the chordwise

direction with No. 320 carborundum paper when an aero-

dynamically smooth surface is desired. Experience has

shown the resulting finish to be satisfactory at flight
values of the Reynolds number. Any rougher surface

texture should be considered as a possible source of

transition, although slightly rougher surfaces have
appeared to produce sat_sfactory results in some cases.

Wind-tunnel experience in testing NACA 6-series

sections and unoublished data show that small protuberances

extending above the general surface level of an otherwise

satisfactory surface are more likely to cause transition

than small depressions. Dust particles, for example,

are more effective than small scratches in producing

transition if the material at the edges of the scratches

is not forced above the general surface level. Dust
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particles adhering to the oil left on airfoil surfaces

by fingerprints may be expected to cause transition at

high Reynolds n_nbers.

Transition spreads from an individual disturbance
with an included angle of about 15 ° (references 36 and 37).

A few scattered specks, es_ecially near the leading edge,

will cause the flow to be largely turbulent. This fact
makes necessary an extremely thorough insoection if low

drags are to be realized. Specks sufficiently large to
cause oremat_3re transition on full-slze wings can be felt

by hand. The _nsoectlon procedure used in the Langley
two-dimensional low-turbulenc_ ttmnels is to feel the

entire surface by hand after which the surface is

thoroughly wiped with a dry cloth.

It has been noticed that transition resulting from

individual small shard protuberances, in contrast to

waves, tends to occur at the protuberance. Transition

caused by surface waviness appears to approach the wave

gradually as the Reynolds number or wave size is increased.

_fne height of a small cylindrical protuberance necessary

to cause transition when located at 5 percent of the chord

with its axis normal to the surface is shown in figure 19.
These data were obtained at rather low values of the

Reynolds number and show a large decrease in allowable

height with increase in Reynolds number. This effect

of Reynolds nt_uber on permissible surface roughness is

also evident in figure 20, in which a sharp increase
in drag at a Reynolds number of approximately 20 x 106

occurs for the model painted with camouflage lacquer.

The magnitude of the favorable gradient appears to

have a small effect on the oermissible surface roughness

for lam!nar flow. Figure 21 shows that the roughness
becomes more imwortant at the extremities of the low-

drag range where the favorable pressure gradient is
reduced on one surface. The effect of increasing the

Reynolds nt_mbe_ for a surface of marginal smoothness,
which has an effect s_milar to increasing _he surface

roughness for a given Re,molds number, Is to reduce

rapidly the extent of the low-drag range and then to
increase the minimum drag coefficient (fig. 21). The
data of figure 21 were specially chosen to show this

effect. In most cases, the effect of Reynolds number

predomiDabSs _ over the effect of decreasing the magnitude

of the favorable pressure gradient to such an extent
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that the only effect is the elimination of the low-drag
range (reference 38).

Permissible waviness.- More difficulty is generally

encountered in reducing _he waviness to permissible
values for the maintenance of lazilnar flow than in

obtaining the required surface smoothness. In addition,

the specification of the required surface waviness is

more difficult than that of the required surface smoothness.

The problem is not limited merely to finding the minimum
wave size that will cause transition under given condi-

tlons because the number of waves and the shape of the

waves require consideration.

If the wave is sufficiently large to affect the

pressure distribution in such a m_uner that laminar
separation is encountered, there is little doubt that

such a wave will cause premature transition at all

useful Reynolds numbers. A relation between the
dimensions of a wave and the'pressure distribution may

be found by the methods of reference 39. The size of

the wave required to reverse the favorable pressure

gradient increases with the pressure gradient. Large

negative pressure gradients would therefore appear to

be favorable for wavy surfaces. Experimental results

have shown this conclusion to be qualitatively correct.

Little information is available on waves too small

to cause laminar separation or even reversal of the

pressure gradient. Uncertainty exists as to the method

of applying Fages's relations (reference 40) to waves on

convex surfaces. An attempt to apply these relations to

experimental results (fig. 22) showed that premature
transition occurred at a much higher Reynolds number than

that predicted. On the other hand, transition has been

caused at comparatively low Re,,vnolds numbers by a series
of small waves with a wave height of the order of a few

ten-thousandths of an inch and a wave length of the order
of_2 inches on the same 60-inch-chord model.

For the t_q0,es of wave usually encountered on

practical-construction wings, the test of rocking a

straightedge over the surface in a chordwlse direction

is a fairly satisfactory criterion. The straightedge

should rock smoothly without jarring or clicking. The

straightedge test will not show the existence of waves

that leave the surface convex, such as the wave of

figure 22 and the series of small waves previously
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mentioned. Tests of a large ntn_ber of practical-

construction models, however, have shown that those

models which passed the straightedge test were sufficiently

free of smaI1 waves to permit low drags to be obtained at

flight values of the Reynolds number.

It is not feasible to specify construction tolerances

on airfoil ordinates with sufficient accuracy to ensure

adequate freedom _rom waviness. If care is taken to

obtain fair surfaces, normal tolerances may be used

without causing ser!o_s alteration of the drag charac-
teristics.

Drag with fixed transition.- If the airfoil surface
is sufficient y_r_ugh to cause transition near the

leading edge, large drag increases are to be expected.

Figure 23 showsthat, although the degree of roughness

has some effect, the increment in minimum drag coeffi-

cient caused by the smallest roughness capable of

producing transition is nearly as great as that caused

by much larger grain roughness when the roughness is
confined to the leading edge. The degree of roughness

has a much larger effect on the drag at high llft coef-

ficients. If the roughness is sufficiently large to
cause transition at all Reynglds numbers considered, the

drag of the airfoil with roughness only at the leading
edge decreases with increasing Reynolds number (fig. i0

and reference 41). _ _ .......

The effect of fixing transition by means of a

roughness strip of carborundum of 0.011-inch grain is

shown in figure 24. The mlnimum-drag increases

progressively with forward movement of the roughness

strip. The effect on the drag at high llft coefficients

is not progressive; the drag increases raoidly when the

roughness is at the leading edge. Figure 25 shows that

the drag coefficients for the NACA 65(223)-422 and

63(420)-422 airfoils were nearly the same throughout
most of the lift range when the extent of laminar flow

was limited to 0.30c.

Drag with oractical construction methods.- The sec-
tion drag co_fflclents of several -airplane wings have

been measured in flight by the wake-survey method

(reference 42), and a number of practical-construction

wing sections have been tested in the Langley two-dlmenslonal
low-turbulence pressure tunnel _at flight Values of the

Reynolds number. Flfg_ da_a obtained by the NACA
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(reference 42) are summarized in figure 26 and some data

obtained by the Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

are presented in figure 27. Data obtained in the Langley

two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel for

t-Toical practlcal-constructlon sections are presented
in figures 28 to 32. Figure 33 _resents a comparison of

the drag coefficients obtained in this wind tunnel for a

model of the NACA 0012 section and in flight for the
same model mounted on an alrplane. For this case, the

wind-tunnel and flight data agree to wlthln the experi-
mental error.

All wings for which flight data are oresented in
figure 26 were carefully finished to produce smooth sur-

faces. Great care was taken to reduce surface waviness

to a minlmum for all the sections except the NACA 2415.5,

N-22, Republic S-3,13, and the NACA 27-212. Curvature-

gage measurements of surface waviness for some of these
airfoils are cresented in reference 42. Surface conditions

corresponding to the data of figure 27 are described in

the figure. These data show that the sections permitting

extensive laminar flow had substantially lower drag coef-
ficients when smooth than the other sections.

The wind-tunnel tests of practlcal-construction

wing Sections as delivered by the manufacturer showed

minimum drag coefficSents of ths order of 0.0070
to 0.0080 in nearly all cases regardless of the airfoil

section Used (figs. 28 to 32). Such values may be

regarded as typical for good current construction

practice. Finishing the sections to produce smooth

surfaces always oroduced substantial drag reductions

although considerable waviness usually remained. None
of the sections tested had fair surfaces at the front

spar. Unless soecial care is taken to oroduce fair

surfaces at the front spar, the resulting wave may be
expected to cause transition either at the spar location

or a short d:_stance behind it. One practical-construction

soeclm@n teste_ with smooth surfaces maintained low drags

uD to Reynolds numbers above 30 x 106 (NACA 66,2x-I16 air-

foil of fig. i0). U__is soecimen had no spar forward of
about 35-percent chord from the leading edge and no span-
wise stiffeners forward of the spars. This type Of _

construction resulted in unusually fair surfaces and is

being used on some modern high-performance airplanes.

A comparison of the effect of airfoil section on

the mlnimum drag with practical-construction surfaces is
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very difficult because the quality of the surface has

more effect on the drag than the type of section.

Probably the best comparison can be obtained from pairs

of models constructed at the same time by the same

manufacturers. Data for such pairs of models are

presented in f_gores 50 to 32. The results Inalcate

that as long as current construction practices areused

the t_e of section has relatively little effect at

flight values of the Reynolds number for military
air,lanes.

Important savings in _rag may be Obtained at high

Reynolds numbers by keeping the surfaces smooth even if

extensive laminar flow is not realized. Drag increments
resulting from surface roughness in turbulent flow have

been shown to be important (reference 56). The effects

of surface roughness on the variation of drag with

Reynolds number are shown in figure 29, in which the

favorable scale effect usually expected at high Reynolds

numbers was not realized. This type of scale effect may
be compared with that shown for the NACA 65(_20)-_22 air-

foil with rough leading edge but otherwise smooth sur-

faces (fig. 10). Drag increments obtained in flight

resulting from roughness in the turbulent boundary layer
with fixed transition are presented in reference 45,
and large variations in airplane speed are reported to

result from applications of different kinds of camouflage
paint in reference _$.

The effect of the application of de-icers to the

leading edge of two smooth airfoils is shown in fig-
ure 3!_. The de-icer "boots" were installed in both

cases by the manufacturer to represent good typical
installations. The minimum drag coefficients for both
sections with de-icerslnstalled were of the order

of 0.0070 at high ReFnolds numbers.

Effects of propeller slipstream and alrwlane

v_bra_Y_on.- _-@_-y-'few _ata are kv_ai-I-g_le on the effect

o_ propeller slipstream on transition or airfoil drag;
the data that are available do not show consistent

results. This inconsistency may result from variations

in lift coefficient, surface condition, air-stream

turbulence, propeller advance-diameter ratio, and number

of blades. British results (references _5 to _7) show

transition occurring from 5 to l0 percent of the chord

from the leading edge. Similar results are indicated

from tests in the Langley 8-foot high-speed tunnel
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(reference _8). Drag measurements made in the Langley
19-foot pressure tunnel (fig. 35) indicated only
moderate drag increments resulting from a windmilling
propeller. Although the data of figure 35 may not be
very accurate because of the difficulty of making wake
surveys in the sliostres_, these data seem to preclude
very large drag increments such as would result from
movement of the transition to a position close to the
leading edge. These data also seem to be confirmed by
recent NACA flight data (fig. 3oI), which show transition
as far back as 20 _ercent of the chord in the slipstream.
Other unpublished NACA flight data on transition on an
S-3,1_.6 airfoil in the slipstream indicated that
laminar flow occurred as far back as 0.2c.

Even less data are available on the effects of
vibration on transition. Tests in the Langley 8-foot
high-speed tunnel (reference _8) showed negligible
effects but the range of frequencies tested may not
hav_ been sufficiently wide. Some unpublished flight
data showed small but consistent rearward movements of

transition outside the slipstream when the propellers
were feathered. This effect was noticed even when the

propeller on the opposite side of the airplane from the

survey plane was feathered and was accordingly attributed
to vibration. Recent tests in the Ames full-scale tunnel

showed premature adverse scale effect on drag coefficients

measured by the wake-survey method when a model-support
strut vibrated.

Lift Characteristics of Smooth Airfoils

Two-dim_6nsional data.- As explained in the section "Angle
of Zero Lift," the angle of zero lift of an airfoil is

largely determined by the camber. Thin-airfoll theory
provides a means for computing the angle of zere lift

from the mean-line data oresented in the suoplementary
figures. The agreement between the calculated and the

experimental angle of zero lift will depend on the type

of mean line used (fig. 37). The agreement appears to
be good except for the uniform-load type (a = 1.O) of

mean line. The angles of zero lift for this type of

mean line are generally closer to OO than predicted.
The airfoil thickness appears to have little effect on

the angle of zero lift.
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The lift-curve slopes for airfoils tested in the
Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel
(see supplementary figs.) are higher than those previ-
ously obta_nea in the tests reported in reference 9.
Yt is not clear whether this difference in slope is
caused by the difference in air-stream turbulence or
by the differences in test methods, since the section
data of reference 9 were inferred from tests of models
of aspect ratio 6. The llft-curve slopes for the
_T&CA6-serles a_rfoils are Only slightly higher than
those for the NACA 24-, 44-, and 230-series airfoils

and usually exceed the theoretical value for thin air-

foils (2w per radian). There appears to be little

systematic variation of the lift-curve slope of smooth
NACA 6-serles sections with thickness ratio, at least

for airfoils in the range from 12- to 21-percent
thickness (fig. 38) or with Reynolds number in the

range from 3 to 9 x 106. For the NACA 24- , 44-, and

230-series airfoils, however, the lift-curve slope

increases slightly with increasing Reynolds number for

airfoils of 21-percent thickness or more (see supplementary
figs.) and decreases with increasing thickness ratio for

airfoils of more than l$-percent thickness. (See fig. 38.)

Some NACA 6-series airfoils show jogs in the lift

curve at the end of the low-drag range, especially at

low Reynolds numbers. This jog becomes more pronounced
with increase of camber or thickness and with rearward

movement of the position of minimum pressure on the

basic thickness form, T_is jog decreases rapidly in

severity with increasing Revnolds number, becomes merely

a change _n flit-curve slope, and is orgctically non-
existent at a Re_u_olds number of 9 x lOO for most airfoils

that would be considered for practical aoplication. This

jog may be a consideration in the selection of airfoils
for small low-soeed airolanes. An analysis of the flow

conditions leading to this _og is presented in refer-

 nce 33.

The maximum lift coefficient of moderately cambered

sections increases with increasing camber (fig. 39).

Comparatively few data are available for sections cambered

to design lift coefficients higher than 0. 4 . The data

indicate that, although further increases in camber may

be favorable at high Reynolds nt_ubers, this may not be

the case at Reynolds numbers of 6 x 106 or less. It

should be noticed from figure 59 that cambering the

airfoil with the a = 0.5 type of mean line resulted in
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little increase in maximum llft over that of the symmet-
rical section. The variation of maximum llft with type
of camber is shown in figure 40 for one condition.
Unfortunately, no systematic data are available for mean
lines with values of a less than 0.5. It should be
note_, however, that airfoils such as the NACA 230-series
with the maximum camber far forward show large increments
of maxim'_m lift as comoared with s_umetrical sections.
Sections with maximum camber far forward and with normal
thickness ratios stall firom the leading edge with large
sudden losses of lift. A more desirable gradual stall
is obtained when the location of maximt_, camber is
farther back as with the NACA 24-, _-, and 6-serles
sections with normal types of camber.

The variation of maximum lift coefficient with air-
foil thlck__ess ratio is shown in figure 41 for several
NACA sections. No recent data are available for thickness
ratios of less than 12 percent. For all the series sho_n
in f_gure _I, the highest maximum lift is obtained for
12-percent-thick sections. The rate of decrease of
maximum lift coefficient with increasing thickness ratio
is less for the NACA 6-series sections than for the others
shown, especially at the hi_her thickness ratios. Fig-
ure 41 shows that the maximum lift coefficients of the
NACA 64- and 65-series sections cambered for a design
lift coefficient of 0.4 are at least as high as those
for the NACA 24- and 4_-serles sections. The NACA
230-series sections have somewhat higher maximum lift
coefficients exceot for thickness ratios above 20 percent.

A su_flclent amount of systematic data is not
available to oermlt detailed conclusions to be drawn
with regard to the magnitude of the scale effect for
all airfoils likel_T to be used. The scale effect on

maximum_lift coefficient uD to _eynolds numbers of

I0 x 106 for several NACA 6-series sections are oresented

in figure 42. All the se.ctlons show large favorable
scale effects at Re.vnolds numbers less than 6_× I0 . The
scale ei fect at Re*molds niJmbers above 6 x l0 b becomes oro
and _2(b)) and increasing camber (fig. 42(c))for NACA 64-

and 65-serles airfoils, qhe data of figures 42(d)

and 42(e) show that position of minimum pressure at

60 percent of the chord produces a less favorable sca_e
effect at Re,molds n_mbers between 6 x 106 and 9 x I0 o

than positions of minimum pressure farther forward On
the airfoil, q_ne data (fig. 42(e)) do not, however,
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show a progressive change in type of scale effect with

location of minimum pressure. The data of figure 43
show that the maxlm_m lift coefficient for the NACA

63(420)-I$22 airfoil continues to increase with Reynolds
number up to values of at least 26 x lOO.

Three-dimensional data.- No recent systematic

three-dimenslonal wing da_ obtained at high Reynolds
numbers are available, so _hat:it is difficult to make

any comparison with the section data. When the maximum-

lift data for t}_ree-dimensional wings are compared with

section data, account should be taken of the span load
distribution over the wing. The predicted maximum lift

coefficient for the wing will be somewhat lower than
the maximum lift coefficients of the sections used because

of the nonuniformity of the spanwise distribution of lift

coefficient. The difference amounts to about 4 to 7 per-

cent for a rectangular wing with an aspect ratio of 6.

Maximtum-lift data obtained from tests of a number of

wings and airolane models in the Langley 19-foot pressure

tunnel are presented in table II. Although section data

at the Reynolds numbers necessary to permit a detailed

comparison are not available, the maximum lift coefficient

for plain w_ngs given in table !I appears to be in general
agreement with values expected from section data. The

data for the airplane models are presented to indicate the
maximum lift coefficients obtained with various airfoils

and configurations.

Lift Characteristics of Rough Airfoils

Two-dimensional data.- Most recent airfoil tests,
esoec_v of airfoils with the thicker sections, have

included tests with roughened leading edge (references I
and 49), and the available data are included in the

supplementary figures. The standard roughness selected
for 2_-inch-cbord models consists of 0.Oll-inch

carborundum grains a_plied to the airfoil surface at
the leading edge over a surface length of O.0_c measured

from the leading edge on both surfaces. The grains are
thinly spread to cover 5 to i0 percent of this area.

The effect on maximum lift coefficient of various

degregg of roughness applied to the leading edge of the
NACA 63(I$20)-422 airfoil is shown in figure 23. The
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maximum lift coefficient decreases progressively with
increasing roughness (reference 41). For a given sur-
face conSition at the leading edge, the maximum lift
coefficient increases slowly with increasing Reynolds
number (fig. _). Few data are available on the effect
of leading-edge roughness on the maximum lift of flapped
airfoils. F_gure 45 shows that the decrement in maximum
lift coefficient was about the same for the flaDped and
the olain airfoil in one case. __heeffect of the same
leading-edge rougb_ess on several thick airfoils Ks
shown in figure 46. For thickness ratios of about
21 nercent, the NACA 63- and 65-series sections showed
higher maximum llft coefficients with rough leading
edges than the NACA 2_L-, _-, and 230-series sections.
The data of figure 26 and the supplementary figures
indicate that maximum llft coefficients with, rough
leading edges at a Reynolds number of 6 × I0 o do not
exceed !.3 and may be less than 1.0. Figure 2_ shows
that roughness strips located _ore than 0.20c from the
leading edge have little effect on the maximum llft coef-
ficient or the llft-curve slope.

The maximum lift coefficient may be lowered by
failure to maintain the true airfoil contour near the
leading edge, but no systematic data on this effect
have been obtained. _xamples of this effect that were
accidentally encountered are presented in figure 47, in
which lift characteristics are given for accurate and
slightly inaccurate models. The model inaccuracies were
so small that they were not found previous to the tests.
Such difficulties have not yet been encountered for
models of NACA 6-series airfoils built in the same shop
by the same methods.

Three-dlmensional data.- Tests of several airplanes

in the Langle'v fullZscale ' _unnel (reference 50 ) show

that many factors besides the airfoil sections affect
the maximum lift coefficient of air_:lanes. Such factors

as roughness, leakage, leading-edge air intakes, armament

_nsta]_lations, nacelles, and fuselages make it difficult

to correlate the a_rplane maximum lift with the airfoils

used, even when the flaps are retracted. The various

flap configurations use@ make such a correlation even

more difficult when the flaps are deflected. _Aquen the

flaps were retracted, both the highest and the lowest
maximum lift coefflc_ents obtained in recent tests of

airplanes&rid complete mock-ups of conventional configura-

tion in the Langley full-scale tunnel were those obtained
with NACA 6-serles airfoils.
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Results obtained from tests of a model of an air-

plane in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel and of the

airplane in the Langley full-sca]e tunnel are presented
_n figure 48. Both tests were made at aoproximately the

same Reynolds number. The results show that the airplane
in the service condition had a maximum llft coefficient

more than 0.2 lower than that of the model, as well as a

lower lift-curve slooe. Some improvement in the airplane

lift characteristics was obtained by sealing leaks. These
results show that alrwlane lift characteristics are

strongly affected by details not reproduced on large-
scale smooth models.

Lift characteristics obtained in the Langley

19-foot pressure tunnel for two airplane models in the
smooth condition and with transition fixed at the front

spar are presented in figures 49 and 50. In both cases,

the lift-curve slope was decreased throughout most of
the lift range with fixed transition. The maximum llft
coefficient was decreased in one case but was increased

in the other case.

_ Unc onservati ve Airfoils

The attempt to Obtain low drags, especially for

long-range airplanes, leads to high wing loadings

together with relatively low span loadings. This

tendency results in wings of high aspect ratio that

require large soar depths for structural efficiency.

The large spar depths require the use of thick root
sections.

This trend to thick root sections has been encouraged

by the relatively small increase in drag coefficient with
thickness ratio of smooth airfoils (fig. ll). Unfortu-

nately, airplane wings are not usually constructed with

smooth surfaces and, in any case, the surfaces cannot

be relied upon to staT_ smooth under all service conditions.

The effect of roughening the leading edges of thick air-

foils is to cause large increases in the drag coefficient

at high lift coefficients. The resulting drag coeffi-

cients may be excessive at cruising lift coefficients

for heavily loaded, high-altltude airplanes. Airfoil
sections that have suitable characteristics when smooth

but have excessive drag coefficients when rough at lift

coefficients corresponding to cruising or climbing con-
ditions are classified as unconservative.
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As an aid in judging whether the sections are con-
servative, most recent airfoil investigations (especially
tests of the thicker sections) have included tests with

a standard roughness (described in the preceding section)
aoplied to the leading edge. This standard roughness is
considerably more severe than that caused by usual
manufacturing irreg_larlties or deterioration in service

but is considerably less severe than that likely to be
encountered in service as a result of accumulations of

ice, mud, or damage in military combat.

The decision as to whether a given airfoil section

is conservative will deoend upon the power and the wing

loading of the airplane. The decision may be affected

by expected service and ooeratlng conditions. For

example, the ability of a multieng_ne airplane to fly

with one or more engines inoperative in icing conditions

or after suffering damage in combat may be a consideration.

Although systematic tests have not been made, data
presented in the supplementary figures show that thickness

is probably the most important factor in determining the

lift coefficient at which the drag increases rapidly.

_Tost airfoils with a thickness ratio larger than 20 per-
cent appear to be definitely unconservative if used on

airplanes with high wing loadings. Increasing the camber

of thick sections _n an attempt to decrease the drag

coefficients at the higher lift coefficients only makes

such sections even less conservative. Nearly all the

tests with the standard roughness applied to the 19ading
edge have been made at a Reynolds number of 6 × lOb. The

data of figure 51 show that the drag coefficients at

flight values of the Reynolds number may Be considerably
lower than at a Reynolds number of 6 × i0o if the roughness

is confined to the leading edge.

Figure 52 _n@icates that NACA 6-series sections with

minimum ._ressure far forward are more conservative than

those with mJnimum oressures farther back. The data of

the supplementary figures and of reference 32 show that

the uniform-load type of mean llne is favorable. Fig-

ure _6 shows that the drag characteristics at moderately

high lift coefficients with rough leading edges of the
NACA 2_$-, _-, and 230-serios sections are intermediate

to those for the NACA 6_- and 65-series sections.
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Pitching Moment

_As discussed In a previous section, the pitching
moment of an airfoil section Is primarily a function of

Its camber and thin-airfoll theory provides a means for
estimating the oitching moment from the mean-llne data

presented in the supplementary figures. A comparison

of the experimental moment coefficient and theoretical

values for the mean lines is presented in figure 53

(reference 32). The experimental moment coefficients

_or airfoils cambered with the unlform-load type of mean

line and for NACA 24-, 44-, and 230-series airfoils are

less than the values obtained from thln-alrfoil theory.
The NACA 6-serles airfoils having mean lines wlth values

of a less than 1.0 usually have slightly higher moment

coefficients than those indicated by theory.

The variation of measured moment coefficients with

thickness ratio Is shown in figure 54 for some NACA air-

foils. Changes In thickness ratio appear to have com-

paratively little effect on the moment characteristics
of the NACA 6-series airfoils that have cusped trailing

edges. The moment coefficients for the NACA 24-, 44-,
and 250-series airfoils, however, become more positive

as the thickness is increased. The trailing-edge angles
for these airfoils increase w!th the thickness ratio.

The data of reference 51 show important forward movements

of the aerodynamic center with increasing trailing-edge

angle. These results suggest that the chief effects of
thickness on the moment characteristics are associated

with the tra!ling-edge angle.

Critical Speed

The critical speed is defined as the speed at which
the velocity over the surface of the airfoil reaches the
local velocity of sound. At speeds slightly in excess

of the critical sneed, important changes occur in the

airfoil characteristics. As discussed in a previous

section, the critical sneed or Mach n_ber may be predicted

approximately from low-speed pressure distributions.

Predicted critical _ach numbers are presented in refer-

ence 21 for some airfoils and in the supplementary figures

for all airfoils for which other data are presented.

For any one type of airfcil, the maximum critical

Mach number decreases rapidly as the thickness is
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increased. For NACA 6-series airfoils, the range of
lift coefficients for high critical Mach numbers is the
same as the low-drag range. This range decreases with
decreasing thickness ratio. The effect of camber is to
lower the maximum critical Mach number and to shift the
range of high critical Mach numbers in the same manner as
for the low-drag range. For common types of camber, the
minimum reduction in critical speed for a given design
llft coefficient is obtained with a unlform-load type of
mean line.

A discussion off the effect of thickness distribution
on the critical Mach number is given in reference 21.
Comparison of the data presented in the supnlementary
figures shows that NACA 6-series sections have considerably
higher maximum critical Mach numbers than NACA 2_-, _-,
and 230-series airfoils. This superiority is maintained
throughout the high critical Mach number range of the
NACA b-series sections. At high lift coefficients,
however, the NACA 2_-, _-, and 230-series sections
have higher predicted critical Mach numbers than the
6-series sections. The higher cambered and thicker
sections tsnd to have higher critical Mach numbers at
high lift coefficients. Por the NACA 6-series airfoils,
the maximum critical Mach number increases slowly with
rearward movement of the position of minimum pressure.

It is especially desirable for the airfoil section
to have high critical Mach numbers for the lift coeffi-
cients corresponding to hlgh-speed unaccelerated flight
in order to avoid excessive drags. The NACA 6-series
airfoils are favorable in this respect. Slightly higher
maximum critical Mach numbers than those for the
NACA 6-series sections can be obtained by different
thickness distributions. This slight gain in maximum
critical Mach number is offset, however, by a large
reduction in the range of llft coefficient within which
the critical Mach number is high. This range is already
small for the thinner sections required for high-speed
applications, and too limited a range will result in
difficulties with normal variations of wing loadlngs
and altitude. The NACA 6-series sections are considered
to offer a desirable compromise between the maximum
critical Mach number and the range of lift coefficients
for high critlcal Mach numbers.

High critical Mach numbers at high lift coeffi-
cients are of interest for high-speed accelerated flight
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such as pull-outs. All high-speed highly maneuverable
airplanes may be expected to exceed the critical Mach

number at high lift coefficients (reference 52). The

airfoil characteristics at high Nach numbers and

moderately high llft coefficients are therefore of

interest. The lower predicted critical Nach numbers of
the NACA 6-series sections at high lift coefficients

would be expected to be unfavorable, but limited expe-

rience with a fighter airolane using these sections

fails to show any @isadvantage.

Some data obtaine_ at high Nach numbers in

the Langley rectangular hlgh-speed tunnel for •

the NACA 23015, 66,2-015, and 66,2-215 airfoils are

presented in figures 55 to 60. Although these data are

uncorrected for tunnel-wall effects, the comparisons

indicated are believed to be substantially correct at
the Mach numbers considered. These data show that the

adverse effect of Mach numbers up to 0.725 on the shape
of the normal-force curve is much less for the NACA

66-serles sections than for the NACA 25015 airfoil.

At an angle of attack of 6 ° the normal-force coeffi-

clent for the NACA 23015 airfoil reaches a maximum of

about 0.76 at a Nach number of only 0.55. At the same

angle of attack, a maximum normal-force coefficient of

about 0.88 is reached for the NACA 66,2-215 airfoil at

a Mach number of over 0.675. These limiteddata would

seem to _ndicate a greater loss in maneuverability for

the NACA 25015 airfoil than for the NACA 66,2-215 despite

the lower predicted critical Mach numbers for the

NACA 66,2-215 section at moderately high lift coefficients.

The results of tests in the Ames 16-foot high-speed

tunnel of a complete model of a fighter-type airplane

with two alternate wings are summarized in figure 61.
Figure 61(a) shows that the use of the NACA 66-serles

wing would result in large drag reductions at a Mach
number of 0.7, especially at the higher llft coefficients.

Figure 61(b) shows the !imits of the usable range of

lift coefficients flor the model equipped with each of

t_e two wings. The limits were selected as the llft

coefficients at which large changes in stability and

trim occurred and excessiv e movement of the elevator
was required. The results indicate that the NACA

66-serles wing would permit level flight without

excessive control difficultles at higher Mach numbers

and altitudes than the NACA 230-serles wing and would

permit a greater degree of maneuverability.
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High-Lift Devices

Lift characteristics for two NACA 6-serles airfoils
equipped with plain flaps are presented in figure 62 and
in referonces 31 and 53. These data show that the
maximum lift coefficient increases less rapidly with
flap deflection for the more highly cambered section.
Lift characteristics of three _TACA6-ser_es airfoils
w_th split flaps are oresented in reference 54 and fig-
ure 63. The maximum-llft increments for the 12-percent-
thick sections were onl_ about three-fourths of that for
t_e 16-percent-t_ick section. The maximum llft coeffi-
cient for the thicker section with flap deflected is
about the same as those obtained for the NACA 25012 air-
foil in the now obsolete Langley variable-denslty tunnel
(reference 55.) and in the Langley 7- by lO-foot tunnel
(reference 56).

Tests of a number of slotted flaps on NACA 6-series
airfoils (references 53, 57, and 58) indicate that the
design parameters necessary to obtain high maximum lifts
are essentially similar to those for the NACA 230-serles
sections (references 59 and 60). Lift data obtained for
typical hinged slngle-slotted 0.25c flaps (fig. 64(a))
on the NACA 63,4-420 airfoil are presented in figure 64(b).
A maximum lift coefficient of approximately 2.95 was
obtained for one of the flaps. Lift characteristics for
the NACA 653-118 airfoil fitted with a double-slotted
flap (reference 58 and fig. 65(a)) are presented in
figure 65(b). A maximum lift coefficient of 3.28 was
obtained. It may be concluded that no special difficullles
exist in obtaining high maximum lift coefficients with
slotted flaps on moderately thick NACA 6-series sections.

Tests of airplanes in the Langley full-scale tunnel
(reference 50) have shown that expected increments of
maximum lift coefficient are obtained for split flaps
(_Ig. 66) but not for slotted flaps (fig. 67). This
_a_lure to obtain the exoected maxlmum-llft increments
w_th slotted fla_s may be attributed to inaccuracies of
flap contour and location, roughness near the flap
leading edge, leakage, interference from flap supports,
and deflection of flap and lip under load.

Lateral-Control DeV_Ces

An adequate discussion of lateral-control devices
is outside the scope of this report. The follo_ing
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brief discussion is therefore limited to considerations

of effects of airfoil shape on aileron characteristics.

The effect of airfoil shape on aileron effectiveness

may be inferred from the data of figure 68 and reference6L

The section flap-ef?ectiveness parameter aao/A8 is

plotted against the flap-chord ratio cf/c for a number

of airfoils of different type in figure 68. Table llI,

which oresents suDplementarv information regarding the
_ata, is placed opposlte figure 68 to facilitate its use.

Also shown in this f_ure are the theoretical values of

the parameter for tb_n airfoils. The data show no large
consistent trends of a_leron-effectiveness variation

with airfoil section for a wide range of thickness dis-
tributions and thickness ratios. In order to evaluate

aileron characteristics from section data, a method of

analysis is necessary that will lead to results comparable
to the usual curves of stick force against helix

angle pb/2V for three-dimensional data. The analysis

that follows is considered suitable for comparing the
relative merits of ailerons from two-dlmensional data.

Two-dimensional data are presented in the form of

the equival@nt change in section angle of attack Ac o

required to maintain a constant section lift coefficient
for various deflections of the aileron from neutral.

This equivalent change in angle of attack is plotted

against the hinge-moment parameter ACH8 , which is
the product of the aileron deflection from neutral and

the resulting increment of hinge-moment coefficient

based on the wing chord. This method of analysis takes

into account the aileron effectiveness, the hinge moments,

and the possible mechanical advantage between the controls
and the ailerons. The span of the ailerons and possible
three-dimenslonal-flow effects are _ not considered. The

larger the value of A_ o for a given value of the hinge-
moment parameter, the more advantageous the combination

should be for providing a large value of pb/2V for a

given control force.

For the purpose of evaluating the effect of airfoil

shape on the aileron characteristics, it is desirable to

make the comparison with unbalanced ailerons to avoid
confusion. Plots of the parameters for plain unbalanced

fl-aps-6f_true _airfoil contour on three airfoll sections

are shown in figure 69 The characteristics of the
NACA 66(215)-216, a = 0.6 section are essentially the
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same as those for the NACA 0009 airfoil within the range
of deflections for which data are available. The
NACA 64,2- (1.4) (13.5) airfoil shows appreciably smaller
values of AeH6 for a given value of Aao than the
other sections. No explanation for this difference can
be offered, although some of the difference may result
from the slightly smaller chord of the flao for this
combination.

The effects of using straight-side@ ailerons
_nstead of ailerons o_ true airfoil contour are shown
_n figure 70 for two NACA 6-series airfoils. One of
the two combinations for which data are available was
orovided with an internal balance whereas the other
combination was without balance. This difference
prevents any comparison between the two combinations
but does not affect comparison of the two contours for
each case. For the NACA 66(215)-216 , a = 0.6 airfoil,
the stralght-slded aileron has more desirable charac-
teristics for the range of deflections for which data
are available, It appears, however, that the straight-
sided aileron would be less advantageous than the
aileron of true contour for positive deflections greater
than 12O. In the case of the NACA 63,4-4(17.8) airfoil,

the straight-sided a_leron apoears to have no advantage

over the aileron of true airfoil contour. The advantage
of using stralght-slded ailerons appears to depend

markedly on the airfoil used but Sufficient data are

not available to determine the significant airfoil

oarameters. Figure 71 shows that in one case the effect
of leading-edge roughness on the aileron characteristics
is unfavorable.

Lea_!ng-Edge Air Intakes

The problem of designing satisfactory leadlng-edge

air intakes is to maintain the lift, drag, and critical-

speed characteristics of the sections while orovid!ng

low intake losses over a wide range of lift coefficients
and intake ve!oc_ty ratios. The data of references 76

and 77 show that desirable intake, drag, and critical-

speed characteristics can easily be maintained over a

rather small range of lift coefficients for NACA 6-series

airfoils. The data of reference 76 show that the intake

losses increase rapidly at moderately high lift coeffi _

cients for the shapes tested. Unpublished data taken

at the Langley Laboratory indicate that shapes such as
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those of reference 76 have low maximum-lift coefficients.
Recent data show that alr-intake shapes can be provided

for such airfoil sections with desirable air-intake

cbaracterlstlcs an_ wlthoufi loss in maximum llft coef-

ficient (fig. 72). Some pressure-dlstributlon data for

the air intakes shown in figure 72 indicate that the
critical speed of t_e section has been lowered only

slightly an@ that falling pressures in the direction
of flow were ma_ntalned for some distance from the

leading edge on both surfaces at lift coefficients near

the design lift coefficient for the section. Sufficient
information _s not available to permit such desirable

configurations to be designed without experimental

de ve I opment.

Interference

The main problem of interference at low Mach
numbers is considered to be that of avoiding boundary-

layer separation resulting from rapid flow expansions

caused by the addition of induced velocities about bodies

and the boundary-laver accumulations near _ntersectlons.

No recent systematic investigations of interference such

as the investigation of reference 78 have been made.

Some tests have been made of airfoil sections with

intersecting flat plates (reference 79). These configura-

tions may be considered to represent approximately the

condition of a wing intersection with a large flat-slded

fuselage. In this case, the interference may be considered
to result from the effect on the wing of the Dally

developed turbulent boundary layer on the fuselage or

flat plate and the accumulation of boundary layer in
the ifltersection. These tests showed little Interference

except in cases for wblch the boundary laver on the
airfoil alone was awwroacb_ng conditions of seDaratlon
such as was noted with the less conservative airfoils

at moderately high lift coefficients,

Some scattered data on the characteristics of

nacelles mounted on airfoils oermittlng extensive

laminar flow are presented in references 80 to 82. The

data appear to indicate that the interference problems
for conservative NACA 6"series sections are similar to

those encountered with other types of airfoils. The

detail shapes for optimum interfering bodies and fillets
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may, however, be different for various sections if local

excessive expansions in the flow are to be avoided.

Some lift and drag data for an airfoil with pusher-

propeller-shaft housings are presented in reference 83.

These results indicate that protuberances near the

trailing edge of wings should be carefully designed

to avoid unnecessary drag increments.

Another type of interference of particular importance

for high-speed airplanes results in the reduction of the
critical Mach number of the corabination because of the

addition of the induced velocities associated with each

body (reference 84). This effect may be kept to a

mlnim_nu by tl0e use of bodies with low induced velocities,

by separation of interfering bodies to the greatest

oossible extent, and by such selection and arrangement
of combinations that the noints of maximum induced

velocity for each body do not coincide.

A_PLICATION !O _?!I_G DESIGN

Detail consideration of the various factors

affecting wing design lies outside the scope of this

report. The following discussion is therefore limited

to some important aerodynamic features that must be

considered in the application of the data presented.

Application of Section Data

Wing characteristics are usually predicted from

airfoil-sect!on data by use of methods based on simple

lifting-line theory (references 85 to 88). Application

of such methods to wings of conventional plan form

without spanwise discontinuities yields results of

reasonable engineering accuracy (reference 89), especially

with regard to such important characteristics as the

angle of zero lift, the lift-curve slope, the pitching

moment, and the @rag. Basically similar methods not

requiring the assumption of linear section lift charac-
teristics (references 90 and 91) appear capable of

Fielding resolts of greater accuracy, especially at
high lift coefficients. Further refinement may be made

bv consideration of the chordwise distribution of lift

J
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(reference 92). Wings with large amounts of sweep
require special consideration (reference 93).

The Usual wing theory assumes that the resultant
air force and moment on any wing section are functions
of only the section lift coefficient (or angle of attack)

and the section shape. According to this assumption,

the air forces and moments on any section are not affected

by adjacent sections or other features of the win_
except as such sections or features affect the llft

distribution and thus the local lift of the section

under consideration. These assumptions obviously are

not valid near wing tips, near discontinuities in

deflected flaps or ailerons, near disturbing bodies,

or for wings with pronounced sweep or sudden changes

in plan form, section, or twist. Under such circumstances,

cross flows result in a breakdown of the concept of two-
dimensional flow over the airfoil sections. In addition

to these cross fllows, induced e_f_cts exist that are

equivalent to a change _n cawber. Such effects are

particularly marked near the wing tips for wings of
normal pla_e form a_d _or wings of low aspect ratio or

_musual plan _orm. Lifting-surface theory (see, for

exampIe, reference 93) provides a means for calculating
wing characteristics more accurately than the simple

lifting-line theory.

Although span load distributions calculated for

wings with discontinuities such as are found with

partial-span flaps (references 94 and 95) may be

sufficiently accurate fo_ structural design, such

distributions are not suitable for predicting maximum-

llft and stalling characteristics. Until sufficient
data are obtained to permit the prediction of the

maximum-lift an_ stalling characteristics of wings with
discontinuities, these characteristics may best be

estimated from previous results with similar wings or,

in the case of unusual configurations, should be obtained

by test.

The characteristics of intermediate wing sections

must be known for the application of wing theory, but
data for such sections are seldom available. Tests of

a number of such intermediate sections obtained by

several manufacturers for wings formed by straight-line

fairing have indicated that the characteristics of such

s_ctions may be obtained with reasonable accuracy by
interpolation of the root and tip characteristics

according to the thickness variation.
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Selection of Root Section

The characterlstlcsof a wing are affected to a
large extent by the root section. In the case of
tapered wings formed by straight-line fairing, the
resulting nonl_near variation of section along the
scan causes the shapes of the sections to be predoml-
nantly affected by the root section over a large part
of the wing area. The desirability of having a thick
wing that provides space for housing fuel and equipment
and reduces structural weight or permits large spans
usually leads to the selection of the thickest root
section that is aerodynamically feasible. The com-
paratively small variation of minimum drag coefficient
with thickness ratio for smooth airfoils in the normal
range of thickness ratios and the maintenance of high
lift coefficient for thick sections with flaos deflected
usually result in limitation of thickness ratio by char-
acter_stics other than maximum llft and minimum drag.

The critical Nach number of the section is the
most serious limitation of thickness ratio for high-
speed airplanes. It is desirable to select a root
section with a critical _ach number sufficiently high
to avoid serious drag increases resulting from com-
pressibility effects at the highest level-fllght speed
of the airplane, allowance being made for the increased
velocity of flow over the wing resulting from inter-
ference of bodies and slipstream. Available data indi-
cate that a small margin exists between the critical
Mach number and the Mach nt_mber aS which the drag
increases sharply. As airplane speeds increase, it
becomes increasingly difficult and finally impossible
to avoid the drag increases resulting from compressi-
bility effects by reduction of the airfoil thickness
ratio. _he use of small airfoil thickness ratios to
obtain high critical speed results in a reduction in
the lift-coefficient range for high critical Mach
n1_mbers. Greater difficulty is consequently experienced
with thin airfoil sections in avoiding compressibility
shock over the range of lift coefficients required by
normal changes in airplane weight and altitude of
flight, espec_ally with high wing loadlngs. This effect
is exnected to be one of the factors limiting the wing
loadings of very high-speed, high-altitude airplanes
traveling at subsonic speeds.
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In the cases of airplanes of such low speeds that
compressibility considerations do not limit the thickness
ratio to values less than about 0.20, the maximum
thickness ratio is limited by excessive drag coefficients
at moderate and high lift coefficients with the surfaces
rough. In these cases, the actual surface conditions
expected for the airplane should be considered in
selecting the section. Consideration should also be
given to unusual conditions such as ice, mud, and
damage caused in military combat, especially in the
case of multiengine airolanes for which ability to
fly under such conditions is desired with one or more
engines inoperative. In cases for which root sections
having large thickness ratios are under consideration
to Dem_It the use of high aspect ratios, a realistic
aooralsal of the drag coefficients of such sections with
the expected surface conditions at moderately high lift
coefficients w_l] indicate an optimum aspect ratio
beyond which corres_on@_ng increases in aspect ratio
and root thickness ratio will result in reduced per-
fo rmance.

Inboard sections of wings on conventional airplanes
are subject to interference effects and may be in the
propelle_ _ slipstream. The wing surfaces are likely to
be roughened by access doors, landing-gear retraction
wells, and armament installations. Attainment of
extensive laminar flows is, therefore, less likely on
the inboard wing panels than on the outboard panels.
Unless such effects are minimized, little drag reduc-
tion is to be expected from the use of sections per-
mitting extensive laminar flow. Under these conditions,
the use of sections such as the NACA 65-series will
provide advantages if the sections are thick, because
such sections are more conservative than those permitting
more extensive laminar flow. If the thickness ratio
is limited to moderate values, however, by critical-
speed requirements, the use of NACA 65 - or 66-series
sections will provide favorable critical-speed charac-
teristics without imposing drag penalties.

It is usuallv advisable to camber the root section
the minimum amount consistent with low drag for the
cruising con@Itioms. This amourist of camber Is usually
only a little more than that corresponding to the
bighes£ 5ritical _ach number Cor the high-speed con-
dition. _or very h_gh-speed high-altitude airo!anes
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with heavy wing loadings, it may be impossible to
select an amount of camber that will provide high
critical speed for all the desired operating condi-
tions. The smount of camber must then be selected
from consideration of the flight conditions at which
good performance is most desired.

J

Selection of Tip Section

In order to promote desirable stalling charac-

teristics, the tip section should have a high maximum

lift coefficient and a large range of angle of attack
between zero and maximum lift as compared with the

root section. It is also desirable that the tip sec-
tion stall without a large sudden loss in lift. The

attainme_nt of a high maximum lift coefficient is more

difficult at the tip section than at the root section

for tapered wings because of the lower Reynolds number

of the tip section. For wings with small camber, the

most effective way of increasing the section maximum
lift coefficient is to increase the camber. The amount

of camber used will be limited in most cases by either

the critical-speed requirements or by the requirement

that the section have low drag at tho high-speed llft
coefficient.

The selection of the optimum type of camber for

the tip section presents problems for which no categorical

answers can be given on the basis of existing data. The

use of a type of camber that imposes heavy loads on the

ailerons complicates the design of the lateral-control

system and increases its weight. The use of a type of
camber that carries the lift farther forward on the

section and thus relieves the ailerons will, however,
have little effect on the maximum lift coefficient of

the section unless the maximum-camber position is well

forward, as for the NACA 230-series sections. In this

case a sudden loss of lift at the stall may be expected.
The effects on the camber of modifications to the air-

foil contour near the trailing edge, which may be made

in designing the ailerons, should not be overlooked in

estimating the characteristics of the wing.

If the root sections are at least moderately thick,

it is usually desirable to select a tip section with a
somewhat reduced thickness ratio. This reduction in

thickness ratio, together with the absence of induced
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velocities from interfering bodies, gives a margin in

critical speed that permits the ca_ber of the tip sec-
tion to be increased. This reduction in thickness

ratio will be limited either by the loss in maximum

lift coefficient resulting from too thin a section or

by the reduction in angular range of the low-drag, high-

critlcal-speed region to a value too small to cover the

desired flight conditions.

A small amount of aerodynamic washout may also be

useful as an aid in the avoidance of tip stalling.

The Dermisslble amount of washout may not be limited by

the increase in induced drag_ which is small for I°

or 2 ° of washout (reference 85). The limiting washout

may be that which causes the tip section to operate

outside the low-drag, high-critical-speed range at the

high-speed llft coefficient. This limitation may be
so severe as to require some adjustment of the camber

to permit the use of any washout.

A change in airfoil section between the root and

tip may be desirable to obtain favorable stalling char-

acteristics or to take advantage of the greater extent
of lamink-r - flow that may be possible on the outboard

sections . Thus, such combinations as an NACA 250-serles

root section with an NACA 44-series tip section or an

NACA 63-series root section with an NACA 65-series tip

section may be desirable.

It should be noted that the tip sections may
easily be so heavily loaded by the use of an unfavorable

plan form as to cause tip stalling with any reasonable

choice of section and washout. Both high taper ratios

and large amounts of sweepback are unfavorable in th_

respect and are particularly bad when used together,

because the resulting tip stall promotes longitudinal
instability at the stall in addition to the usual

lateral instability.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may be tentatively
drawn from the _ata presented. _ost of the data,

particularly for the lift and moment characteristics,

were obtained at Reynolds numbers from 3 to 9 × 10 6 •
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Although some of these conclusions may be modified when

more systematic data are available, they are believed to
be essentially correct:

I. Airfoil sections permitting extensive laminar

flow, such as the NACA 6- and 7-series sections, result

in substantial reductions in drag at high-speed and
cruising lift coefficients as compared with other

sections if, and only if, the wing surfaces are fair
and smooth.

2. Experience with full-slze wings has shown that
extensive laminar flows are obtainable if the surface

finish is as smooth as that provided by sanding in the

chordwise direction with No. 320 carborundum paper snd
if the surface is free from small scattered defects and

specks. Satisfactory results are usually obtained if

tbe surface is sufficiently fair to permit a straight-
edge to be rocked smoothly in the chordwlse direction

w_thout jarring or clicking.

3. For wings of moderate thickness ratios with

surface conditions corresponding to those obtained with

current construction methods, minimum drag coefflcients
of the order of 0.00o0 may be expected. The values of

the minimum drag coefficient for such wings depend
primarily on the surface condition rather than on the
airfoil section.

4. Substantial reductions in drag coefficient at

high Reynolds numbers may be obtained by smoothing the
wing surfaces, even if extensive laminar flow is not
obtained.

5, The maximum llft coefficients for moderately
cambered smooth NACA 6-series airfoils with the uniform-

load type of mean llne are as high as those for NACA 24-
and 44-series airfoils. The NACA 230-series airfoils

have somewhat higher maximum lift coefficients for thickness
ratios less than 0.20.

6. _ne maximum llft coefficients of airfoils with

flaps are about the same for moderately thick NACA

6-series sections as for the NACA 23012 section but appear
to be considerably lower for thinner NACA 6-series _
sections.
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7- The lift-curve slopes for smooth NACA 6-series

airfoils are slightly higher than for NACA 24-, 4_-,

and 2}0-series airfoils and usually exceed the
theoretical value for thin airfoils.

8. Leadlng-edge roughness causes large reductions
in maximum lift coefficient and a moderate reduction

in lift-curve slope for all good airfoil sections.

9. Characteristics of airfoil sections with the
expected surface conditions must be known or estimated

to provide a satisfactory basis for the prediction of

the characteristics of _ractical-construction wings and

the selection of airfoils for such wings.

i0. The NACA 6-series airfoils provide higher

critical _ach numbers for high-speed and cruising lift

coefficients than earlier types of sections and have

a reasonable range of l_ft coefficients within which

high critical Mach numbers may be obtained.

II. The NACA 6-series sections provide lower

predicted critical _ach numbers at moderately high

llft coefficients than the earlier types of sections.

The limited data available suggest, however, that the
NACA 6-series sections retain satisfactory lift char-

acteristics up to higher Nach numbers than the earlier

sections.

12. The NACA 6-series airfoils do not appear to

present unusual problems with regard to the application
of ailerons.

13. Problems associated with the avoidancg of

boundary-layer separation caused by interference are
expected to be similar for conservative NACA 6-series

sections and other good airfoils. Detail shapes for

optimum interfering bodies and fillets may be different

for various sections if local excessive expansions in
the flow are to be avoided.

14. Satisfactory leading-edge air intakes may be
provided for NACA 6-series sections, but insufficient
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information exists to allow such intakes to be designed
without experimental development.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.
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APPENDIX

ME_Z{ODS OF OBTAINING DATA _ THE LANGLEY

%_O-DI_ENSIONAL LOW-TURBULENCE TUNNELS

By _ilton N. Klein

Description of Tunnels

•__e Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnels
are closed-throat wind tunnels having rectangular test

I

sections 3 feet wide and 7_ feet high and are designed

to test models completely spanning the width of the
tunnel in two-dimensional flow. ff%e low-turbulence

level of these _unnels, amounting to only a few
fhundrefltns of i percent, is achieved by the large

contraction ratio in the entrance cone (approx. 20:1)

and by the introduction of a n_mber of flne-wlre small-

mesh turbulence-reducing screens in the widest part of
the entrance cone. _ne chord of nrodels tested in these

tunnels is usually about 2 feet, although the charac-
teristics at low lift coefficients of models having

chords as large as 8 feet may be determined.

The Langley two-dimenslonal low-turbulence tunnel

operates at atmospheric pressure and has a maximum speed

of approximately 155 miles per _o_r, The Langley two-
di_Qnslonal low-turbulence pressure tunnel operates at

presstlre_ up to I0 atmospheres absolute and has a
maximum speed of approximately 300 miles per hour at

atmospheric pressure. Standard airfoil tests _n this
tunnel are made of 2-foot-chord wooden models up to

of a_proximately 9 x 106 at a pressureRe ynolds numbers
of 4 afi_ospheres absolute.

The lift and drag characteristics of airfoils tested

in these tunnels are usually measured by methods other

than the use of balances. The lift is evaluated from

measurements of t_e pressure reactions on the floor

and ceiling of the tunnel. The drag is obtained from
measurements of static and total pressures in the wake.

Moments are usually measured by a balance.
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AI, A2,... An

a

B

C

Cd

cd '

Cd T

c_

!
c_

cL i

c_ T

Cmc/_

Cmc/_ !

F

F o

f

Symbols

coefficients of potential function for a

s3_nme tri cal body

fraction of chord from leading edge over

which design load is uniform

dimensionless constant determining width
of wake

chord

drag coefficient corrected for tunnel-wall
e ffe cts

drag coefficient uncorrected for tunnel-
wall effects

drag coefficient measured in tunnel

section lift coefficient corrected for

tunnel-wall effects

section lift coefficient uncorrected for

tunnel-wall effects

design lift coefficient

lift coefficient measured in tunnel

moment coefficient about quarter-chord

point corrected for tunnel-wall effects

moment coefficient about quarter-chord

point measured in tunnel

average of velocity readings of orifices
on floor and ceiling used to measure

blocking at high lifts

average value of F in low-lift range

potential function used to obtain _-factor

total pressure in front Of alrfoii
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HI

Hc

Hcmax

h T

K-

L

L'

m

n

PR

Pl

qo

S

S I

S

U

V

AV

Cdl

Cd T

total pressure in wake of airfoil

coefficient of loss of total pressure in

the wake _ Ho _O HI_)

maximum value of Hc

tunnel height

true lift resulting from a point vortex

lift associated with a point vortex as

measured by integrating manometers

upstream li_-it of integration of floor and

ceiling pressures

@ownstream limit of integratton of floor

and ceiling pressures

resultant pressure coefficient; difference
between local upper- and lower-surface

pressure co_ fficients

static pressure in the wake

free-stream dyaamic pressure (H . P)
static-pressure coefficient °q- °

static-pressure coefficient in the

distance along airfoil surface

velocity, due to row of vortices, at any

point along tunnel walls

free-stream velocity

_nd-rement _[n free-stream velocity due to

blocking
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V !

V"

v

w

x

Y

Y

•v t

Yw

dYt

dx

Z

C_o

c_o

GO!

r

corrected indicated tunnel velocity

tunnel velocity measured by static-pressure
orifices

local velocity at any point on airfoil
surface

potential function for flow past a

symmetrical body

distance along chord or center line of
tunne I

(v)variable of integration

d_stance perpendicular to stream direction

or@inate of symmetrical thickness distri-
bution

aistance perpendicular to stream direction

from position of Hcmax

slope of surface of symmetrical thickness
distribution

comolex variable (x + iy)

angle of zero llft

section angle of attack corrected for
tunnel-wall effects

section angle of attack measured in
tunnel

strength of a single vortex

ratio of measured lift to actual lift for

any tyoe of lift distribution

R-factor for additional-type loading

D-factor for basic mean-llne loading
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C

¢

u-factor applying to a polnt vortex

component of blocking factor dependent on

shape of body

quantity used for correcting effect of

body upon velocity measured by static-
pressure orifices

component of blocking factor dependent on

s__ze of body

potential function

stream function

Neasurement of Lift

The lift carrled by the airfoil induces an equal

and opposite reaction upon the floor and ceiling of the

tunnel. The lift may therefore be obtained by integrating

the oressure _istrlbution along the floor and ceiling of
the ttu_nel, the integration being accomplished with an

integrating manometer. Because the pressure field

theoretically extends to infinity in both the upstream

and the downstream Jirections, not all the lift is

included in the length over which the integration is

perfo__ned. It is therefore necessary to aoply a cor-

rection factor O that gives the ratio of the measured

lift to the actual lift for any lift distribution. The

calculation was nerformed by first finding the correc-

tion factor rJx anplying to a point vortex and then

determining the weighted average of this factor over the
chord of the model.

The factor rjx was obtained as follows: The image

system which gives only a tangential component of velocity
along the tunnel walls _s made up of an infinite vertical

row of vortices of alternating sign as shown in fig-

ure 73. If the sign of the vortex at the origin is
assumed to be nosit_ve, the complex potential function f

for this image system is

f : _ log s!nh w_/_z. iF log sinh w_- " fh__T_

T \ T /
(18)
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whe re

F strength of a single vortex

Z complex variable (x + iy)

h T t]mnel height

The velocity u, due to the row of vortices, at
any point along the tunnel walls where

h T

F:T

is then obtained as

r _x

u : 2h---_ seth hT--- (19)

where x is the horizontal distance from the point on

the wall to the origin. The resultant Dressure coeffi-

cient PR is then given by

PR :_
V

_ 2F wx
sech -- (20)

hTV h T

where V is the free-stream velocity.

The lift manometers integrate the pressure distri-

bution along the floor and ceiling from the downstream

nosition n to the upstream position m (fig. 73).
For a point vortex located a distance x from the

origin along the center l!ne of the tunnel, the limits
of integration become n - x and m - x. The lift L'

associated with a count vortex, as meas_red by the

integrating manometers, Is given by

whe re

n - x
L' = qoPR dx

-X

qo is the free-stream dynamic pressure.

(21)
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The true lift
given by

The correction factor

L resulting from the point vortex is

_x is then

L !

Dx = L

n-x= _ sech Trx
hT dx

-X

which yields

2 tan-1 - e

nx = _ + e'a_x/hTj(m ÷ n)/hT]
(22)

In the _Langlev two-_dimensional low-turbulence

tunnels, the orifices in the floor and ceiling of the

tunnel used to measure the liCt extend over a length of

approximately 13 feet. A plot of' 73x against x for

the Langley two-dimenslonal low-turbulence pressure

tunnel is shown in figure 7_. The _-factor for a given

llft distribution is obtained from the expression

x

The values of _b and _a for the Langley two-

dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel are given in

the following table for a mode] having a chord length of

2 feet, where _b is the T]-factor corresponding to the

basic mean-line loading (indicated by the value of a)

and Da is the 1]-factor for the additional type of

loading a.s glven by _thin-airfoil theory:
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a

I_0
.8
.6

.2

0
L ...... _I .

rJb

o.93 7
.9342
.9356
.933o
.9325

.9322

_a = 0.9296

Ln order to check the variation of r_a with

variations in the additional typ_e of lift distribution,

the value of Da was recalculated for the class C
additional lift distribution given in figure 6 of refer-

ence 86. The value of Ha for this case was 0.9304 , as

compared with 0.9296 for a thin airfoil. Because of the

small variation of _a with the type of additional lift,

the value for thln-airfoil a_.ditional lift was used for

all calculations. The lift coefficient of the model in

the tunnel uncorrected for blocking c_' is given in

terms of the lift coefficient measured in the tunnel C_T

and the design lift coefficient of the airfoil c_i by

the following expression:

, = __XT . . c7iC_

_a

(24)

Because _b does not differ much from _,a, it _s not

necessary that the bas_Ic loading or the design llft
coe ff_cleot be known with great accuracy.

Because of tunnel-wall and other effects, the lift
dlstributlon over the a_rfoil in the ttuunel does not

agree exactly with the assumed lift distribution. Because
of the small vartatlons qf _ with l_ft distribution_
errors caused bl,_this ei zec_ are conslaerea negligibl_.
It can also be shown that errors caused by neglecting

the effect of airfoil thickness on the distribution of

the lift reaction along the tunnel walls are small. '_
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Measurement of Drag

The drag of an airfoil may be obtained from observa-
tions of the pressures in the wake (reference 96). An
approximation to the drag is given by the loss in total
pressure of the air in the wake of the airfoil. The
loss of total pressure is measured by a rake of total-
pressure tubes in the wake. Chert the total pressures in
front of the airfoil and in the wake are represented
by Ho and HI, respectively, the drag coefficient

obtained from loss of total pressure CdT is

= Hc-7- (25)
CdT ake

where

H c

Yw

coefficient of loss of total pressure in the

distance perpendicular to stream direction from

position of Hcmax

If the static pressure in the wake is represented

by Pl, the true drag coefficient uncorrected for

blocking cd, may be shown to be (reference 96 )

P
Cd' - 2Vsi - He

Jwake

dY w

(i - V_- Hc) _ , (26)

where S I is the static-pressure coefficient in the

wake Ho - Pl. The assumption is made that the variation

qo

of total pressure across the wake can be represented by

a normal probability curve. The drag coefficient cd, is

then easily obtainable from measurements of cd by means

of a factor K, the ratio of cd' to CdT , w_ich

depends only on _I and the maximum value of H c.
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If the maximum value of Hc is represented by
the equation of She normal probability curve is

Hc = Hcmaxe

Hcmax ,

where B is a dimensionless constant that determines
the width of the wake. If a convenient variable of

BYw
integration Y -- -- is used, the ratio K is

C

cd '
K =

Cd T

HCmax

(I - }Jl--_-']Tc") dY (27)

and is independent of the width of the wake. The

quantity K has been evaluated for various values

of Hcmax and SI by assuming SI to be constant

across the wake. The drag coeff'iclent cd, may thus

be obtained from tunnel measurements of CdT , Hcmax ,

and SI. A plot of K as a function of Hcmax with SI

as parameter is given in figure 75. A parallel treatment

of this problem is given _n reference 97.

Tunnel-Wall Corrections

In two-d'mensional flow, the tunnel walls may be
conveniently considered as having two d_st[nct effects
uoon the flow over a model in a tu_Qnel: (I) an increase

_n the free-stream velocity in the neighborhood of the

model because of a constriction of the flow and (2) a
distortion of the lift distribution from the induced
curvature of the flow.

The _increase in free-stream velocity caused by

the tunnel walls (blocking effect) is obtained from

consideration of an infinite vertical row of images of
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a sy_metrical body as given in reference 98; the images
represent the effect of the tunnel walls.

The potential function w for a symmetrical body
is given by

A1 A2 An
w = Vz + m + + . .z z-_ " zn

(28)

where V is the free-stream velocity and the coeffi-

cients A1, A2, ... are complex. If the tunnel height

is large compared to the size of the body, powers of

1/z greater than 1 may be neglected and

A1
w : Vz +- (29)

z

This operation is _quivalent to replacing the body by a
circle of which the doublet strongth is 2wAI; the

term Al/Z represents the disturbance to .the free-
stream flow. The total induced velocity at the center

of the body due to all the images is expressed in refer-

ence 98 as
A1 _2

AV : (50)

hT 2 5

where the term A 1 is the same as the term 1,_t2 V
of

refgrence 98 .

For convenience in tunnel calculations, the expres-

sion for AV may be written

AV _ AG (31)

V

whe re

(52)
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16A I
A : (33)

c2V

The factor G depends only on the size of the body
and is easily calculated. The factor A depends on the

shape of the body and is mor_ difficult to calculate.

For bodies such as Rankine ovals and ellipses, simple
formulas may be obtained for calculating A. In the

general case, the value of A may be obtained from the

velocity distribution over the body by the expression

A : 16w _ol _[cV_ 1 + _dxj_dYt_2dlX)

where v is the velocity at any point on the airfoil

surface and dYt/@x is the slope of the a_rfoil surface

at any point of which the ordinate is Yt"

In order to obtain this expression, consider the

flow past a symmetrical body as shown In figure 76.

The potential function fo_ this flow is given by equa-
tion (28). Differentiating and multiplying equation (28)
by z g_ve s

dw A1 2A2 -nA n

z -- = VZ - -- - z_"dz z " " zn

The line integral about a closed curve _ z d__wdz

J0 dz

will depend only on the term -A1/z and, from the theory
of residues, is given by

_C dw
z w dz = -2wiA I

dz

but
dw

z--dz =z dw
dz

=

: (x + + i de) _ \ i _
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where _ is the potential function and
stream function. On the surface of the body
so that

2z y_ dz = × d_ + i y d_

is the

d_ : O,

(35)

Since the body is symmetrical, the term x d_ will have

equal numerical values but op2osite signs at corresponding
fl

points of the upper and lower surfaces, and ,L x d_ will

vanish. The term y d_ will have equal values at corre-

sponding points of the uoper and lower surfaces, and
l'

I y d_ may be replaced by an integration over the
UC
upper surface; therefore,

z _ dz = 2i y d_ (counterclockwise direction)

or

Reversing the oath o_ation, replacing d_ by
l

replacing ds by \Jl + {_--_dx. and solving for

A = _ gives _ \dx J
c2V

v ds,

where the integration is taken from the leading edge to
the trailing edge over the upper surface.

In addition to the error caused by blocking, an

error exists in the measured ttu_nel velocity because of

the interference effects of the model upon the velocity

indicated by the static-pressure orifices located a few
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feet upstream of the model and halfway between floor
and ceiling. In order to correct for this error an
analysis was made of the velocity distribution along
the streamline halfway between the upper and the lower
tunnel walls for Ranklne ovals of various sizes and
thickness ratios. The ana!ysis showed that the cor-
rection could be expressed, within the range of
conventzonal-airfoil thic_tess ratios, as a product of
a thic!_]ess factor given by the blocking factor A and
a factor < which depended upon the s_ze of the model
and the distance from the statlc-oressure orifices to
the midchord point of the model. The corrected indicated
tunnel velocity V' could then be written

V' = V"(1 + A_) (56)

where V" is the velocity _neasured by the static-pressure

orifices. In the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence

tunnels, the 8istance from the static-pressure orifices

to the midchord oolnt of the model is approximately

5.5 feet; the corresponding value of _ for a 2-foot-

chord model is approximately 0.002.

In order to calc_late the effect Of the tunnel

walls unon the I" ft distribution, a comparison is made

of the lift d_str_butkon of a given airfoil in a tunnel

and in free air on the basis of thin-airfoil theory.
It is assume_ that the flow conditions _n the tunnel

correspond most closely to those in free air when the
additional lift in hhe tunnel and in free air are the

same (reference 99). On this basis, the following

corrections are del<ived (r@ference 99), in which the

orlmed quantities refer to the coeffiqients measured in
the tunnel :

c_ = [I- 2A(o + _)- _]cL, (37)

= (i + o)%, +
dc_'/d_ o '

(58)

2.,)
_J
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4°Cmc/4'
In the foregoing equations, the terms , G_ O ,

dc_ '/de o '

and _c_'/_ are usually negligible for 2-foot-chord

models in the Langley two-dlmenslonal low-turbulence
tunnels.

J

V_en the effect of the tunnel walls on the oressure

distribution over the model is small, the wall effect on
the drag is merely that corresponding to an increase in

the tunnel speed. The correction to the drag coeffi-

cient is therefore given by the following relation:

cd = E1 - 2A(o + d, (40)

Similar considerations have been applied to the develop-
ment of corrections for the pressure distribution in

reference 99.

Equation (4 0 ) neglects the blocking due to the wake,

such blocking being small at low to moderate drags. The

effect of a pressure gradient in the tunnel upon loss of

total pressure in the wake is not easily analyzed but is

estimated to be small. The effect of the pressure

gradient upon the drag has therefore been disregarded. When

the drag is measured b_T a balance, the effect of the pres-
sure gradient uoon the drag is directly additive and a

correction should be applied. For large models, espe-

cially at high lift coefficients, the effect of the tunnel

walls is to distort the oressure distribution aDpreciably.

Such distortions oe the pressure distribution may cause

large changes in the boundary flow and no adequate correc-

tions to any of the coefficients, particularly the drag,
can be found.

Correction for Blocking at High Lifts

So long as the flow follows the airfoil surface,
the foregoing relations account for the effects of the

tunnel walls with sufficient accuracy. When the flow

leaves the surface, the blocking increases because of

the predominant effect of the wake upon the free-stream

velocity. Since the wake effect shows up primarily in

the drag, the increase _n blocking would logically be

expressed in terms of the drag. The accurate measurement

of drag under these conditions by means of a rake is

impractical because of spanwise movements of low-energy

air. A method of correcting for increased blocking at
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high angles of attack without drag measurements has
therefore been devised for use in the Langley two-
dimensional low-turbulence tunnels.

Readings of the floor and ceiling velocities are
taken a few inches ahead of the quarter-chord po!nt and
averaged to remove the effect of lift. This average F,
which is a measure of the effective tunnel velocity, is
essentially constant in the low-lift range. The
quantity F/Fo, where Fo is the average value of F
in the low-lift range, however, shows a variation from
unity in the h!gh-llft range for any airfoil tested in
the tunnel; this variation indicates a change in blocking
at high lifts. A o!ot of F/F o against angle of
attack _o' for a 2-foot-chord model of the NACA 643-41Salt-
loll is given in figure 77. _he quantity F/F o is nearly

constant for values of _o' up to 12°; but for values

of Cot greater than 12 °, F/F o increases and the increase

is particularly noticeable at and over the stall.

A theoretical comparison was made of the blocking
"factor A_, and the velocity measured by the floor and

ceiling orifices For a series of Rankine ovals of various

sizes and thickness ratios. The quarter-chad Dolnt of

each oval was located at the D_vot point, the usual posi-

tion of an airfoil in the tunnel, the analysis showed the

relation between the blocking factor A_ and the change
in F to be unique for chord lengths up to 50 inches in
that different bodies having the same blocking factor A_

gave approximately the same value of F. For chords up
to 50 inches, the relationship is

: 0.45 - (41)
V

where AV/V is the true increment in tunnel velocity due

to blocking. The foregoing relation was adopted to

obtain the correction to the blocking in the range of
F

lifts where _ > i.

Fo

Considerable uncertainty exists regarding the cor-

rect numerical value of the coefficient occurring in _ ...._
equation (41). If a row of sources, rather than the

Rankine ovals used in the present analysis, is con-
sidered to represent the effect of the wake, the value
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of the coefficient in equation (21) would be approxi-

mately twice the value used. Fortunately, the correc-

tion amounts to only about 2 percent at maximum lift
for an extreme condition with a 2-foot-chord model.
Further refinement of this correction has therefore not

been attempted.

Comnarlson with Experiment

A check of the validity of the tunnel-wall correc-

tions has been made in reference 99, which gives lift

and moment curves for mo@els having various ratios Of

chord to tunnel height, uncorrected and corrected for

tunnel-wall effects. The general agreement of _he

corrected curves shows that the method of correcting
the lifts and moments is valid.

A comoarison is made in reference 99 between the
theoretical correction factor (equation (40)) and the

experimentally @erived corrections of reference 100.
The theoretical correction factors were found to be in

good agreement with those obtained experimetally.

In order to check the validity of the u-factor, a
comparison has been made of lift values obtained from

pressure distributions with those obtained from the

integration of the floor and ceiling pressures in the

tunnel. A comparison for two airfoils given in fig-
ure 78 shows that the two methods of measuring lift

give results that are in good agreement. The n-factor

has also been checked by comparison of the lift obtained

from balance measurements with the integrating-manometer

values in figure 79.

Finally, a check has been made of the method of

correcting pressure distributions (reference 99) for

NACA 6-series airfoils of two chord lengths at zero

angle of attack in figure 80, in which the pressure

coefficients are plotted against chordwise oosition x/c.

The agreement between the corrected pressure distribu-

tions for both models verifies the method of making the
tunnel-wall corrections.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Fig. 58a,b,c,d
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NACA ACR No, L5C08 Fig. 59
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Fig. 60a,b,c,d
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Fig. 61a,b
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(b) Limits of usable r_nge of lift coefficients at various

Maoh numbers and llft coefficients required for level

flight at various altitudes with a wing loading of

60.5 pounds per |quare foot.

Fib-Are 61.- Data obtained in the Ames 16-foot wind tunnel from teats

of a complete model of a hlgh-speed £1ghter-t_e airplane with two
alternate wings.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Fig. 64a
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Fig. 64b
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NACA ACR No, L5C05 Fig. 65a
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Fig. 65b
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T_b l.e III NACA ACR No. L5C05

Modal

Doglg- 8ym-
nation bol

1 O
2 +

3 ×

6

7
V

8
t>

1o V

ii

12

16
[]-

18 <3

20 g>

CONFIDENTIAL

TABLEID- 8NTPLE_ENTARY IN_O_TION _QARDI_ _ST3

OF TA0-DIHENSIONAL MCDEL8

_t81e

airfoil Type of flap

_CA OOO9

RaCA 0015

I_CA 23012

I_I.CA

66 (2a.l 5 )",0O9

XACA

66'oo9

Plain

Plain 1.93

Plain 1.60

Plain,

at ral ght contour 1.93

Plain 1.9)

_L4.CA

63,h-LhT.B)=ppraz. In ternal 1,7 _lanced

NACA

NACA

66 (2x15)-i16, Internally balanced
a = O.b

NACA

6L,2- (1.E Xz3.5) Plain

NACA

65,2-318 approx. Internally balanced

NACA

approx_

NACA

66(219)-216
a = 0.6

Appr,oaoh-
_ng i.00

Approsoh-

LUg I.OO

App z,o.aoh-

Ing I.OO

Approach-

LUg 1.00internally balanced

NACA Appronoh-

66(215)-_16 Int_rnally balanced Lug 1.00
a = 0.6

NACA
66 (215)--0_ Plat,

Plain

NACA

652J-P.5

NAC A

654-_21

NACA

5 ( 112 )-213

NACA

7_5A317 approx.

NACA

6h,3-o13
apprOX.

NACA

6b,3-z(lS.S)
approx.

z.93

Approach-

ing 1.00

Approach-

Plain Lug 1.00

Approach-

Plain Lug 1.00

Appronch-

Plain Ing I.OO

Approa_h-

Internally balanced Ing 1.00

Approach-

Internally balanced in E 1.00

Internally balanced

Approach-

ing 1.00

Approach-

Lug 1.00Internally balanced

CONFIDENTIAL

---- 6,0 x 106 53

0.13 6.0 x 106 73

o.13 6.0 x 106 7_

0.13 6.0 x 106 7)

o.zh 8.o _ lO6

o.13 6.0 x lO6 ....

0.13 6.0 x 106 ....

0.13 6.0 x 106

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOJlAERONAUTICS.



NACA ACR No. L5C05 Fig. 68a,b
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Figure 68.- Variation of section aileron effectiveness with aileron
chord ratio for true-airfoil-contour ailerons without exposed overhang

balance on a number of airfoil sections; gaps sealed; c_ = O.

(Symbols designating different airfoil sections are identified in
table Ill.)
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NACA ACR No. L5CO5 Fig. 69

Basle airfoil
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NACA 6h,2-(1._)(15. 5)
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Type of aileron
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Air-flow characteristics

z.93 1.4 x
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AcH6 , radish

Figure 69.- Variation of the hinge-moment parameter ACHG with the

equivalent change in section angle of attack required to maintain a
constant section lift coefficient for deflection of the aileron on the

NACA 0009, NACA 64,2-(i._)(13.5), and NACA 66(215)-216 , a : 0.6 airfoil

sections; gaps sealed.





NACA ACR No. L5C05 Fig. 90
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CONFIDENTIAL

Basic airfoil c_ Type of ailer_ Ref.

NACA

66(215)-216 a : .6 0.I00 0.200 plain 75

NACA

63, h-h(17.8 ) approx. 0._50 0.20C with O._3cf internal balance

Ail eroon 'deflicti'on . ide, 1-16_

_ACA 63,h-4(17.81approx. --_,_

!_l<,
_ _ _ .......... -_--_ _<__ ,.a_- .....

_ NAOA 66(217)-216 _/_"

& = ,0 "_,..,_

_-1_ ___

-6
True airfoil

-.q -.oo_4 -.cola -.oolo -.ooo8 -,0oo6

ACH_ , radish

contour
NATIONAL ADVISORY

I i = CONNITTEE FO_ AERONAUTICSl I I R I
-.o0_ -. oooz o .oooa

Figure 70.- Variation of the hinge-moment parameter acH6 with the

equivalent change in section angle of attack required to maintain a
constant section lift coefficient for deflection of true-airfoil-con-

tour and strai_ht-sided ailerons on the NACA 66(215)-216, a = 0.6, and

the NACA 63,_-_(17.8) (approx.) airfoil sections; gaps sealed.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Figs. 73,74
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Figure 73.- Image system for calculation Of _-factor in the Langley
two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnels.
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Fi6 _re 74.- Lift effioieney factor _x for a point vortex situated at

various positions along the center line of the tunnel.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Figs. 76,77
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Figur_ 76.- Sketch for derivation o£ A-factor.
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Figtu_e _7.- Additional blocking factor at the tunnel walls plotted against angle of attack for the
_ACA _._t-1_18 airfoil.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Fig. 78a,b
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Figs. 79,80
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NACA ACR No. L5CO 5 CONFIDENTIAL

I - BASIC THICKNESS FORMS

119
COPY NO.

$2

April 2, 1945

NACA 0006 basic thickness form ........... $4

NACA 0008 basic thickness form ........... S4a

NACA 0009 basic thickness form ........... 85

NACA O010 basic thickness form ........... $5 a

NACA OO12 basic thickness form ........... $6

NACA 0015 basic thickness form ........... $7

NACA 0018 basic thickness form . .......... $8

NACA 0021 basic thickness form ........... $9

NACA 0024 basic thickness form ........... SlO

NACA _6-006 basic thickness form . ......... Sll

NACA 16-009 basic thickness form .......... S12

NACA 16-012 basic thickness form .......... S13

NACA 16-O15 basic thickness form .......... S14

NACA 16-018 basic thickness form .......... S15

NACA 16-O21 basic thickness form .......... S16

NACA 63,4-020 basic thickness form ......... S17

NACA 64,2-015 basic thickness form ......... S18

NACA 6_1-006 basic thickness form ......... S18a

NACA 641-008 basic thickness form ......... S18b

NACA 641-009 basic thickness form ......... S18c

NACA 641-010 basic thickness form ......... SlSd

NACA 641-012 basic thickness form ......... S19
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NACA ACR No. L5CO 5

coPYNo.119
CONFIDENTIAL S_

April 2, 1945

NACA 642-015 basic thickness form ......... $20

NACA 643-018 basic thickness form ......... S21

NACA 6_4-021 basic thickness form ......... $22

NACA 65,2-016 basic thickness form ........ $23

NACA 65,2-023 basic thickness form ........ s24

NACA 65,3-O18 basic thickness form ........ $25

NACA 651-006 basic thickness form ......... $25a

NACA 651-008 basic thickness form ......... $25b

NACA 651-009 basic thickness form ......... $25c

NACA 651-010 basic thickness form ......... $26

NACA 651-012 basic thickness form ......... $27

NACA 652-015 basic thickness form . ........ $28

NACA 653-018 basic thickness form ......... $29

NACA 654-021 basic thickness form ......... $30

NACA 66,1-012 basic thickness form ........ SS1

NACA 66,2-015 basic thickness form ........ $32

NACA 66,2-018 basic thickness form ........ $53

NACA 661-006 basic thickness form ........ . $55a

NACA 661-008 basic thickness form ......... $33b

NACA 661-009 basic thickness form ........ . $55c

NACA 661-O10 basic thickness form ........ • $33d

NACA 661-012 basic thickness form ........ . S34

NACA 662-015 basic thickness form ......... $55

NACA 663-018 basic thickness form ......... S36
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NACA ACR No. L5CO5 CO NFI DENTI AL

i19
COPY NO.

April 2, 19 5

NACA 66_-O21 basic thickness form ......... S37

NACA 67,1-015 basic thickness form . . ...... 838

NACA 7_7A015 basic thickness form , ........ S39
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $4

\

2.0

CONFIDENTIAL NAGA 0006

1.6

1.2 _=_" "----

.8

.4

o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.o
x/o

(p,,,=,*nt
o
.5

1.25

107"5

15
20
25

90
95

100

L, Eo

) (p,rcI._c)
o

•947
z.)W
1.777
2.1oo
2.341
2.67)
2.869
2.971
3.ooi
2.9O2
2.6_7
2.282
1.832
1.312

•06)

r-d_u', 6'_6
NACA 0006

(v/v)2
o
.88o

1.117
i,186
1.217
1.225
1.212
1.206
1.19o

i,
1.1)6
1.1o9
z.o86
1.o5z
i,026

.9.80
•9_9

0

;_ercent c_

CONFIDENTIAL

o
.938

1.o_7
i.o_9
1.1o3
1.1o7
1.101
1.098
i.091
1.066
i.078
i.o66
1.05_
1.042
z. 028
1.o13
.99o
.97L_

o

A,,,/v
3.992
2.015
1._6_
._8h
.(_
o=62

•!7@

•272
.2}9
•189
•152
•123
•097
•073
•o47
•o32

o

baslc thlc_ees forum
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 S4a

April 2, 1945

1.6

CONFIDENTIAL
NACA 0008

1.2 /_ ---'----

= = =

f r------

0

0 .2

x

(percent c

0

.5
1.25

2.5
5.0
7.5

lO

z5
20
25

&o
Lo
90
95

100

L.E. radius :

fl r

I
•4 .6

Y )2 v/V(percent c) (v/V

b 0 o
..... •792 .890
1.2.63 1.1o3 i.o5o
1.743 1.2az 1.mo_
2.369 1.272 1.12_
2.800 1.28_ I.z55
3- l_l 1. 277 z.ISQ
3. _b4 i. 272 I. 12_

3. _2.5 1.259 z.laa

z.223 .
3.869 z.z86 z.o89

I.iI__:_ _.a _.o7,l.054oooo
z.ol7

.939
0 _m----m w..m.

0.70 percent c

NACA 0008 basic thickness form

.8 z.o

CONFIDENTIAL

Av_v

2.900
Z •795
Z. 3ZO
.97z
._94
• 61
•) 9
• 5_9
.318
,273

• l 2

•096
• o?z
•047
.o31

o

NATIONAL ADVISOItY
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $5

2.0

CONFIDENTIAL NACA 0009

i.6

2

1.2 I

.8

f

0
o .2

(percent c )

0

.5
1.25
2.5

15
20

90
95

100

x/c

0 0 0

..... .75o .866
i._o i.o_3 i.obi
i.961 i.229 1. io9
2.666 i.299 i. 14o
3.i5o i.3io i.i_5
3.5iz i. 309 i. i_
4.009 i.304 i.i42

i.275 i.i29
1.252 1.119

_[3.52 i.2o9 i.ioo

1.126 1.o61

ii?_ i.i70i.o87 i.o_ t

i.o_6 i:_ i.oi_.982
.605 .933 .966

• o95 o o

L, E. radiua,. O._ Dercent c

av_v

.595
i.79o
i.2_3

.963

.691

.56o

.4_9

.273

.151

.120

.o46

.030
0

NACA ooo9 basic thickness form
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NACA ACR No. L5CO5 S5a

April 2, 1945

z.6

CONFIDENTIAL NACA 0010

1.2 F --'-""

(v)

.4

0
o .2 ._

(percent c

0

.5
1.25
2.5
5.0
7.5

lO

15
2o
25

9O
95

lO0

Y
oercent c

0

1.578

_.17_
•962

3.5o0
• 02

,_.7_2
4.952
.002
•837
._12

3._o5
5.053
2.187
i. 207
•67_

.6
x/c

(v/v)_

o.712
1. o6!
1.237
1.325
1.341
i.341
1.31_1
1.329
i.3o_
i.2_
1.237
i.190
1.13_
1 .o_/_
i.o4o

•960
.925

0

L.E. radius I. I0 percent c

NACA 00!0 basic thickness form

, CONFIDENTIAL

.8

1_o3o
i.i12
1.151
z.z5_
1. 158
z.158
!.I

z.133
1.112
1.o91
I. 067
1.o46
1.020

.98o
:?Z

1.O

2.372
1.618
z.255
.955
.690
.559
•4 9
.3_0

.318
.273

.15o

.o6_
•o__5

o' 030

NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONNITTEEFOIlAERONAUTICS





NACA ACE No. L5C05 $6

2.0

1.6

1.2

.8

I
CONFIDENTIAL NAGA 0012

.4

0 .2

{percent c

o
.5

1.25
2.5
5.0
7.5

I0
Z5
2O
25

&o
_g
9o
95

lOO

L. E. radlust

11

•4 .6 .8
x/_

) (percEnt; o ) (v/_/') 2 V,_ AvJ_V

o 0.640 o z.988.8o0 z.a75_;;_ _o_o _oo_ _9_
_6_5 _ _4 :_3.555 z._78 Z.ZT_

4.200 1.402 1.18_ !_
_.683 z.4zz i.z88 :
5.345 z.4n z.z88
5.737 1..59_ i. 183 .319
5.94z z.378 Z.Z74 .273
6.002 i. 350 i. 162 ,2_9

z. 288 . z_75.80_ 1.1_5

,5.__4 z.228 z. zou .z_
4._65 1.166 1.0SO .ll_

3._6& z.z99 z.o53 .o92
2._25 I.OL_ I.OZ2 .068

_L_8 9_ 978 o_
.607 : 7_v .952 .029
.126 o o o

i.58 percent c

NACA 0012 basic thickness form

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FOg AERONAUTICS
CONFIDENTIAL

1.0





NACA ACR No, L5C05 $7

2.0
CONFIDENTI AL

t

NACA 0015

1.6

1.2

.8

f

o

o .2 .4 z/a .6

(psrcZe_t c_
o

2,5
5,0

l_"5

15
20
25

90
95
to()

1[,o E. radius :

NACA

I
I

.8

(percent c) (%/V) 2 v/V AvaV/v"
o o o 1.6oo

1.112.953
5.268 1.237 1.11_ .9oo
_._3 1.h5o 1.2o4 .675
5.250 z.49_ 1.224

_.682 1.520 1.233 .3_l
7._172 l,_lO 1.22_ .}20
V.427 1._4 1.21_ .274
7.5o2 1._5o 1.2o4 .239
7.25_ 1.369 1.170 .185
6.617 z.279 1.].31 .I_6
_.7o_ 1.2o6 z.o98 ,115
4.580 z. 1_2 1. o64 .090
3,279 1.0,49 i. 024 •065
z. 81o .o41

•93_ .o27
•15_ o 0 0

2.48 percent c

0015 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL

f

1.0

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FORAERONAUTICS.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $8

2.0

CONFIDENTIAL NAGA 0018

....

1.6 -----"_

1.2

.8

_f

0
0 .2

x
(]percent c) ! (peroe_t c)

0
.5
1.25
2.5
5.0

l_"5

Lo

90
95

100

L. I. radius|

I

J
lJ

._ .6 .8
x/c

o o o 1.3_
..... ._65 .682 1.178
2.8hi .857 .926 1.028
3.92Z 1.217 1.10_ .861
_.552 1.50y 1.22_ .662
6.5oo 1.59_ 1.264 .555
.02 1.276

Z.OI_ 1.62_ .4Z9
1.653 1.278 .381

1.28.606 1_251.2Z_ .320
8.912 1.592 .27_
9.005 1._56 1.2h7 .23_
_.795 1.453 1.2o5 .184

_:_ _._,__,_ :_1.226 1.116
5._96 i.i53 i.07_ .087
3.955 i.o5i i.o25 .o63
2.i72 .o5912_o :_ .9_
.i89 o o"9i_ b"°25

).56 percent c

J

!

1.0

NACA 0018 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEEF011AEIIOMAUTIC$.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $9

2.0

CONFIDENTIAL NAGA 0021

2

1.6

1.2

"8

.4 f

f

0
0 .2 .4

(:per=_n1:c) (perc_rnt c)
0

.5
1.25
2.5
5

107.5
15
20
a5

_g

9o
95

100

0

5.519
_.576
,.221

_:35o
lO.
lO.597
zo.5%
1o.156
9,26_5
?._6
6.4za
4,591
2.532
1._12
.221

.6

/
/

.8 1.o

(./W)a ./v ,,..,Iv
o o 1.167
• 3_7 .63o 1.o65

1. o_7 .u18
_:_ 1_ 6_a

1.297 .55_o
1.73! 1.317 .47_
1.7_ 1.3a5 .3_z
1.7_ 1.3ao .32o
1.7o_ 1.3o6 .z7_
1.66_ 1.290 .2_8
1.53_ 1.24o .zs3
1.38_ 1.178 .zha
1.a84 1.1_3 .1x1
1.z?? 1.o_5 .oSh

•0611.055 I. o27
._16 ._57 .o37
.UOl ._95 .o23

0 0 0

X,. _. ra_i_: _.8_ percent 0

_ACA 0021 baelc thlckness forsL

CONF IDENTI AL NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEEF0_ AERONAUTICS.





NACA ACR No. L5C05 SIO

2.0

/.---

1.6 -/

1,2

.8

_....._.

4 f

o

CONFIDENTIAL

\

\

_c

11
/

x
(_,e*'*ent o)

o
.5

1.25

2.5

lo
z5
2o
25

90
95

loo

(po=Int o) (,/v)2
o o
..... •335
3.788 .719

5.229 z. 13o
7.1o9 z. 5h8
8.400 z.y48
9.365 z._33

zo.691 z.888
zz._?5 z.871
11. _ 1.822
12.9o/4 i. 777
n.6o? z.631
zo.588 z.450
9. z2y z. 325
7.32_ z. 203
5_7 1:_2.896
1. 613 •77)

• 252 0

L. E. radius: 6.)_ percent c

.ACA o024

CONFIDENTIAL

.8

NACA

_.o

I ,/v ava/V
i.050

z. oe:_ . ??z

1. 522

.321
z._5o .27_

z.27? .z_z

z.15z .zo9
z. o97 .o_

1.o_ .o59:_9 :_
o o

J

basic thickness form

NATIONAL ADVI_>OI%y

CONMITTEF. FOR A_ItOMAUTIC$.

0024





NACA ACR No. L5C05 Sll

CONFIDENTIAL NAGA 16- 006

1.6

1.2

.8
\

o .2 .4

X

(percentc
0

1.25
2.5
5.0
7.5

l0

15
20

Lo
Lo
90
95

lO0

7
_ercont

0

.64_

.9o3
1.255
1.5z_
1.729
2.067

"2.332
2.709
2.927
p .ooo
2.917
2.635

2.095
1.259

.707

.060

L. I_.radius:

CONFIDENTIAL

.6 .8 1.o
_o

o) ("/v)21_

1.o8_/ 1.o_ ! .28o
1.o971 1.o_7 I ._89
].1o.5/ 1.051 I .557

1.1o_| 1.o53 I .476

1.zz6|1.o_7 .31_
1.123/ 1.o6o ! .244
1.1321 1.064 I .196
i.]37| 1.o66 I .16o
1.1411 1.068 I .130

1.1321I.o6h .lob
z.1o41 ]..o5]-I .o77
_.o551 1.o17 1 .o_9

0.176 percent c

NACA 16-006 basic thickness form

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FOIl AERONAUTICS.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 S12

CONFIDENTIAL NACA 16-009

]..6

1.2

\

\

fl

°o .a .4

x

(percent o )
o
1.25
2.5

Y
(poreent _ )

0
,969

I:_
2.2?&
2.593

15
2o

_oo
_o
Zo
90
95

zoo

3.i01

_,065
_.39].
_.500

t:_'_
_:_
z, o61
•090

_ -----__._

J

z/o .6 .8

(_/v) 2 v/v _/v
o o _,64J4
x.o_2 1.o2x x.3_o

t1.139 i, 067

_._ _,_I:I_ _:_
1.0_1 •37

1.t77 z,o85 ,3.19
1,19o 1,o91 .2L5
1.202 1.096 _7o1.100 :1,_11
z,2l_ x,xo6 ,x3x
z,2o6 1, o99 , ].o_
1,156:1,075 .o76
z, o43 z, 022 o_• 939 ,969 "
o o o

1.0

L.B. radius[ 0.396 percent c

NACA 16-009 basic thickness form

CON F IDE N T I A h NATIONALADVISORY
CONNITTEE FOQ AERONAUTICS,





NACA ACR No. L5C05 S13

\ /

CONFIDENTIAL NACA 16-012

z.6

3.2 fl I_---_

_--"'-" ----'--- _ _ __ -'---'---

0
o .2 .8

X

_ercent c )

0
1.25
2.5

II: °5
z5
20

9o
95

lO0

Y
_oercent c 1

0
1.292
z .8o5
2.5o9
_.p32
_.457

5.835
5.269
4.199
2.517
1.415
.120

•2 .6
x/o

(v/v)2

0
1.002

z.zo9
z. 17_
]..197
1.208
i .223
1.23?

z.286
1.293
1.275
z.2o3

0

v/v _va/v
o 2.62J_
l.OOl 1.268

z. ou3
I.094 •_Sz
1.o99
z.io6 ,i_
z .112 .Iz9
1.121 :21._

i. 137 .13l
1.129 .i02

 o,7 :o0l 1.o25
•953 .o27

0 0

L. E. radius: 0.703 percent c

--9

1.0

NACA 16-012 basic thickness form

CONF IDENTI AL NATIONAL ADWSOnY
CONNITTEEFOaAERONAUTICS.





NACA ACR No. f, 5C05 S14

1.6

CONFIDENTIAL

1
NAGA 16-015

1.2

J / I _ _ ---''-_

\

\-

_._j//

.4
f

/
_J

J

0 .2 4 .6 .8 1.0

Z
(percent c

0

1.615

 i:!I
5:_68

.80

7.318

1:_
.zSo

L. E. radius| i.I00

X/c

('P" I "/"
0 0

•956 •978
1.105 1.051
1.200 1.095
Z.2_9 1.L_3
1.256 1.12.1

z.278 ]..13o
1.297 1.1] 9
1.3.27 1.z_2
1.349 1.161
1.36_ 1.168

1.161

1.120z._o _ z.oa6
•_75 .935

o o

percent o

,v_
2.o_
1.2o9

:_

._TY

ii "!
.III
.102

.o74

.o43

.02.5
0

0
1.25
2.5

15
2o

Ig
_g

9o
95

loo

NACA 16-015 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISOI_Y

CONNITTEE FOIl AERONAUTICS.





NACA ACR No. L5C05 S15

\ /

CONFIDENTIAL NAGA 16-018

]..6

1,2

.8

.h

/
/

/
/

/

o
o .2 ._

J

0
1.25

10

9O

" L.I.

7
_£ercent o

0
].. 9_8_
2,70_

5.z86
6.202
6.996
8._6
8.782

.ooo
_-7_

.776
2,122

.180

I/

.6 .8
zrc

____I_ (_/v)a v/v

0 0
.9o_ .9,5o

-' 1.092 I.Oft5
z.2].7 1.ZO:
1.27]. 1.12_
]..3o2 1.1_
].. _.:m i.]._4
].. 5 ]..z65

z. z94
z .2o)

1.192

.8_7 .9z5
o o

_'M_ul 1.58_ pez_ent o

\
\

\

\

/
/

1.o

Av_,V

Z.L_

:a4_
.zgu
•162
.]JZ
.102

0

)[&CA 16-018 banjo thickness fo_ml

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONNITTEE FOg AERONAUTICS.





NACA ACR No. L5C05 S16

CONFIDENTIAL NA(;A 16- 021

1

2

Z.6

.8

._+

o

fl J

J

L_

f
ffr

o .2 .4 .6

x y
(percent c)_(percent cZ_ (V/V)-

0 0
1.25 2.261
2.5 _.159

.39 _.3o6
io 6.050
15 7.2_6
2o 8.162

o
lO.5OO10.211

95 2 .L_76
i00 .210

J
J

J
J

.8

v/v Av_/V

q o z.574
.826 .909 1.069

1.062 1.031 .828
i. 221 i. i0_ • 640

1.3_ 1.159
1.179 137_1._91

!_ 1.191 .,17• 1.227 ol_
1.2}9 .1621.53_

1.536 1.239 .131
1._95 1._3 .102
1.361 1.166 .072
1.039 1.019 .OLaf
.8oz .895 .o23

o o o

L. E. radius: 2.156 percent c

NACA 16-021 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTI AL NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.

1.0
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 SI?

2.0 r

1o6 .....

1.2

/

CONFIDENTIAL NACA

surface

e_ ff

0 _

0 ,2

/

.i_ .6
=/o

X
(peroent e)

0

lo
15
2o
25
3o

5o

65
7o

85
9o
95

7
(peroe_t o)

0
1.7¢_
2.0_1
2.6_
}.666

_._o_
8.o99
9.0o6
9.630
9.955
9.97tJ
9.765

8.z_t

5 •!L96

.! +oI
2.3_
1._8
•501

0

radius I

/

.+.+_ _

.8

,¢v/v)Z ,/v ._v../v
1.1,95

z.o8o 1.ot9 .8_

._ 1.207
Z._ 1._
]..b].L_ 1.270 .I_0
1.659 1.288 .2t_9
Z._.89 1.t00 .257
z.6_0 1.277 .219
1. _7 z.252 .192
1.,500 1.22_ .169

1._t 11_ :_
1.162 1.167

1.288 1.1t5 .112

1.21t11o_ :_t1.117 1.o66
1.o5_ z.o29 .o7_

._o_ .o21"_ :_ o.651

_.16 _er=en_o

f

NACA 61,_-0_0 basio t2_iokness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
¢ONNITTEE FOg AERONAUTICS,

65,4-O20

1.0
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NACA ACR No. L5C06 S18

1.6

1.2

,8

CONFIDENTIAL NAGA 64,2- 015

.4

F

/

c 1 = .20 Upper surface

_"_ .,...
. r.o,er s_e,.ce " "_,,. ....

I -"-'--" _.

_.- ...___.___ i /

.2 .4 .6
z/c-

X

(percent c)
0

1.25
2.5

15
20
25
30

5o

_5

85
9o
95

lOO

y
(percent c_

0
1.216
i._53
1.U2_
2.53_

5.7_1
6._6A
6.967
7.507
7._81
7._0
7.268
6.85o
6.3n
5.6?0

4:944! i!l
.961
• 35Z

0

/

.8 z.o

o o 1.9)o

• 1.3_9

1:_22 .981 1.1611,059 .gn

_:_ 1.111 ._78
1.32) 1.150 :

z.37z z.z_l .
z.,4Ol z. za_1._ 1.192 :_I
z._ ! 1.2oo .251
I._5U 1.207 .227
i. ,/471 I. 21_ •202

1.452 1.193 .17_
1.366 1,1.69 .156
1.299 z. 140 • 137
1.23_ 1.1_1 122
i. 16U 1. O_l .102

1.102 1.050lO_9lOi_ :_
• 97_ ,986 .o71

•954 056._I0
• _9 .2__ .o39

.791 _o .o27•7_9 : o

L. E. radius: 1.6.5 percent o

NACA 64,2-015 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Sl8a

April 2, 1945

1.2

2

.4

0

m----- - ----

CONFIDENTIAL

I

c_ = .02 Upper surface

_.02 Lower surface ]

NACA 641-006

L__ [ ....

I

0 .2 ._

X

(percent c)

0

:_5

Y
_(percent

0

._9J

.59_

.6 .8 1.0
x/c

c_ (v/v _ _ /v &va/v

o ]o _.623
•9C,_l .997 2.z75

1.o__ I1.o29 1.7_o

65
70

85
90
95

100

L.Ee

1.25 .._:

I._0'
7.5 1.69;
I0 1.92_

_o 229,2.572
25 2.772
50 2.9Q7

.= 2.9t$1

2.995

2.775

_o5 _575_..55_

I. o _I...L=;

1. 072

. _.i- 2

.157
0

radius 0.256

1.06
1 .l(
i.I]
1.12
i.I=
1. i_

1.16
1.16

1.1_
i. 12
1.10
1.07
1.05
i. 02
1.00

.97

.93

:_:
percent c

i]1.o_ 1.&18
z.o55 ._2
1.058 .692

_I l.uo= .560

1.065 .a<
1.071 i .5_5
1.o7h i ._az

)J 1.077o :_I_II_:o_E220
klZ.o82 ] .198

_11.069 I .178 1
_I z.060
_I 1.o5o _26
'11.o59 I .n2

) 1.000,,._5,:oL[
'1 .969 I .o&7 ]

I

NACA 641-006 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEEFO_ AERONAUTICS





NACA ACR No. L5C05 Sl8b

April 2, 1945

k,_,/

1.6

1.2 .__o - ._4

_)2 .8

.4

0
0 .2

X

(percent cl

0

.5

.75
1.25
2.5
5.0
7.5

IO

15
ao
25
50

45
50

2;
65
7o

85
_o
9_

100

L.E. radlus:

CONFIDENTIAL NACA 641-008

i
•4 .6 .8 1.o

x/c

Y aVa/V(percent c 1 {v/V) 2 v/V

0.658 o.9_a" o 52545
•794 1. 016 i. O0_

i. 005 i.oSh i. o41 1. 367
1.365 1.127 1.o621._7_ 1.1_21.o_3 :_
_.-_ _._7 _.o_0:_,f2. 574 1.179 1. O86
3.969 1.19_ I.O95 .385
5.457 1.2o_ i.o99 .}2_

1.225 z.lo?
3.979 1.230 1.109 .220
3,992 1.235 t.111 .198

5.[_Ii 1.165 1.o78
3.o81 1.153 i. 06)_ .125
2.7o4 1.lO2 _ osp .11o
2.291 1.069 _:07_ .0_ 6

1.4o4 .995 •997 o71

•.206550 978 9379:58
o .839 .9±9 o

0._;55 percent c

NACA 641-008 basic thickness Form

CONFIDENTIAL

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEEIro_ AERONAUTICS
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 S18c

April 2, 1945

CONFIDENTIAL NA CA 64. I- O0 9

1.6

_ <f-c_ = .06 Upper surfacez.2 __ - _ ......

.4

_ __ tJ I

0
0 .2

X

(percent c

0

.5

.75
1.25
2.5

_:_
lO

15
20
25

0

65
70

85
90
95

100

L.E. radius

0
• 39
._92

1.128
z.533
2.109
2._4)
2._9_

_:_
4.17o

.375
•479

4.#_9o

4.136
3._2#
_3.452
9.026
2.561
2.069
1.564
x.969
•611

.227
0

0.579 percent o

•4 .6 .8 1.o
x/c

(percent c) (v/V)

_ 5.150
i o._2i o.9N z.9o5

•990 .995 1.657
I 1.075 1.3_7 l.SaO

1.131 z.o6_ ._)
1.i_6 1.0_0 .ooo
1.186 1.0_9 ....

1.2oo 1.o95 ....
1.221 1.105 ._12_61.112 .2

_ _o _1.262 1.12_
1.267 1.126 .19_
i.246 i.ii6 .17s
1.217 1.103 .15G
i.i83 i.o88 .iau
1.149 _.OTa .125
1_12_o_ lO_
1.o73_._ :_1. o33 .....

•992 .996 .o7o
•95o .975

•952:_ :o_•9_o .o)o
.822 •907 0

l
NACA 641-009 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL

NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONNITT£E FOIlAERONAUTICS.

t
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 Sl8d

April 2, 1945

CONFIDENTIAL

1.6

NACA 64 I- O I O

_--c_ = .08 Upper surface __

1.2 /_ ', , --i ---.._-.. '

e4 ....

0 i
0 .2

X

(pereent cj

0

.5

2.5
5
7-5

lO

z5
20
25
30

?o
65
7o

85
90
95

lO0

L.E. radius:

•4 .6

(percent cL (v/V)2

0 0

•820

.989
x.250
I. 7oz
2 4_:_
3.22z

,_.9uo
4.988

_:_
_.238
3._0
3.345
2. 827
2.281

i. 722

I..].76

.671
•_8

0

4 111:_

.8 1.0

v/V _Va/V'

0 2.8i5

:_ "_ _._•_G1 1.586
1. 061 i. 030 i. 315

I.IUl 1.08_
1.2o6 1.o9_12_1_o_ :_o
1 1.123 .325

_:_ _2_ 2_0
1.295 1.138 .220
i. 500 i. 1/4.0 .199.
1.2,79 1.131 176-

1.241 1.1_ 15_i. 2oz z. 15_i.161 1.077 :
1.120 1.058 .lO 9

1.o8o 1.o3_ .o95
1. 036 1. OlS .081

• .949
•850 •922 .O5O
805 •897 o

(_41-010 basic thickness formNACA

CONFIDENTIAL

NATIONAL ADVISOI_y

CONNITT£E FOIl AERONAUTICS

0.720 percent c





NACA ACR No. L5C05 S19

(#

CONFIDENT4AL
NAGA 64 I- 012

].,6

_o = .,12 UppolP n_l"fael

.8 ........

.k

o .2 .J .6
x/¢

cp,,ol, t o_ cp.,.;ot c) (,/v_ ,/v _%/v

°i! _ °'97s]...z79o o 2._z,:_ .866 ].._,_.91_1 ]..500z z._9o z.o2o z.ozo ]..2n
_:_ 2.o_5 ]..129 ]..o6_2.8zo ]..2o4

I_._ ,.,_ _._oI:_I :_
/.i..620 ].,296 ]., ].)9 .588

20 5.].7_ Z.520 Z.Z_9

_0 ].._]. Z.].62 .217
Z._62 ]..].67

15o 2_1.372 1.].7].

]..2U9 1.].._6 .].5_

.o 6 _.2_ :__._ _._5].,].95 z,o9t
65 3.97b, ].. z_J_ ]. .o7o
_o _.,o ]..09]._:_ :_2.695 1.0 ' .O?E
_05 2.029 .9_: 1.990 ,06_

• ! .9_ .o_
• O_ .02_

zoo o .77! .s_o o

L. E. z-adius, 1.040 pez'cent o

NACA 6].1.1-012 basic thickness tomm

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONALADVISORY
CONNITTEEFOIlAERONAUTICS.

1.0





NACA ACE No. L5CO5 $20

CONFIDENTIAL

I JJ

_22 Eower surface

NAGA 642- 015

J
,ereuz'faea

1.0

X
(peroont o) _oroZ'nt o)

0

2_

o
1.2o8

6._66
5.620

3.a96
2.13.72
1.677

:_
0

(,/v) 2 v/v a,a/v

!_ :_I' _._
1.231 1.1_ .670

1.1 ;Lt 1.1._,

z.! li z:,o_
1.| 0 1.21t
1.1 5 1.21_

1._( 5
1._oo 1.zho1._ 1.11o :_
1.167 1. 080
1. lol

•105

l o_ :__c.0_ 1.016
•%7 •90_ •065

.9 o :_
•7U5 .otl
•7_o o

E. 11. _adi_sl 1._90 peeeent o

IIA_ (_2-01.5 basle tbtolr_s tom

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL AOVISORY
COMMITTEEFORAERONAUTICS.





NACA ACR No. L5C05 S21

2

CONFIDENTIAL NAGA 643-018
I I I I ' 1

0 .2 ._ .6

x/o
z 7

.._oeroent C) (poroent e) (v/V) _'
0 0

z.?2o
i 2. ITT

i ,_.uot

_ ,.__ _.8_
_ _-,_I. I01

19o_ o'_°°

.8

•/v A,a/V
o o i._6

1._65
• 92o 1.L_

1.11

._i
i.2_9 .288i.5

i-5__ 1.25,

I:_ _'_' :_
1,26 _ .200

i.l_! :ii_,__._ •i.ial .ii7
i.19o i.o91 .io2
i. io_ i. o5_ .088
i.OaU .074

._2 i:_ .o._

:_ .,_ .o_.901 .0_9

:_ :_ o.o_',
L. g. padius! 2,208 percent •

1,0

NACA 64_-018 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONNITTEE FO_ _ERONAUTIC$.





NACA ACR No. L5C05 $22

2

2e

I,

i.;

F

/
/
/
/

/
/

0

f _

.2

(pe_X.t a)

J

0

z!:`5

_o5

_o5

L. le. radiul|

/

x/o

NAGA 644-021

g&CA 6_-021 basle tbtcknell for_

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE F0R AERONAUTICS.

,,-......,__

fr
/

(percent o) (v/_/) 2 v/V Avc/V

z._ss
°._s6 °._.6a °.680 z.274

_"_ ""' :_ _:N
_.5._7 .7`59 :_i.olo I.00,5

z.z96
u.1, 'z.`527 1.2_6 .59`5

1,2629.o9`5 .D_:.8o_ _.:_ _.28_ .2,5
_o._8_. z.?za 1.5o_
10,14.51 1.709 1,507 ,202

1.607 1.268 .17810.050

_'_°_ _:C__'_ "_u ._o7 1.186 • 15J_
7.678 1.3o7 ].. 1_.5 .116
$, 6._9 1.209 1.o99

_:_j; 1.1-_.O_o_:N1,020 1, ,0"?'1
3.287 ._)_2 .965 .059

2.215 .u]. .925j_. ion!Ok,71z .8
o ,eS_ ,8ou o

2.88_. pet, cent c

1.0



_ J



NACA ACR No. L5C05 $23

2

1.6

1.2

.8

.4

CONFIDENTIAL NACA
1 I _ I I

//i c_ = .20 Upper surface

surface \

NACA 65,2-016 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY

CONNITTEE FOIl AERONAUTICS.

65,2-016





NACA ACR No. L5C05 $24

(_)2

2.0

1.6

1.2

.8

CONr,OENT,A,_ NAGA

-- _ = .2 Upper surface

-
II

JI

: / | ---

r_ t
o .2 __- .6

z/o

x y
(_ercent c) (percent o) (T/V) 2

0 0 0
•5 1.66_ .boo
•75 2.oho oo1.25 2.628 :_82

2.5 3.715 • 943
5•o 5.500 i.232
7.5 6:_78 1._i_

1.2O %917
25 lO.6h8 1,655
30 11.1h2 1.6.77

_ n._, 1.69_.11.49_9 1.7o_
11.5_1 z.?z6
1o.94950 1.712

_ lo.17_ 1.6o69.zou ]._8

65 1.13570 ?:_ _'_
.oo3

2.54_ .8o_
• 29o I._5_ ._95 .459

100 0 .651

L. E. radius: 2.955 percent o

/
J

.8

f

i.0

NACA 65,2-025 basic thickness fox'-,

CONFID£NTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONNITTEEFORAERONAUTICS.

65,2-023

k

.iv _,,/v

O. 632 1.161

•_7_ :_I
1.110 .655
1.173 .559
1.211 ._Y9
z.256 .5s9
1.276 .5_4
1.286 .2Sl
1.295 .2h?
1.)02 .220
1.3o7 .19_
1.319 .z?u
1.5_ .161
1.267 .1_7
1.195 .no
1.129 .096

1.o65:_1.001

:_ .o_,.035
.856 .022
.826 .018

.807 o



,,.._j

W



NACA ACR No. L5C05 $25

k_/

z.6

1.2

f

/
/

CONF,DE.T,AL NAGA 65.3"018

I. _ /_c_ . 2 Upper surface

.8

0
o

\

__.__ _/

.z ._ .6 .8

Y )2 AvJV(percent c) (percent c_ (v/V v/V

1.O

o o o
• 5 z.3_ .65o

_._ :_
2.5 2.y2tJ z.o2o
5.o _. _31 z. zy9

z_.5 4.1oz x._63
1.393

1.473
8.5_8

z.Szl
_o5 : _.4_

? .,_z? 1.34_

7o 1.169

2. 2 .992
_._ :_

?o; o""9_ :_I_
L. E. radius: 1.92 percent c

°_o6_._
.866 1:26_
•93_ Z.ZO_

..o.o"!liz.o86
z.z_ :
z._9 .;_89
i.i_O_oo :_
_:_ ._.2_0

_:_I :_
z.2_o

_:_ .1_
1.122 .i07

1.o_1.oO_o
_:_ o_

:_ o

NACA 65,5-O18 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY

CONNITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.





f

NACA ACR No. L5C05

1.6

CONFIDENTIAL

S25a
April 2, 1945

NACA G5 l- 006

_=_-. 01

8

/f___c_ I= .O1 Upper surface

Lower surface

7

k_J

.4

L

0
0 •2

X

(percent eI

0
.5

lO
z5
20
25
30

50

2;
65
70

85
90
95

lO0

.h .6 .8 z.o
x/c

L.E. radius

NACA 651-006 basic thickness form

CONFID£NTIAL

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMNITTEEFOI AERONAUTICS.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05

CONFIDENTIAL

April

NACA 651-008

S25b
2, 1945

z.6

Z.a

(

=_ Upper surface

Lower surf _ce

I ...................

f _

°1_ -- =__ L

0
0 .2

(percent c )

0

.5

.75
1.25
2.5

5.0

170•5

15
20
25
30

5o

L5
65

85
9o
95

lO0

Y
(percent c)

0

.62

"9151.2 7
z.74_
2.11_

2._32
z.931
3.312
3._99

3.93_
3. 998
3. _74
3.g57
3.63_
3.337
_-.971
2.55_
2. 996
1.617

i. 131

.252
0

radius: 0._3 _

NACA 651-008 basic thlcknes_ form

CONFIDENTIAL

.6 .8 1.o

NATIONAL ADVISORY

CONNITTEE FOIl AERONAUTICS.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05

1.6

CONFIDENTIAL

fl

$25c

April 2, 1945

NACA 65 I- 009

0 _c_ = .06 Upper surface -

-S< .......

r

. , - . ,

-..__.__ __.___ _ _._..---- I --I_-'-

o .2 ._, .6 .8 1.o
x/c

x Y (;/v)2(percent c) (percent ¢ ) %/V AVa/V

o
.5
.75

z.25
2.5
5.0
7.5

I0

15
20
25
30

5o

65
7o

85
90

o
.700

1.p5_
i._1
1.961
2.38_
2.736
3.299
3.727
_. 050
_.2s2

,_:_
_._

1.260
.7_8
.280

0

o o 5.2?o
•9 5
.9_5_ .9 2 1._62.9_a 1.655

1.Ol_1.o_7 1.315
1.0_9 1. o/__15_ 1.o65 :_

1. 7 .56o

I:_?__._ :_tx.2oo 1.o95
1.216 1.103 ,525

.2801.229 1.109
1.25S Z n) .2348
1.2/4.6 1.116 .220
1.25a 1.119 .19_8
1.25_ 1.122 .i
1.25o 1.118 .1_o
1.220 1.1_05 .i Zm
1.185 i. 0_9 .128
Z.Z_,5 1.070 . nZ
1.103 1.o5o1.o59lO2_:_
1.015 1.006 .071
•965 .981 .o
• 12 .o_
._56 .955 .05o._ :_ o

L.E. radius: 0.552 percent c

NACA 651-009 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL

NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONNITTEEFO_AEIIONAUTICS

--! .......





NACA ACE No. L5C05 $26

CONFIDENTIAL NACA 65 I- O10

3..6

_-c_ = .'08 Upper surface

8 Lower surface

.8

I

fl

o .2 .4

x y
(percent _ercent

L.E. radius| 0.687 percent c

I
I

--I

.6 .8 3-.o
x/c

NACA 651-010 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMNITTEEro_ J_ERONAUTICS.





NACA ACR No. L5C05 $27

CONFIDENTIAL
NAGA 651-012

-1.6

f

1,2

jc;
/

--%0 _ "'"-_ .___._

.12 Lower surface

= .12 Upper surface

4

/I

o
o .2 .4 .6

x/c
x y

(percent c) (percent c_ (v/V)2

.8

v/V Ava/V
0 0•5 .9_3 o._s °.9_ _:_
Z"75.25 1.109 .935 .967 1.b65Z.38_ Z.O00 Z.O00 Z.200

_:; _2 _.o_ _.o_o:_2. 1.162 1.07_

_;._ 1._7_ _._o_ _.o96 :_o8•6L? z.2_2 z.zzo
15 [ ..L_02 1.268 i. 126 •389_

_o_5 :_ _._95 _._3s .3_z.316 z.z47 .282
30 _.7z6 z. z54

5.912 z. 343 z. 1_9
5.997 z.35o z.].62

5; I:._ _._57_._ ._
i._3 _.z5 _169_0_ 5.412 _._9_ ._3_._5.127"_54.943 z

1.o_o .111_o ,._ _._ _.o_ .o,
_o5 _.o_9 Z.OT_ :o°Z_2._5 z. ozo z. oo_

_o _._o :_ ,_ .
j; o._J :_._:_ I,°'°_

L. E. radius! 1.000 percent c

NACA 651-012 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONALADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOil /tJERONAUTICS

1.0



- j



NACA ACR No. L5C05 $28

1.6

1,2

.&

f _ -.-4

I l I

NAGA 652- 015CONFIDENTIAL

....

.... ----._# I

t

--.r--

i
.i,,1

X

(percent

i

I

fH
.& .e

z/¢

!
i !

--'--H-----

i ,

•8 _..0

0 0

•5 1.14
-75 1.356

1.25 1.7o2
2.5 2. t2_

_.959
lO 4.555
15 _. 5ot_
20 o. 22_
25 6.761_
30 7.z52

7.498

_o _:_;_
?o _72o6.118
65 • 03
7o _._oo

3.

85 z.977

9o I:N95
100 0

L. X. radlu_, 1.505

0
.6_
.817
.9_9

I.065
z.18_
1.2_1
1.281

1.374

i.1L52
1. _i_;t_
z.t_._
1. _9
1.29_
i. 228

1.151
I.077
1. 002

• ?3
• _97

percent c

o 2.038

z._gg
• 969 1.156
1.0_I .920
1.o88 ._82
x. 112 631.132:_a_
1.156 .39_
1. IZ2 • 33_
1.182 .290
i.i9i .255
i. 199 .227

1.205 .20_1.210 .18
1.197 .16o
i. 170 •143
1. z_ .127
1. zou .lO9
1.o7_ .o9_
1.o3_ .078
1. ooi .o68
.961 .052
._2o .o3_
•_79 .026
•835 o

N_OA 652-0_5basic thickness_c_ma

CONFIDENTI AL NATIONAL ADVISORY
= COMMITTEEF011AERONAUTICS.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $29

-CONFIDENTIAL
NACA 653-018

L. E. radius:

.8 1.0

NAOA 653-018 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
COHNITTEE FOIl AERONAUTICS.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 S30
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $31

x..___j 2.0
CONFIDENTIAL NAGA 66,1- 012

z.6

o_ = .12 Uppe_ sur !aoe
i

J \
\

\

0 .2 ._
x/c

• X

(percent c) (pezc_rnt c)
0

1.25
2.5
5.0
7-5

10
z5
20
25
_o

65
70

85
9o
95

100

L. E. radius

I"-----

.6 ,8 1.0

(,,D)2 v/v A_jv ....
o o o 2.555
.5oo .854 .92_ z.78o

x. 083 .902 1.51,o

z. z3t$ z. 067
3.oz9 z.l?5 z.oS_ ._52
).J,82 z.2oz z. 096 .4Y4
_.2z4 z.237 z.na .3_z
/_.77_ 1.257 1.121 .31_9
5.2l_ z.27,2 ]..z28 .280

z.2_ .2_85.550 z. ].33_
%786 z.29_ z.z_7 .22o
5.93_. z.3o2 z.zt_! .195
5.99_ z.3o9 z.z_ .Iy6

i. I. i_ 9 . l_
5.59_4 z._7 z.z52 .z_o
5.1_5 z._97 z.z_9 .zz?
4.5_5 z.22z z.z95 .o99
_.7B9 l.l_ Z.069 .OB)
2.96_ i. o61 I.0)0 .069

•_77 .792 ._90
0 .701 ._7 o

:0,895 percent; 0

I%AOA 66,1-012

CONFIDENTIAL

basic thickness fomm

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEEFO_AERONAUTICS.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $32

i.6

i.2

CONFIDENTIAL NAGA 66,2-015

e7, = .20 Upper suz'face --

\
.4

/

,z -4

x y
(percentc),{percentQ)

o o
•5 i.iio

_
25 2o__

.O 3..5 _:_

i_ 6.933
;5 7.23o
,o 7.4i5

05 4._,525._',16

_ o

/

.6 .8 i.O
=/_

(v/v)2 v/v avJv
2.08

•8_? 1._82o ° o _o_
i.o_8 i ._9
z.z_ z.o?_ .65_

ii: _ i.iooi.ii5
i.29o i.i56 .5_z

i. i58
i.i_6

i.323
i.542
i. 359
_.57_ i.iTa .aza

i: _ :i_
i._i, i.igo .i_5
1.4ai i.i92 .i5i
i.5?2 i.i7_ .i22
i.a§? i.iz6 .io2
i.i6a i.o?8 .080
i. o57 i. 028 .066

:_ '_ s .o_o
:t_0 ._oo'_o:°_

L. E. radius l 1.38_ percent c

NACA 6_,2-015 basic thlckneas form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONALaovlsonY
CONNITTEEroll AERONAUTICS
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $35

z.6

1.2

CO.F,OENT,A. NAGA 66.2-OI8
I " ' " ' ! ' _' ' I

.22 Lower surface

\
.4

0
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 z.o

x/c

x 7 (v/vl2(percent__c__ent__i c)
0 0 0
•5 1.438
•75 z.?_o

z.25 2.z_o

a._ 2.9_8

1o 5.1_86
15 6._z
20 y.!_42
25 7.'_57
30 8.1_9

70 Z:I2957

_o_ _.o_7
I00 0

' _.. R. _a_J;" -;.30'

.7oo

.594

percent c

v/V Ava/V

0 _:_._o :_X
z.ogz

_:_ _: :_7
l.217 i. 103 .6_
z.28_ 1.z_
z._25 z.z5z

l.ZOl Z.la_ ._2
1.Z22 1.192 .28_

i._o _2oo .__.__ _._ .
i.I 68 1.212 .20Z

1.1_ 1.2_ :_
.181

1._88 1,220
1.2

_"'_ _._ :Ig_z.5.o2
z.tCka _. 2Ol

z.5_ 1.o_ _ .o89z.185 z. .o 8
•o_41.O

._I_ _:_ ._
• _ .o_'_

_027

•771 0

NAOA 66,2-018 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEEFOIlAERONAUTICS.
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 S332

April 2, 1945

z.6

CONFIDENTI AL NACA G_I-O06

c_ = .01 Upper surface

0
0 .2 .8

X

(percent c)

0
.5
.75

z,25
2.5

lO

15
ao
25
30

50

65

8o
85
90

L.E. radius

•4 ,6
x/c

Y (v/V)2 v/v
(percent c )

0 0 0
._61 1.052 t.026

._95_ 1.057 1.028• 1.062 1.051

1.o86 z.ot_.
z.o98 z.o_8

1.752 1.1o7 z.o52
2.119 1.112 z.o_8
2.ko]. l.].2_ 1.o62
a.6].8
a.y82 z.1_ z.o_?
2.899 1.1.42 1.o69
2.971 z.145 ]..o70
3.000 z.z_8 z.o?z
2,985 z.z5z i.o7,_
2. 22_11 _153 _o7_z.z55 Z.OT_
a.6zz l.z5_ i.o7L

1.O _
2.316 i.o_I_"u'_1.o_I]..9,53

_:_ 1.o_o_.o_o
•9 6 .975,.665 .9_8 .998

.262 .89o .94
0 ._22 ,90_

0.225 percent c

NACA 661-006 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL

1.0

NATIONAL ADVIS(_RY
COMMITTEEFOitAERONAUTICS
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 S33b

April 2, 1945

1.6

CONFIDENTIAL NACA 661-008

___c_ = .03 Upper surface

1,2 _ f _ __1---__--___•05 Lower surface

f

(v_ 2 .8 -
%vj

.4

/I

1

\

o
o .2

x
(percent c

0
.5
.75

1.25
2.5
5.0
7.5

lO
15
2O
25
3O

50

65

85
9o
95

lOO

L.E. radius

• 4 .6 .8
_/c

y r I 0v/v(percent c) (o/V)20 !
.610 .968 .98_
•735 1,025 1.011
• 919 i l.O_o I 1.025

1.219 1.07H ' 1,038
1.673 t l.lOyI 1,052
2.051 1,12_ z.o62

35 ! l,l_l I 1.o682. 3
2.826 1.15_i 1.o_6

[ 1.171 ! 1,0_23.201
3.b90 I 1,17S_ 1.085

' 1.1_6 i 1.089;'Z99
;._5 I 1.191 I 1.o91
;.962 1.1961 1.09k
..000 I.201 i•096
;,978 1.2o_ i 1. 091_
;.896 1.20d i 1.099
1.7L_O I 1.213 1.101
;.L_9 i 1.202 1.096
;,062 i l.l',r_ ! 1,075
• 574 i -.zn=_i 1.0_0

2.027 I 1.Oa6 1.02&

o , .876

o.b,11

Av_/T
3.7934
2._20

• 52
-_7/*
•379
.321
.2 8
.2_6
,220
.19_
.I78
.161
._45
.130
.115
.i01
•087
•07
.o _
•0_5
,029

0

NACA 661-008 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL

1.0

NATIONALADVISORY
COHNITTEEFOilAERONAUTICS
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 SS3c

April 2, 1945

1.6

CONFIDENTI AL NAEA 661-OO9

1.2

_c_ = .05 Upper surface

_ __ ___._"_--.05 Lower surface

\

.4

fl--

.2

X

(percent c )
0

.5

.75
1.25
2.5
5.0
7.5

10

15
20
25

5o

Z_
85
90
95

100

•4 .6 .8
x/o

(percent c) (v/V) 2 v/V

0 0 0

:_ 93o 96_•999. .99
1.o30 1.o56 z.oz_
1._68 1.o79 z.o1._o 1n9 l O_
2.a85 z.142 z.o69
2.62g 1.152 l.Oy7
3.178 1.17_ 1.o_5
3.6oz 1.19o z.ogz

1.201 1.096927

1.217 1.1o3
4._57 1.22z z.zo5

z.2a8 1.106_-_
12 :I_

.882 1.230 1.109

z.zz3 z.o55_2 _.o5ol.oa5
1.611 .985 .992
• 61 • 15•_74 ._9 "9_Z

0 .7_ [_6h

L.E. radius : O. 530 percent c

Ava/v

3. 2

1.750
z. 34o
:_
• 52._73
•379
.3_23
.2BO

•220

.161

.116
•i00

•085
.071

0

1,0

NACA 661-O09 basic _hickness form
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NACA 661-O10

X._../

1.2

•4 --

___--c7, = .07 Upper su_face

/ \

0 o .2

x y
(percent c) (uercent Q)

0

.5

_:_
2.5

_:_
10

].5
20
25

65
70

85

100

I
__ I

L.X. radius: 0.662

•4 .6 .8
x/a

(v/v)2 v/V _va/v

0 0 0 3.002

•_ ._ _ _.°_
1: 1.02L3 1.011 1.296
i. 1.o7_ 1.038

_._ _._5_.o_:_• 1.154 l.Oyh2.917 i_7_ _o_ :_
;.530 z.].9_ 1.095 .379
..oo1 1.215 ]..zo2 .322

1.226 1.107_.563_36 1.236].]._ :_2
.953 z._9 ]..].]._ .198

5,oo0 1.2_5 ]..12o ,].78

: 1.265 ]..125 .lh6

_. o_. ;" 1.270 1.12T .13P]..25o 1.11_ .zz_
5. ?By 1.19o 1. o91 .9o 9
3.17_ z.].2z ]..o59 .o85
2. _94 1.052 i. 026
1.77_ .070

oF) .989 .o 6I.P5_ .95_o_ ._2_ . o_ :o°
0 .729 ._5_ 0

1.0

NAOA 661-010 basic thickness form
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $34

l.i
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/

f

CONFIDENTIAL

/c_ = .12 Upper surface

/_ I -_ |

\
.12 Lover 8urtace

NAGA 661-012

\

f I V

--[
.2

x

{ pez'oant o)

0

10

L. R. Pa_ue:

X//O

(percent a)

0
0.906 .800
1.087 •915

1. o7_
1.z_s
1.177
1.204
1.2137
1.2_9

1.207

:.297
i.)o_
z._)zz
Z.)lU

1.502

i.1t9

• "J be
• _?g

0 . b_7

0.9_2 percent c

}.o}?
}._ge

5.%7
6.000

/

v/v I "-,/v

.8,94 z. _?
•957 I 1._7_
.990 I 1.257

l.u_() I .915

l,Ob7 1 .bTh

i._5 I .5_9

1.097 I .h7_

1.11a I .500

1.122 .)2)
Z.3.29 I .280
:.z_ I .2J_6
1.159 I .221
i. _ , • 197

I._ . .17b

1 • J.UD I • J.O"

1.1_o I ._,7
1.19_ I .1)2
1 .... 115
1.I0=, t .ug_

1.0(_7 I .I;X;_.
I,UEI) I .'Jb'_

•9t%1 .o5)
•9.._ I .c_.o
•_IB . o._1
.829 o

f

1.0

NAOA 661-012 beei¢ thteknesa to_m
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $55

CONFIDENTIAL

77," ,2 upp,_ _rl'.

/ /

I _Y_WeZ' S_"faCe

r

x

(percent a)

o

lI" 5

L. E. radJ.us!

...._._. _..-...-.-

NACA 662- 015

/

=/e

• 'c./v)2[ ,i., _,._(percent c)

0 0.__O_ 0 2.1_91.122 .872 Z.652
z. } • .9i.6 1.4}I

t. 1oo z. z6t 3..OTU
_:?,I _._o_._.o,_
5._-86 z.2_8 z.z_1.1_

._:_ '"_ I:N
o.956 z._.S6 z.z_ ._8

z._7o
l.,_uo

7..250 1.170 .222
7._,o z. z75 .2oo

?.2ut z._zz
6.959 1.420 1.1_2 .13l

5-'.,76 z.a6o z. _2

,.,9_ _.o_ _:_ q)O_O

.O65
2. _;50
_:_ ._._ :_i_o .o_ig. .86_ .025
o .799 o

1.4_ pez'cent: c
NAOA 662-015 basic thtekness fo_'_
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CONFIDENTIAL
. NACA 663-OI8

1.1

.....-e; = .3 Uppe: em.:,ace
,,,/,

//
/

.1

x/a

(poz_ont o) (pez,eent o) v/'V
0 0 0 0

l .uSo ._97
a.5 2._6 1.oo7 i.oo2

).690 1.i_, z.o?4•5 4•5i) 1.2_ x.z•l)knzI 5.210 1.2,,#

z.39)

_:_ _.,o__.701
8.91S z._ z.217
kI.998 1.496 1.22)

50 8 •942 1• 509 1.22_
55 8•733 ._•52.2 _.2_
6O 8. :32) ]..2:3_

6 •_97 1• :302

_o5 5.45z ]..ZTZ4•a06 z.o_.5 z•oaa
8 _ _ . _ _ " _ _ 2 "l _ _ 0

90 _:_t ._.o, :_9__o_ o :_ ._
L• 11• radlusl 1.955 percent 0

\
\

f
f

&v=v/_r

1•121
.8

.:32:3
•282
•2_o
.22:3
.201
•181
•z6:3
• _7

:_
•095
•O?7
•061
.048
.o:37
• 022

0

RACA 66_-018 baslo thickness form
NATIONAL ADVISORY
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $37

k_J

/
/
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/j/
/
/

F/

--....___

0 .2

CONFIDENTIAL

I I I I
_cz = .h Vppe_ ,_raae
/ r !

J

j/

Lower suz.faoe

/

x/o

!(,.,.-_,;0)(._&,_ °) c._)2 -_
0 0 0 0

2.2_0

_._ _:o_;
.5 _.2_

Z 6.052

8._76

9.7_

5_ 1o.5oo

_ zo.zs6$.692

"_.61o

I 6.251
_.7_6 z.o_z z.oz5

?o_ o .5,, :_
L. _.. r_dtuss 2.550 pe_ent e

HACA 66j.-021 b..ole thloMnes8 toP.,
at

NAGA 664-021

CONFIDENTIAL

7

/

ava/v

._8o .7_ z._

:_ .,_ _:_
1.116

_'_zu z" _-_1._o5 :_
_._, I: :_
1._51 1.2J¢_ .22/4.
1.57_ 1.255 .202
i._9_ 1.26_ ._8_
1.611 1.2691._ _.2_ :I_
z._s 1.2a_ .lte
1. _Ot_ 1.22U ,114

.176 z.ot_. .o7_
.o5_
.0_6
.0_
• 020

0

NATIONAL ADVISORY
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $38

1.6

1.2

CONFIDENTIAL NACA

/

/

/c i

/_ .12 Lower surface

= .12 UpI)er surface

I

\

\

67,1-015

.4

0
0

....___._ r
f

X

(percen.t c 1
0

2.5
5,0
7.5

iO

i5
20
25

50

65
7o

95
100

Y
(percent C)

0
i.i67
i.394
i.7_
2.395

• O0

5.2_3

7.359
7 ./#75
7._97
Z.42i
_.23i
6..905
6.402
5.62i

_'o_
.788

0

L. E. radius!

._ .6 .8
_c

0.650 o z.o42.8o6 i. 560

..o29 •52
1. 068 . ,06

1.209 i. I00 6?
l, 259 z. lZ3 48
i.2_9 z.i2z .._70

i.2u5 z._8 .'57°312i:_ _: :_7_ai. _3o i, i5_
i.34i i.i_ .221

i. 162 .201z.35z
i. _60 i. 166 .180
1.368 1.17o .160
I:I____'_ :Ni. 17_
i._88 i.iTS .hi
i._9o i.i79 .io8i._ i._ .o_
i.Z76 l. o84 .o71
i. o18 z. 009 .060

_ :_
•57o "755 o

1.525 percent c

1.0

NACA 67,1-015 basic thickness form
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $39

2.0
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///"

/
.8 /

CONFIDENTIAL

o_ = .22 _pper surfa

.<

_rfac

NAGA

3e

\,

747A015

.4

f

0

I

0
.5

_:_
2.5

10

z5
2o
25
3o

5o

65
7o

95
100

. , , , , ,

(percent C) (V/V_ 2 V/V AVa/V

0 0 0 2.028
1.199 .660 .812 1.680
z. _35 .891_ z. 560_._o_ :_ .97_ _.3_
2,_62 1.1oo 1.o_9

_i_ _._o__o_ :__._ _._ :__.t_ _._9__._8
_.38_ 1,369 Z,ZTO "
6.898 .:_
7.25_ z,l_? .252_:_.. _:._ _._z__._ _:_ _._ ._.1,]9_ ,199

1,391 z,179 ,i?_
7,003 z.34_, z,161 .z56

_:_ _.,o_ _._ ._,_1._69 z.1_ .1_2

_:_ _._ _._o_ ._o_z, ZTa z, o_ • 093
.921 z, 056z, n5 • o79

3.020 ;_.o2_ z, oz_ .065

.88o .o28
o ,7o3 ,838 , o18

L. la. radiu_l 1.5_ percent o

NACA 7_7A015 basic thickness form

CONFIDENTIAL
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II - _[EAN LINES
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $42

2.0

PR i. 0

,2

\

CONFIDENTIAL

NAGA 62
MEAN LINE

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COI,fl,IITTEE FOI AERONAUTICS,

i

Yc

c

.z .4 .V'o .6
.8 1.0

o|i = 0.90 (:i : 2"81° omc/_ : -0.115

x

(percent cl

0
1.25
2.5
5.0
7.5

10

25

90
95

lO0

Yc

(oercent G,

0
.72§
z._o6
2.625
_.656
4.500
_.625
_.ooo

5.977
5._o6
5.625
5.156
_.5o9
3.656
2.626
I.ho6
.727

0

dyo/d_ Pa Av/v = PB/_

O.60OOO 0 0
•56250 .682 .l?l
.52500 1.oll .259
•45ooo I.5_ .)2_

•30000 1.6511
.15ooo 1.8og _ i

L55oi 5_
°-oo_58J.275 5_
-.oi_75 1.115

-.05625 .2n

-.o75oo .Z_5 .185.i_59-.09575

-.I1250 .525 .15_

-._25 .sN :o_;-.14062 .261 i

-.15000. 0 0

Data for NACA mean line 62
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $43

2.0
CONFIDENTIAL

NAGA 63
MEAN LINE

Yc

c

PH 1.0

.2

0

f_

/

/

o .2 .4

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FOIl AERONAUTICS.

.6 .8
x/c

c_i : 0.80 ai : 1.6oo cmc/4= -o.z34

Yo

o

 i!il
5.}}3

6. 000

5•878
.510
.898

4.o_
2.939
1.}ga
•627

0

azc/ax

o,4oooo
,58333
,36_67
.33335
.30000
.26667
•20000

o
-.024/$9
-.04898
-.o73_7
-.09796
-.1221+5

-.1591_
-.i7i43

o 0

•389 .ogy

.i97
• 9_o .2_5

i. 066 .267
i.220 .505
i.259 .5i_
i.233 .3o_
i.i6oi .29o
•_9! ._37
.o5o .213
.762 .igi

• 120

.102

.:,9i .o73
L.O 0

x

(percent c)

o

1.25
2.5

10
i5
:,o
:'5

90

Data for NACA mean line 63
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PR 1.0

_C

0

.2

0

/I-

i

f_
/

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMHITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.

.2 .4 .6 .8 l.o

ott = 0.76 ¢i = O.Tb_O cmc/h. = -o.157

X

(_ercent d
0

5.0
7.5

lO
15
20
25

90
95

100

Yc

(_ercent 0)
0

1.406
2.03_
2.62i

4.5
5.156
.5.625
6.000

5.833
_.333
•5o0

3._33

.95_
0

dyc/dX

0,50000
.29062
.2_125
.26250
.22375
.22500
.18750
.15000
.z1250
.07500
o
-.o5555
-.06667
-.IOO00

-.18533
-.20000

PR _v/v= PR/_

0
.257

._48

._71

.966
z.o_c
z. 040
.999
._i0
.827
.750

0

Data for NACA mean line 6_
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.21_
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.258
.260
.25o
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.].88
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0
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CONFIDENTIAL
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65
LINE

Yc

c_i,= o.75 ai = o° _o/4 = -o.187
r

x yc dyc/_ P_ A,/v = e_/4
_Dercent c'_ (percent n .....

- " O. 24.ooo 0 o
i°.25 o.2_6 .25_00 .20_ .o51
2. .22t_00
5.2 •565 •294 •0741.1_o .216oo .413 .1o}
I_"5 1.665 .20400 .502 .126

2.160 •19200 .i_)
.16800Z5 3.060 ._71

20 I. 84o .1_oo • 199
4.500 12000 .206

2li _.0_0 !09600 .B72 .218o 5.760 oh8oo •932 •23}
6_000 0 .951 .256

5.7.60 -.o_8oo !7_! .23__oo 5._4o -.o_6oo .218
3. s_o -. z_oo • 19o

90 2.160 -.19200 .571 .143
95 1.140 -,21&O0 .hl_ .i0)

ZOO o -.2_ooo o o

Data for NACA mean line 65
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $46
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NAGA 66
MEAN LINE

PR I. 0
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/
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/
/

_._..--- _---_._

NATIONAL ADVI$OI_Y

CONW1TTEI: FOIl A£RONAUTIC$.

7c

I
I

0
0 .2

- ---.,.__.._

.6 .8 z.o

_i = 0.76 ¢I = -o.74° :_/_ = -0.222

X

(_a_cmnt c)

1.25
2•5
.5.0
7.5

10

:4.0

90
95

Yc

(percent Cj

0
.2/_7
.49o

_._o6
L•_33
z.625
3.335

5._33

6.000
5.625
4.500
2.625
z.4o6
0

dYc/d-x PR

.200O0 0

.19z67

•17500
.16_7
.zSooo ._57
•13333 •635
.i1667 •700
• lO000 .?5o
•06667 .827
•03333 ,910

oi-. _r_O0 1
-. 15o_o .966

-._25o .5_6
-._oooo

Dat:a for NACA mean line 66
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lO."]'_7
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $47
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CONFIDENTIAL
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NACA 67
MEAN LINE

f_

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FORAERONAUTICS
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T

___.,.---.--

•4 .6
x/o

•8 1.0

c7,1 = 0.80

X

(percent

0
1.25
2.5
5
7.5

lO
15
2o
25

90
95

100

_i = -1.6o° %,o/4= -o._6

eyo/,_ Pe a,/v = Pe_

o.171h3
•16837
.16551
.15918
.153o6

.134_9

.12245

.11020

.097_6
•o7_4y
•o_9_
•o2_+9

o
-.13333
-.26667
-._5533 •788
-.4oooo 0

YO

0
•212

1.21"

i.59g
2.296

_.510

_.000

1.u33
0

0
•137
.195
.291
._56
•_06
._83
.560
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•6?3
•_[62
._5o
.9[}9

i. ibO

1.2_
i. 066

Data for NACA mean line 67
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NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE F0_ AERONAUTICS.

210
LINE

Yc

T

O f

O .2 .4 .6 .8 1.o
x/c

c7,:!" = 0.30 a i = 2.09 ° Cmc/_ .= -0.006

X

(percent c_
0
1.25
2.5

10
15
20
25

9o
95

lO0

Yc
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0

• 596
.928

1 .ll4
1.o_y
i.o5_

-999
:_
.823
7o
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.23_

.ii_

.059
O

ayJ_ _ A_/v = PR/4

0.59613 0 0

• 36236 1.581 .5h5
.I_50_ 1.565 .591

-.0001_ 1.221 .305

:_ _5.156
._8_ .12z
._0_ .102
•3_8 .087

•01175 .502 .075
:_ o_.o49
.160 .0_0
.128 .032
.o98 .o25

.Oll
0 0

Data for NACA mean line 210
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CONFIDENTIAL
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MEAN

220
LINE

S49

1.0

0

.2

o .2 .4 x/c .6 .8 1.0

%_. = 0.30 =t = 1"86° o,%/_

(percent,

0
1.25

7.5
10

25

9o
95

100

fro

(percent c

0
.h42

I._79
1.535
z.&_;5
z.377
1.29].
1.ao5

.68_

0

0.59270

:24_8
.15192
.o$99_
.ooo24

..o17_

: -0.010

e_ _v_ : eR/4

0 0
.8_ .2o6

Z.OO5 .251
.988 .a47
•2oo .225
.801 .200
•6_5 .1

.o95
.326 .oSa
.25_ .o65
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•135 .o3_
.100 .O25
.o64 .o16
.oho .OlO

0 0

Data for NACA mean line 220
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1.0
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0

.2

f

o .2 .& ./o

¢/'i = 0.30 aI = 1.65 °
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0
1.25
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5._
7.5
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25

9o
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100

0
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z.492
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z.8_8
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1.325
i.zo4

.883
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.221
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o
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.16347
.1q762
.o617_

-,oooo9
-.o22o3
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0 0
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•_53 .213
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:1It
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•O69 .017
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$662

April 2, 1945

NACA 0009
[Stations _ud ordinate,, glven in

peroent o£ airfoil ohor_J

UpPer Surface

StatA_ O_dJnate J

0 0

2.5

I.°

!_.1!o

_t": !

2._'_

95 .6o
zoo (.zo)
lO0 0

L.i. radtuls O.

LoweF 8uz't &oe

St&tic_ Ordlna_e

0 O'

z._ "I'_2.5 "-21

95
zoo (-.zo)
lO0 0

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONNI'rTEEFOIlAEIONAUTIC$
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NACA ACR No. L5C05

NACA 14-O8
/

EUtatlons ana ordlnaces given in
percent of airfoil chord]

Upper Stu,faoe , Lower Surface

o._ I o._ I o._. i -%ool
2._1_ I z.._2 ! 2.58_ i -z.62.o I
_._6[ 2.6o2 F 5.xo_ _-2.;_ I
• .x e .6 -2._u_.NI_.,_i_._ _._!

_.889| _.XTX ) lS.xxx.! -2.953 1
19.9_/ 4.57_ I 2o.o9§ [ -3.o7b, 1
_.926| _.BI9 I 25.o7_ l-3.lox 1
29.950[ _.9_9 ] _0.050 I -3._0_._ I
0.000 .8_ O. _ -2._6

6o.o_[ 3.9_i I 59.966 I-2.%5_ I
_0.0_I| _.19_ i 69.959 j -1.69_ I
uo.o_91 2,_o5 I 19,961 -1.z9_ i
90.027| 1.271 I _.9"/_ [ -.659 [
95.o16| ,69_ I 9_.9_Lr [ -._7._ [

_oo.ooo|.o_4[_oo.oooI "'_|
_.__-,--_._o ....... -I
Slope of radiua through L.E. : 0.0_ |

!

April

CONFIDENTIAL

NACA 14-10

_..l_,_ 1._,
2._9u ] 2.297

_:_l ]:_2

9.. _:_
0.02

o:_ :

5 •02o.oo :li

Slo_e of radlu_ through L.E. =

_Statlons and ordina_el given 4,,.
percent of aL-fotl chord]

Stu'_aoe Do-wet Surf toe ]

Upper Stet _o_Ol _

_._l._._ !
2.6o2t.2.055i

9.9 u -2. _

7.9 -951.| "1.629
u9. 9_61-. 9o'_ i

l_O_•g_o|:"_o_

0.05

$66b

2, 1945

NACA 14.1Z

[_atlons an_ ordlna_es &%Yen in

2ercent of airfoil chord]

Upper Surface [ Lower Surface

0 0 0 01.1_ o [ o._1._._°
2._78 2.7_ I 2.622 i -2.49z

_._ .7_ .li_ -3._
• _ _. _ ._o - _7

_._9 6.799 , 25.111 , -_.

_g:g_ !:g_ _8:g_ :._:_,_
50.029 6._67 I /49.9.71_ -4._21
60,051 5._1.53 I 59.9_.9 I -_.675

y0.0o:_ _._l_ [ 69.9_9 I -2.91}
uo.osB 5.17u I 79.9h2 i -2.0.66
90.04.0 1.75} i 8_.960 -l.lb,Z
95.025 .96§ i 9_.975 } -.6_6

zoo.coo .z26 |zoo.zoo.coo] -.x_6

L.E. rad£us= 1.58

81ope of radius %hroush L.E. z 0.05
CON FIUENTt AL

NATIONAL ADVISORY

C.ONNITT£E FOil AERONAUTICS
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $67

NACA 2412 CONnOENT,ALNAGA 2415
_tationm and ordinatea given in per-

cent of airfoil ohor_

_tatlonl Lnd ordinateJ 61ve_n in per-
eent of airfoil ohordJ

Upper Surface

Station Ordinate

_.25'_:i;'

_:_

7._6

_ 2._a
(.13)

100 .......

Lower Surf aoe

Station Ordinate

0 0

1.25 -1.65

:_:_
I0 -_i.75

J_.lO

_ -2.ik
-1°_

90 ":_8
1_ _;.I_
iOO

L. E, r_luJz 1,58

Llope ot ra_Itm through L.E. s 0.I0

Upper SurCaoe

Station Ordinate

0

1.25

2_

100

Lover Su_'f aoe

Station Ordinate

2.71

_:_) Jo_
....... 100

0 0

1._5 -2.o6
-2.86

"!i
0

L. E. ra_lu_z 2._8

Slope of radium through L.E. ! 0.10

NATIONAL ADV|SOI_ f

COMMITTEE FOIl AERONAUTICS

NACA 2418 NACA 2421

EStetlo_| and ordinates Kiven __n per-

oent of airfoil ohordJ

_per Su_-f &oe

Station O_dLnate

0

1.25

_g
9o

lO0

--.......

}.28

%}1
10.i'
10.6_

I0._

lO._I

7.02_o_ _o
2.81 90
I.(._) 1_

........ i00

I LO_P S_faoeStation Ordinate

0 0

I 1.25

%o :5:o_
-2,_0

L. E, _adiusz

Slope of raditte through
_. 56
. E. _ 0.i0

_tationm and ordinates _Iven _i_ pe_-

oent of eiffel1 eho_dJ

Upper Surfaoe

Station 0rdina_e

100

0

1.25

.... w---

lO.70
11.59
12.i_

12,16

ll,2_

9.79
%%

(._2)

Station

0

1.25

2_

9o

100

L. Eo radiult h.85

Slope of radl_l through L. E. _ 0.].0

Ordinate

0

-2.82

-_.02

:_:[_
-_.18

-8.16

-1.I_
(-.22)

0

CONFIDENTIAL
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 S68

NACA 2424

[81;atlon8 and ordinatea gi_mn
in peroent of airfoil ohord]

CONFIDENTIAL NACA 4412

[Ststions and ord_ates Kiln
in peroant of eL'Coil ohcrd]

_pper 8ui-face Ix)mr 8ul-faee

,.882

8tetlo" O_ttnat e

2.9_:1 :_:t_5.620

,0,7OO
,%667

;o.)oo -IO.

_._ -_:__

-2.2 0
-1.292

O'

1. s 0,10

Station Ordinate

0 0

2:o_ _:_

0.118 12._oO:_ l_:
_.502

_._ ...h:!°.

I. II. _diua: 6._
Slope of rmdi_ through L.

Upper Surface

Statlon I I_ltnate

0

_:°I tTl

2r :

QL_ I

-- ' ,.{9

!gX_ ', •
ioo I (.it)
I00 I ........ ZOO

L.'E. r_dlua: 1.58
Slope of radtu_ throuSh _,]K. _ 0,20

lower _aoe

Station Cawil_ate

0 0
1.25 -l._l

7.5
]

2_

,,u -i. 80

_o :i:_

ol'l

lOO 1-.1t1
0

• NAT|ONAL ADViSOg, Y

COMMITTEE FOil _EIIONkUTICS,

NACA 4415

[Stations and o_l_ete_ glve_
in pe_ent of airfoil ohox_J

Upper _u_faee Lower Surface

Stati¢_ O_dlnete

0.2 _ ........

_ 1_:_
2_ lO.92

li 11.2'
0 11.2

1o.5!

1_ (.i_)
100 .......

8tatlon Ordinate

0
1.25
2.5

2_

90

2._8

o

-).27
-3.7_

o

¢, I. rsdi_a:
Slope ¢_ rsdi_ through I_ E. : 0,20

NACA 4418

_tatlon_ and ordinatel g1_Im
in perOent of air_oll ohordJ

Upper _u_face

Statlon I Ordinate

"leU I

10, 66
2_ ', 11,72
;_ : 12._0

_0 I 12,1i
/_O I 12. 0
_o _ Ii.

_. ,. 1o._
, _:_

ooI00 _ . ) i
IOO I ....... I00

Slope of radlu_ through L.

CONFIDENTIAL

Station Ordl_te

0
1.25 -2.11
2.5

E.: 0.20





NACA ACR No, L5C05 $69

NAGA 4421

_tatiomm end omd.$natem glven
in pe:POont of airfoil o1,-1_1J

Upper 8tmfaoe

8t&tlon OrCtL_ste

2,5

_'_
_:_

100 ........

CONF,DENT,AL NAGA 4424

_tattmw amd o_AinANs Ki_
in pe_oent ot six.oil oboN_

I_mr S_Pfa_.l

5t&_ion Ot_In&to

0 0

!I -t_o2
-6._6

i .-6.16

lO0 0

L. X. ,_dlw,,_.85

81oI_ c_ z'sdlua t.bz'_ L. ]I.: 0,20

i Opper S_eo

at_t_ ( OrdLnaCe

0

_o.,,_1 _60o/¢05 I

_._20 I
: 9%196 I •

100° 000 I ........

8ration O_Ll_te

0 0

...6_,)_z

0.0o0 0

81e_e 0¢ rsAl_l _ L. ]_ _ 0,20

NAGA 23012
_,.,,-- ,, _n,.. <,._

in peZ_ent of air¢oll c_or_J

_]_r 8_rtaee

_ts_ion O¢_Llnate

o._ '_..7-;-
_:; _'_
_;._ _:_
_ _'_
_ _:_o
o _

GU

100 ........ 100

L. B. m'_diu_ _ i. 58

Slope of rscttu_ thrm_Sb L. _. : 0.305

Lo_r 8urtaoe!

0 0
1.25 .....

2_; --,.-,u.*_. c)7 i

o

-1.2t
-.70

1-.151

NKTIONkL AOVISO_IV

COHHITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.

NAGA 23015
_tstle_# _md ordln*tes
Im i_roemt of .lx¢o_ _1_

_er _soe

$_io_ 7 Ordinate

le_* I

2_ 1

Lower _urtue

8tstio_ Ovd/a_te

_.,_ -L_

-.

IOO 0

it. B. rsal._: 2,_8

81op_ o_ rsdl_ throu_ _.B.: o._05

CONFIDENTIAL





NACA ACR No. L5C05 $70

CONFI DEN T I A L

NACA 23018

_atlons and oedJJ_tes
In pereent of alz¢otl _o_

1
Oppet" Su1_aoe J Z,omjr -q_lr.e_14

[

T ...._T.... _ -_---_.._ I"_._f _.,, / -=_.
2. . 2. -2. 1,._/L_/ 5._t-_._
7.5 / 8.ox i 7-5 1 -4.6o

zO I S,e_ / zo i -s.22
_5 / 9-_ l _5 t .-6.z8
zo /_o._ / 2o / _.86
2 10o 2§ -7.

1(1, 0 - .

so o So -_;_.,o
i. 9 -I.o9

Slop, of rsdl_ _O_llh _ I., 0.305

NACA 23021

_tatia-e and oa-dtnateo
In pe_t of sirJrotLl

Upper I,ur£.oe _--_lk, d_m

TT: .......I T- I o =-

I i!
2 12.0 JI 6

6o I 8.90 I _o I -7.oT

100 ........ lO0 0_1 __
L. z. r_41_, _.85

II_,e .¢ z M.Laa _ I. I., 0.}05

NACA 25024

Upper _UA'faee

8tatl¢_ 01.dlnate

0 0

_!:o__:g_ ].
25.262 ]
,_b.26_ ]
_,o.256 ]

0.2 ]

80.116 i
9o.o6_.

]._" ........

ISlope ot radius throuKh L._. sO._05

Lower a_-_a_

Btation urdtnata

0 0

v._, m .

_^ P_ r aLL[

7._7_ -10.22_
29.73 r) -10. b,_,j.
}9.Y_ m10.278
ILg.'IDb *").U.O_

_9.?g8 .,.o._.z_
69.8_8 -o.oou,

o

CONFIDENT'IAL

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FOOt AERONkUTIC$

NAGA 63,4-420

_tations and ordinates glven
In _rownt o_' airCoil _hor_

Upper 8u_aol Lo_r lurtaoe

3ta¢1_ O_llnste

0 0
.,"19 I I. 0

_:_ a. 6

,<g
(

7-)ezr_ 6,251

..,_o _:_05.1_9
_o.u_. 2._79

0

8tatI_O I _lnlabe

---/:I:_,a,evl _

_e L_"

,5,O_0
0.000

g.qO%
_, O'T5
9.U_2 -_. 0

_._, _:_7q. Ur_

0
w_

Slope _ radi_ through L, _t,_0.168



__ jr-



f

k_/"

NACA ACR No. L5C05

NACA 63,4-420
a- 0.3

[Stations end ordinates given in
peroent of airfoil oho_J

Upper Stuff ace | Lower SurfaCe

0 0 I 0o. 065 i.8_ •935 _ -1. _o2
.26o i 2._z I 1._o i -z._o5

.... _'_:_ I z._ -2.9_ -1. o'_ i ..... 3 • -2.

!
9.?_0 o._bb 10.720 J "5.15,_

2oN_.o_ zz.z9b 25. -6. 8

o._o_ I_.7_I I 3o.192 -7._5
%00U 12, _h_ 5_. 992 -7.10_

,_._ 12.0_9 ' -Y5 -6

0._0_ ll.,]u_ _.9.692 I -6.a49
_.,w,.u._.1o.51(, 5_.656 I -5.756

o.x_x ,_.,,,_v, 59._7 ) -5.1_9

_xxo nx=v 64.661 I ,,41..B_!,_0._0_ 7.120 69.695 -5.

_.z_o _._ov 7_.72a { -5.i11

_.A'W.L _.1_
0.07_ l._b

",.o2_ .... _ 0.Z72100.000 0 ___

L.E. radius_ _,16
Slope of radius through L.E. ! 0.262

April 2,

CONFIDENTIAL

NACA 63(4201-422
[Stattone and ordinates @ivan in

peroent of alrfo_l ohor_

Surface I Lo_r _u_faoeUpper
/

o.168

S71

1945

NACA 63(420)- 517
_tatlc_e and o_dinatea given In

peroent o1" airfoil chord]

U_per Sumfaoe Lower Surface

St at ion

0

u_k

.(X)O

_.5_ '

3_. I'

aA.9_6 ]
50.000 ,

65.1_5

00,159

90.100

95.050
100 •000

Ordinate Station Ordinate

0 o _ 0

,.,,_ :(_ -1._oz. _- _ 1 -i. 562
= .&T? _. _ _ -1.9kl

a. ,_oo b ._.o9 -5.586

7.0_0 I0. _0_
o. _ IS.'_7_ -5.i78

--_ _u.u2._ -5.653
lu. _._-o ys. 55o -5.9hO

1o.887 _o.2o_ -6.o27
11.0_ _.20_ -5.90_
10.q_7 ..... "5 ,_21
I0.6g9 n'_.U_I - ._2

.'_.:::.v o". Do _ -2. 917
7.ooc_ b'_.C_ -2.239

.......... • _ _97

_._ ; _q.qoo .1_0
1.213 gn.9_o .3_7

_o I zOO.ODD o

0.211
L.E. radius: 2.28_

• Slope of radius throu_ L.E,:

CONFIDENTIAL
NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMNITTI[E FOIt AERONAUTICS
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NACA ACR No. L5C05

NACA 64.1-006
_tations and ordinates given in

peroent of airfoil ehor_

Upper Burfaoe Lower 8ut_aoe

Station a _linate Station Ordinate

0

o._ o :'_

_._ _:o_
'_'.5 1.4o!1.69;

10 1.9 2_
:2:2982.29;

_:_ :_:_5
50 2.775 -2.775

_:_ -2.57_ .o,o .,.o,o
1._12 -1._2Lo?2

_, .t_ -.S_9_9° :_¢_ ::_¢_
100 o 1 0

L.E. radiuss 0.256

CONFIDENTIAL

April

NACA Co4.1-009
[Stations and ordinates given in

peroent of airfoil ohordJ

Upper Sur£a_e Lover 8urfaoe

Station

0

Ji
2.5
5.0
7.5

XO

i+
5o

9o
95

L.E. radi_: O. 579

STla

2, 1945

NACA 64,1-OI2
_tationa and or<linatea @ivan in

peroant of air£oil ohor_

Upper Surfaee Loser Surface

Station Ordinate Station Ordinate

0 0 o 0

•5 .978 ._ -._78
•_._ _.._9 ._ -_._79x._9o x.25 -x.49o

2.5 _.9_5 2.5 .-_.o_5

i o i.o,5 _. 9_. .5 .._._o
x 3._TX x

-5.:I.

_o_ _:_1 _o_ :_:_

_:@ _ _2:o_

95 .28_ 95 -.2_
i00 0 i00 0

L.E. radius | 1. (]_1.0

CONFIDENTIAL

NATIONAL ADVISORY

COi4HITT(I: FOI AIEIIO_AUTk_S





NACA ACR No. L5C05

NA CA 64 I- 108
_taticns and ordinates given in

percent of eirfoil chord]

Upper Surface Lower Surface

Station Ordinate

0 0

..... 1.058
/.,,ou l.h_7
_._o 2.0_2
; .-__,', 2.h71
c o_ 2._52

•g_ 3.4o5
19.962 3._5
2/L.96_ ,-_.15_.
29.97_ ,..,_n

50.000 _.236

_:8_ _:_
b_.oz_ _.219
7o.oi_ _ 2.777
7_.O16 I 2._02
86.o15 ( 1.sce
85.013 I 1.29y
9o.olo I .8od

9,5.oo.5 I o'3(9_
100.000 _ ____

L.E. radius I 0.455
Slope of radius through L.E. I 0.0_2

CONFIDENTIAL

S_ationIo=_-J
o 0

•_, ::_.7,,Ul
1.285 -.qqo
2.5E0 -1.271

5.OLI.b, -1.716

_;:_ -_._,-2.51b

15.o_2 -2.7_
20.0_B2_.o_ :_:o_

55. 020_o.o1} -
h5.oo6 -_._55

-_.152
_..ooo_°-°°°"_,'s_
6g .g{_s -I. t_5 I
74 •9_ffl -I .h06
Y9 -'_ _ -I. 006
_.987 -.o_

_9.9_o ::__a._%

1oo.oo_t o

April 2,

NACA 641-110
[Stations and ordinates given in

percent of airfoil chord]

Upper Surf see Lower Suz'faee

Station )rdinate Station Ordinate

•71_ z. o_3

_, 1. 0 1.2
_: _ 2_

,o_ _:_ _:_
•_7 15.o5_

ao

_:_ _:_ _:o°_.i
 o.ooo,o.o :

7o.o19 _ 69:981

_o.o_ ,_:_ 7""-_7q.gu.z "
85.o16 1.Sza _.9
_o.o_ _9"'_ :i_'o95.006 _ 9b..994

I00.000 0 I00.000 0

L.E. radius: 0.720
Slope of radius throu6hL.E. : 0._2

STlb

1945

NACA 64. I - II;'
[Stations and ordinates _iven in

percent of airfoil ohordJ

Upper S Dower Surfaoe

0 0 -0--

.... | 1.002 I .5_i | -.952

.-- _ 1.2_3 I .796 i 1.i_)

_-.-,_ ,...,,=,._ 2.559 I .I._i
_._);4 I _.967 I _.uoo I .2.6_1
7._.52 )._;05 I 7.5b_1 I ._.1_Z
"I" '-:_--_ _.12_ I _O.Ob_ i 5.612

,,,._o _'?_'._i L,,.u_,__ ._.2_

_g.9bl !._,0 } ;0.05q r ,5._8_'._._71 .k9_ _5.O29 ! 5.

.991 :,.gao r 1,5.o09 I 5.250
50.0OO I ).O_2 r 'io.ooo _ _.928

.00_ ).ou_ i ii_.991 &._08
0.015 ).o8_ I ii9.985 i h.012
5.020 I _._8_ I i,_,9,o I_o.o_, _._ i .;_._1 _:_

.0 _. ] "/_ 976 ,

., 9o.o_ / ..0t_." ( _9.986 I -.528

I 9 0 _6 (_.99_ ;_o_:o___o_[ , t o_'°1(o.ooo

81ope of radius through L.E.: 0.042

CONFIDENTI AL

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEEFOIlAIIt_NAUTW_S
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NACA ACR No. L5C05

NACA 64 I- 206
Cstations and ordinates given in

percent of airfoil ohordJ

Upper Surf ace

Station Ordinate

0 0

2._0t. 7

_.97x _2;.981

_:_ _,i_
i • 008 3. k_0_72

3. 0
).o15
i.o2o 3.o_o
). 023 2.712

_o5:oO__:_o_
_.o_o 1._g90.015
95-oo?loo.ooo o_473

Lower Surface

Station Ordinate

0 0

-1._6
1 -i. 1

15.o63 -1. 2
2o.o_

-I. 3
,0.0,9 -i._5_5.029

oo ,,oo,oo0o i :

I:;_ :_:_o
_. 8o -1.02o
I._77 -.760

_.9_6 -
).985
_.993 .159

IOO.000 0

L.E. radlual O.PS_
Slops of radius through L.E. _ 0.0_

NACA _>41-212
[Statlona and ordinates given b

percent of airfoll ohor_

_or

St at iota

II. O00

_:_
19. 886
2h .90_
29 •921

_9 •9bl

_0.000
_5. Olb
bO. 02_
b_.O_q

_0.0_
_5.0_

95.o_3
100. o00

L.E. radlus$ 1.0_0
Slope of radius through L.E. :

Surf ace

_:_
t.59
2.21_

_.015

• O0_._l
=,. q6_
C.LATU

O.Olb

V.O0_
?. Or-_2
b .095
6.5_
O.lbl

h. Ol9

_ .UOL_

.590
2._125
Z. U_t,

i.30_

Lowez" _urfsoe

Station I Ordinate

0 _ 0

:_dl-;:_
z. 5 -1.7_.L_}_i._

.6_6 { -2,96T
I0.I_5 I -3._52
15.12_ I -o._¢_

25.o97 j -_.680
_0.079 _ -_._71
35.059 I -_.9_
_,0.059 _ -?_.9ZO
_A_.UIO I -AA. _

50.000 I -_._77
5_.. 9t_. -3.961
59.9_i -3._77

.961 -2._
9.955 -2._7U

7h.953 I -1.800
79.955 { -1.2_
_.962 I -.7_
_9.97_ I -.259

9/_. 9_7 { .02_
i00.000 I 0

o.o_

April 2,

CONFIDENTIAL

NACA G4!- 209
_tattons and ordinates _lven in

percent of airfoil cho:_

Upper Surface Lower 8_rfaoo

Station Ordinate Station ordinate

o:_ o:_ o:_ !:_fol,
1.172 1.2_2 1.328 -l. 0.I_

.ll _._3 _._ :_17_11__._o_ _._i_ _.
7.602

7.39_ 2:_ -2.117oo_.,o_ .._ i_ _
_:_,_ _o._25.0?3 -.
_.9ki _o. 0_

_._56 _:_
50.000

5.OLd. _,.988

oo_ _:_ _:_65.030
70.o35 _.5_ 69.9_.5
_5.0_6 2.964 7_-9._

80.0_5 2. 0

8_.o_o x._.° _9o.o2_ l:_ _. o95. oll _"
Xoo.o00 o 100.000 0

L.E. radlusl 0.579
Slope of radius through L.E. I 0.0_

S71c

1945

NAGA 641-412
[Stattonl and ordinatea _Iv_ lu

percent of airfoil chord]

Upper Su_f ac9 Lover Surface

St&tion Ordinate Station Ordinate

0 0 0

x.}o5 .9_1 -x.o25
1.69o x.455 -l.261

_:_gg _:t_ :,_:_
• _:_ _:g_ ._.L_

-3.5T6
?. 6 .19_._ Ls__ :_:__:N _.o_ _.ll_ -_._l_

o._:_ _._ _:_
55.ot2

-2. 06_:_ " -1._1,
-_.:i_

!!N
90.055 _s_.o_ ._l_ _:_ oi00. uuu 0 l

L.B. radius_ 1.0_0
Slope of radius through L.E. _ 0.168

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONNITTEEFOIlAEItOIIAUTIC_

.H
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NACA ACR No. L5C05 $72

\ /

NACA 642-415 NAGA 643-418
_Stattons and ordinates 81vetL _tations add ordlnatos 8ivon

in peroent of airfoil oho_dJ CONFIDENTIAL in i_roent of airfoil ohord_

Oppor 8u2"taca

8tatlm_ Ordinate

0 0

•_ _._,_1.57_
: a.Qtu

!.207 2._

,.z62 5:__.662 i_.681

iii, _: ",o

_._o _:I

,.o_2 l:i '}
o._,-_,!i010
l_i_ ;:_

Lo_Qr 5tu_f_oe "

Rtatlon Ordinate

0 0
.7oi -i.o%

l_t -____: -_.-o-2,1._9

_:_', -_._
15.3x.
20.2_
25.2_

9.92,8

I _,000 o

L. E, radlus: 1,590

81ope of radius th_ouEh L. E.:0,168

Upper ,'hR'f aee

8tat ic_ Ordinate

0

:_
_:[_
_:_;_
_:_
z9.657

_:_
_._
_p.ss_
_.9_5
50. ooo
5.o_o.o_

65.z_
7o.l_z

85._o_

IXflNr

8ration

0 0

_._o_ l:_I._0
i. 0

2,_0 2._8• }57{._ _.,1

_,.__:_ _:_
I0.7_0 to.2t7
ll.O_7 95.177

_o.u2o _5,o55
10._20 50.000
_,_5 5_,95_

_.p, _:_._
1:_ _._,

_.8_
• _).92_

i.o_o 94.96_
o I00. oo0

l_ E. radius: 2.208

0
L.L08
L. 560
c.9_
:._z}

_:_

::_

0

_lope ot radlue through L, E. ! 0.]_8

NATIONAL ADVISORY

CONNITTEE FOre _EROHAUTICS.

NACA 644- 421
EBtatio_s and ordinates gtve_

in peroent of airfoil obo_j

Opper _urfaoo Lower Surface

Station OrdinateStati¢_ 01_lnato

2 .I01

2. )__._

12.209

11.61o

;:N _o._9_._
,._ _.7o_

_ o-_o,4.a7_.

2.276
l. 079

I I:ooo o

0

_:_
]-.! _7
2.:

10.1 72
zs.! r_?
20._ Ol
aS.__
_0

_°:_
_._

6._0

_:N

o

-1o t/21

-_:__I._

:_:_[_

-._:_
-°20,

0

8lope of mdi_ through L, 1,10,168

NACA 65 ( 216)- 415
a-0.5

_Statlons and ordinate, _i_ in
l_r_ent of airfoil ohol__J

Upper 8uJPfaug

Station Ordinate

o!_ o:_
I,9_7

2,121 _,857

_:_ I!,_a

_:_ ,.__o,.279
}9,9_ lo._67
_5.o_9 lO._

_i!__o._,_
,o._ _i!_
_::_ _:_:85.117
96. 062..o_o _:_

LO0.000 0

_tatlon

0

l:_

20,_9

:;0.25
'_.z_

i00. 000 0

_ower 8¢J_fsine

Ordinate

0

.r:_°
-1,}59
-i° t_Ol

g. rMluss 1.1,_8
Slope of radius throu&b L. g. 80.2_

CONFIDENTIAL
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NACA ACR No. L5C05

NACA 65,3- 018
[Stations and ordinates glven in

percent of airfoil chord]

Upper 8urfaae

Station Ordinate

O 0

1.25

,._ 2:z2_

.997

.916

-_

_:i1°

100 0

rL.X. rad.tusz :1..92

Lower Surface

Station Ordinate

0 0

1.25

_i:_ -_.'_'_'_o
20 _.aN

-_.916
50 -8.59._

70

100 0

CONFIDENTIAL

April

NACA 65,3-418
a.o.8

[Statlons and ordlna_ea given in
pePcent of airfoil ohor_J

5)

Upper Surfaoe Lower 8urfaom

Station 3rdinata Station Ordinate
i

0 8 0 0 0

:e, _:I_ I:i "1"4_

I: : ,o._

,.t:_°__._,_°_°'"'°'!_:_ _:_!
)._,__._oo :_:f_ _:_!

ll._ '_:_ -:_

lO._ _._ :_• 9.97_

_:_, :f:
_5-_9 .9_o i -.o5o

zoo.ooo o 1 i
L.E. r_llua_ 1.92
Slope of radius th_oush L.E. _ 0.1_

$73

1945

NAGA 65,3- 618
_Stattons and or_inate_ given In

peroent of airfoil chord]

Upper S_faoe

Station O_llnat e

0 I 0

• 387 I 1.767
,C,AA 2.263

_.o,o._:_
o_o. _:_ _
A.h58 8.565 i

_,._(b i0.767 ]
.o_a 11.47Y I

L _u

_.ua_ 12.201 1
•-_ 12.201 [

0.000 IX. <:)02 I

g:_ 11._,o,i0.529 )

..... 7.i_51
_-_-_ _-771. ]
_5 •192_o._ _:_gl
_.u_ l.k_5 I

Lo_r _urf aOe

Stati_ 10rdL_ate

1.11_ I -l._?
• 1.659 1 -I.6AI

2.970 I -2.!29
5o5_ I -2.EL6
O. UOU I -5._O

10.566 i -_.81_3

,_:_ 1:_:_
25 ._,_ I -5.397
O. 6 - .6_._._i -_._

._o.1'_4i-5._75

50.000 I -5.28k
5h.925 I -_.760

_:_ l :_:_ i
7;4.767 I -1.765 I

_.. 8o8 -.2 8s_.s_21.2_ t
9I_ .952 I ._i

lOO.OOO .o ioo.oooI o

L.E. radlu_ ! 1.92
Slope ot r_i_ through L._. : 0.25:_

CONFIDENTIAL

NATION£L ADVISORY
CONNITTE__ NEliOIIkUTICS
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NACA ACR No. L5C05

NACA 651-006
[Statfons and ordinates given in

percent of airfoil ohord_

Upper Surface Lower Surface

8tati_ 0r_linate Station

o o! o
6 -

ii!.!0._:; _:_

25 25
30 2"85z _o

2.9)8

z.SN 5

90

l_ o":95 :o9_
T..B° r=Aius= O.PI_0

Ordinate

0

::_
-.71
-.95_

-1.31o

-2:e52
-2.952

:::G

:::_

-. 510

April

CONFIDENTIAL

NACA 651-009
_tations and ordinates gJ.ven in

peroent of airfoil ohord]

Upper Surfaoe

Station

0

g5
7o

S?3a

2, 1945

NACA g51-012
[St_tlo_Is and ordlnatss given in

percent of airfoil ohord]

Upper Surfaoe Dower Surfaoe

Station Ordinate Station Ordinate

0 0 0 0

1!!I 1:_ :_ _::_
-I._.7_i._e7 ::i_ -:.e__._ ::_;?:_ -_-o_

_.o_ _; -_.o_

l'o_ o:_ i lo,o_ i:,_:
L.E. z'idtu_= 1.000

NACA 6_- Z O G
[_tationl and ordinates given in

pe_ent of airfoil chord]

Upper Surfa_ Lower Surface

st._lon O_d_nits|St,tio=n Ordinate

o o 1o ]o
..2.09. .8_ I.Ioo -.

._._ 1.._o / _.55_ | -.7us

• | -,.,g. x.625 .o6l , -.9

_.9_9 2.u69 | 15.o6x I -1.52_
i . • 20.0 -1. 8_._ L_._I _._1-_._
_9.96z _.__ I _o.o_8 1-1.88o
_.9 i .982 5.029 -1.9_

_.990 _.078 I _5.010 I -1.e_
50.0o0 &.9o] I 59.ooo I -z.'/_

.o ._ 6 i _.9 -z.._6

65.02_. _.276 6_ .978 _ -1.2.1..6
70.026 2.9_ 69._?b, I -.96_
75.o_8 2._89 7_.97_ ! -._99

0 027 2.02 . -.__:o_ _._,___._l -._t
9o.o18 1.o27 , _-9_I .o07
95.009 .511 94.991 l .121

1oo.ooo o j zoo.ooo! o
L.E. radlu_= 0._0

Slope o£ raditm thl-ough L.E.I 0.0_

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADWSORY
CONMITTEEFOgAF.IIO_AUTICS
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NACA ACR No. L5C05

NACA 651-209
_tationm and ordtnatee 51venln

peroent of airfoil ohord]

Upper Sin-face ] Lower Surface

Station

April 2,

CONFIDENTIAL

NACA 651-210

S75b

1945

NACA 65 I- 212
[Statlone and ordinates 5tveg in

peroent o£ airfoil chord]

Upper Surfaoe Lower Surfa_

Station

L.E. radluss 1.000
Slope of radius throu6h L.E.: 0,0_

N ACA _5 I- _ I 0
[Stations and ordinates 8tram in

percent of alrfoll ohoz'd]

Upper Surface Lower Surfac@

Station

0

2:3l_
_.7
7.2_99

9- 788

0.000
5•o29
o.o5_
_.o_

7o. o_5

85.076
90.057
95.029

100. 000

L.E. radius : 0.687
Slope of radius through L.E. s 0.168

CONFtDENTI AL NATIONAL ADVISORY
CONNITTEEFOI AERONAUTICS.





NACA ACR No. L5C05

NACA @5i-4.12
[Stations and ordinatee given in

peroent of airfoil chord]

NACA 652-415
a ,o.5

[Stations and ordlna_es given in

percent of airfoil chord]

Upper

Station

0

2:
19. 11
_.671
29.7_
_._25
._9.916
45. o19
5o.152
55.2.62
6o._o7
65.3_
70.294
75.25_
_o .z99
8.1

95.027
I00. o00

L.g. radius I i.505
Slope of radius through L.E. :

!

8urfaoe | Lowsr Surface

O_in_ I__?at_on_ .dina--_

o._ I o._ -F-:.._z1.5_oI _.o_ .-._,

4.099[ 5._26 2.3_!
5.122 i 7-9 _-6 2.7_
5.9_5 I zo.L_5Z ._.o8:

9.883 [ 30.257
zo.a_o I 35.17_
10.,470 I _0.08_
1o.42_I _._Sz
zo.1o6I _9._
_.5o1 i _.738 ,3"9._
_62 .6

6.5_3 i 69"706 2,60,
5.3_7 [ 7_._7 ,2-o8 _
4.157 79 ._OZ
z.93o _.86
1.755 ! 89.923 -.521

• 715 94.973 _. 13_,, t 1oo.ooo

0.273

April 2,

CONFIDENTIALNACA 652-415
_8tatione and ordlna_ea Ely,__ in

percent of air_oil ohordJ

Upper Surfaee

Station ordinate

0 0
_,_ 1.208

•_ 1&8o
1•_ 1.900
.... 2.580

_:_ _:_
lh.69"l o .dh2
ig.72_ 7. ¢_0_
_,,.,_ 0.550
z9._o't 9.093

9._17

_5_ _:_
60.O_g o._O

6_.1o_t.N?o._, -

_.zu_ _.32o _.8_i I
2.1 _ -9 0_oo_o_.=_o_.o_I _1.9_ol

I00. 000 0 I00.000 I

L.E. radius = i. 505

, _oI_ of _adius through L.E. t

Lower 8ur_aoe

_tatlon [ Ordinate

0.687 I o-1.008
.q'_ _ -1.200

1.4_ I -1.472
2,,769 1 -z._
5._03 I -_-'_q '

. b'].b
I_.,18 I -'_. 09_,-_. %10

25.2_ l _ _i
30.x_ I :

_0.000 1

5_.9571_-_1_ _:_ I
69.876 [ -_.o'_.

79.87/, I

-:_gi
0

o.1_8

S74

1945

NACA 653- 418
[Stations an_ ordinates glven

percent of airfoil chord]

Upper Surface

_tatiOno

.278 1._18

2.209

i,&_ 5.bOO
q.610 b.h7_

.uJ.,o _o I 7.9&2
,_ _.Obl

10.9hA
: Ii.140

,_._ 11.091
_0.000 i0.77h
_._ I0.198
bO.Og_ _._

iu._;.b 7.%6B
75.15_ o.lo_

vv,.aJ._./ _'7_I
...... _.6_

_0.092 2. o5._6 _._Io
io0.ooo 0

Lower Surface

Station Ordinate

o 0
-- .

.019 _ -_-_ou
",.50i -_ .217
" _" -_._70

i0. _i -_ ._
Ib._ -5.250
20. _29 -_.8?7
25.2t_ -o. _oa

35,175 -o.

&.L3.V ]1 _1_. { ,JIhl_

%0. 000 -O,')O-'

"W.I.- 9h _ -5._1_
%q .qO_ --'_. J./_._
O/.I. • O'[Zt -_. D..,_,14

09 •051_ -'_ ._OU

"{h. _0 -Z .bO%

79- _5_ -1.7_5
8b.b_ ....
_q.qo_ -.a_

_LL. V')LL ._

I00.000

: 0.168
L.E. radius: 1.96
Slope of radius through I_.E.

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONAL ADVISOI_Y
CONNITIEEFOI AE_ONAUTK.$





NACA ACR No. L5005 $75

NACA 655-418
CONFIDENTIAL

a .o5
_Statlone end ordinates given In

percent of airfoil chord]

Upper Surface Lo_mr Surface

Station Ordinate

0
-1.164
-1.

-2.197
-z. 951
-3.51_

-_. 690
-5•213

:_:_
-_.216
_.696

-i.}Ii
-. 02
-,_01

o

Station

3

•197z

2.057

_:_

29.6_1
3a•Y_9

9._99
55 •022
50.182

5.3l_
,v•36_
5•372
0.347
5•29_
0•232
5.159
O. 089
5•o3o

i O.OOG

Ordinate
==

o
i. o
1.7_6

2.271
.233

8•b,82

lO9:Z_
ix. 325
zl.77o
n._7o
zz•dg?
12.5o6
lo.788

. t:h?O

.39

3.2h
Z•93_
.777

o

o

•803
1.989
z.6_2
2.92;3

i0.541
15.519
2o.k6?
25.396
3o.3o9
;5.211
0. I01

J,._78
9. _18

9:_53
_,702

.911
• 97o

lO0.000

L, E. radius! 1.96
Slope of madlua throu&h L. g.:O.2_

NATIONAL ADVI$OI_Y

COMMITTEE FOE AERONAUTICS.

NAGA 654-421
_Statiome and ordinates given Ln

percent of airfoil cho_]

Upper Surface

Station Ordinate

o:_ O._ol
.2.1_5 3.505
_:N _.o_5• 329
9.5_7 7.372

_.668 n.27l.
29.729 11.976

12o )

50.ooo 22.15_

_:o_ _:_I

.388

_5.o_ _:l_IO0. ooo

Lower Surface

Station Ordinate

0 0

_:_ -_.,Ol-z.67_
i. 5§7 -2.062._ -27_
5.E17 - _z7. _ -_:_.

lO._c_ -_'.303

_,:_ -o._-7•120
2 . 23_._i :_:_o_
_5.2o_, -8.3__:_ _-_3
59. _o -7.7!6

_:_ :2:_I6_._855 - .2__9._2 -_.2-_
_.e_ -3.2_x

_9.833 -2.2Ol,

.: -:N
lO0.O00 O

L. E. radlul: 2.50
Slope of radium through L. E, :QJ.68

NACA 65 5-618
a -05

[Statione and ordinates given in
percent of alrfo_l chord]

Upper _urf ace

Station Ordinate

0 0

•05 1._69
i. t:_21:_
2._75

1.8_ 3._9

_._o_ _:_
o 19__ ...._;:225 .....
zg. 3oz zo. _z5
2_. b_07 ii.095

15.209

9.d_ i_.aSo

5o.2?_ _._£_
_;:_ 1"_:_
65.557 '_-_
7o.519. _:__._
_:,_ _:_85.239
90.I_) 2.233
95.046 .920

100• 00o o

Slope of

Lower Surf aoe

Station Ordinate

0 0

._ -l.O_q

5.15h -±.o44
-<:.#J.O_

..... -Z. O(_J.

io. oo_ -5. _19

20.699 - •LL ut¢

9U.hO9 -u. LL_'_

_5. 910 -- .

uJ.¢. woo .-¢_.uw I

_. bg<: -_. 015

_7./4.9u, --). LgUI£

";L_. ",'s', -l. 0_%

79.655 -J,. _o_

_L_. 7hi -.cue

_ ::_9g* _b_

lO0.000 0

L. g. _adlum: 1.96
radiue through I. E., o._9

NAGA 654- 421

a -0.5
[Stationi and ordinates glv_j_ in

percent of airfoil chord]

Upper Surface Lower Surface

Statl on

0

.l_
:;_13

,371.
IJ_19.5
19._55

29.6_9

_:?_.
45 •026
0.211

i
_._o
). 26_
.18_
). i00

_5.o_L_
100.000

L. E. radium: 2._0
Slope of radiu_ through L.

Ordinate

o
1.62o
1. 1

3.6_1
• 15_._5_

7.773
9. 572

lo.951
12. 000

12. I!
13•_'

12._
12. o; ;6

lO:_,_

o

Station Ordinate

o o

_:o
_:_ _:_

-@.._75
lO._2_ _
_.5.6o5 _:_,_2o. 5]_5

3o.361

_o.n8 "

59- 579
66.572 -5.057
69.602 -/$.22
7I,.667 -3._6_

_ -..7
I00. 000 0

g. ,o.233

CONFIDENTIAL





NACA ACR No. L5C05 $76

NACA 65(421)- 420
[Statlons aria o_dlnat_s gl_ in

pe_ent of airfoil ehordJ

UppQr 8u_fa_

Station Ordlr_ te

0 0

_.o8_ 6.o66

_:_7_ ._o_,665

_:_ ,._xo.81 !

11,6_

11.015
10.126

• 0:L_ _._
'_5._67 _:_
,0.0_ 2o_

;:N o_'_50

Lc_r $_'t ace

CONFIDENTIAL

NAGA 66,1-212
Ststionl and ordLtn_tes gtvop in

pex_qmt ot alzToll ohordJ

8tatlon Ordinate

0
o. 7_2 -1.__7
1.018 -x. _.
1,5502._8 :I:_
I!N -._37o

1 -h.992

-_ .260

_._ "_'_

_:83 -.
-1,121

_1 -:_t_
I00.000 0

Z_ E, rsgius_ 2:2_rSlope _t radius through .= 0.168

0

1.157

fj_

_:,_
.9.25

:N

i, 051
), 061
i.o_
).065

I:N
I _.0oo

_uxTaoe Lower Su.'_a¢@

Ordinate 3ration l Ordinat_

_:_; o._ o

:_:zS,]J.6
2O.lO5
2 . 1

-g, 578

t:_ ,o.ooo_"°1'_._i
CO" 96g l

_:_ _.,3_

U9.957 -.7_
9_-97_ -.i8_

0 i00. 000 0

L, E. _d_u== 0.893
Slop@ o_ radius through L. • I 0.0_[_

NAOA 66(215)-016
[StatlCml and O_il_l.t@ll J_,_ tn

pe]Peent o£ alrfoll oho_J

Upper _u.'-taco

_tation Ordinate

o o

iil
Station

0

85

L. E. x_Ltu== 1.575

8_-Ta_s

Ol'dinate

o
-1.18l_

-1.b_8

-L6O5

_:,_
:_:_
:_:_,_

:_: _
:I:
-__:_,_

o

NATIONAL ADVISORY

CONMiTTEE lr0_ AEI:IONAUTICS.

NACA 66 (215)-216

EStat_Onl and eN:lJ_atll gl_n in
p4_oant of alrfoll _hord[]

Upp_ 3urCa¢_

8_at ton O_dlnate

0 0

._o_ _:_,_;_

2,5_2

6,27t

_, 9,24

9,092

,0. 8

,o.oo' .o_87
_, 085
_5.o75 _.395
o.055 2.1o_
5- o2_ o"9131 0.000

L. •. radius= 1.57_
81oI_ of _adi_ul thl_u_h L, E,

Lo_r 8u_taee

8_atlon OrdCnato

0 0

:_ :_:N

,1_

i_).162 ..

20.140 ,.

3o,1oq
_5.o7_
._o.o_z .838
45,o_ ._o2

50.0oo
_.975 "_

:__:_

79.915
u_925

9_.972 -,2Ul
100. 000 0

I O, 08[_

CONFIDENTI AL
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k.j

NACA ACR No. L5C05

NAGA 66(215)-216
a-0.6

[Stations and ordinates given in

percent of airfoil chord]

Surface

Oraina------_e

o
_.

. va, _ a.
1. _:£:16

Jelv_

b. %00

_1.'?08

_per

Station

0

.:_

i c. _.,i.

7 i ,,b
14.. 788
19. 806

29 •_2

_.897
_.936
_.978
o.o23

o_:_
65.191
7o.19_

.l_X
o.].bB

8_.106
90. o61

95.o21
i00.000 1

L.E. radius: 1.57.5
Slope of rad_-u-=t_ou6h L.E.I

Lower Surface

o o
.ozu -I.I12
. d'4%

t. U -2.12T2._g :I:_
_qz

10.219 -_._
15.212 -a.7OZ
20.19h -_.2_0
25 •16d - •. ,_.,
30.13_ * -o._u

q.oq_ _5.1o3 -o._±a
_._ .40.064 -o._o_

-_._.-,-A _95._7_ -o.'_',"_. ',.;.3: . -o .,_o_

_.z_ 54._Z7 -o._,_o
.8O0 _._59 I -6._8
o. _4._o9 -._._ 69._ :_._
5.889 , 7k.819 ) -h.o_7
b,.585 I 79.852 _ -3.xo7

.26 _. _ -2.x

0.ii0

NACA 651-006
[Stations and ordinates given in

percent of airfoil chord]

Upper Surface

Station i Ordinate__
o oI
._ ._6_1

5.0 1.2571
l; .5 I:_ I
15 2.119 I
20 2._o_I
25 2.6181
30 2.782 I
x_ 2._99 I
_v 2.971 I
_, _.oooi
50 2.985

_ _:_
65 2.61ii
7o 2._16)
"" 1.9531

_o._ _:_1
90 .6651
95 .26_1
I00 .__0 ---_

L.E. radius: 0.22

Lower Surface

s_ation _t_

o o
._0 -._oA

-.5_
1.25 -._
2.5 -._i_
5-0 -1.257

i_.5 -1.52a-1.752
15 -.....
20 -2._01

25 -2.o_u
30 -2.782 ,

_; 2_-2,971
_5 -_.ooo
50 -2.985
55 -2.925 1
60 -2.815
65 -2.o_
7o -2. _16
"5 -i.95_

-i._5 -1._
90 -.665l
95 -.262,

CONFIDENTIAL

April 2,

NACA 66(215)-416
legations and ordinates givan in

percent of airfoil chord]

Upper Surface

Station I Ordinate

0 0

9-677 _:_, a.9_.691

_2o _.9,_
_._8 5

I0.I_7

: lO.16_
.o5o 9.970

0.096 66
651_5 _:_91
70.161 7.912

85.15 t_.o_5
9O.ln 2.617
95.o56 1.226

i00.000 0

Lower Surface

Station Ordinate

0 o
-1. 8:_ .1_

1.492 -1.524
2.7?'5 -1. o

lO._2_ ._15.399 :
20.2B0

_.19_ :_: _
_5.152
_0.i02 :

_.051__.ooo_:):_
_.95o -5.5_0

). _ _.2u2_._65
_.8_9 :_

._6 :_:_t_>._o i

_:_' -:_
10o.ooo o

L.E, radius: 1.575
81ope of radius throu@h L.E.: o.168

NACA 66F009
[Stations and ordinates give:, in

percent of airfoil chord]

Upper 8u_face Lower Surface

Station I Ordinate Station Ordinate

o o o o
•50_5 :_ :_ :#2

1.25 1.o50 1.25 -i.0_0
2.5 1._8 2.5 -l._6_

-I.61_0_:_ _...o2.2._ _:_ "_-2.J"_
lO 2.626 lO
15 _.178 15 -5.178
20 _.66l 20 -_.601
25 _.927 25 --,. _a_

.o _ -_:_'_
_ _._57 ....

50 _:_. 50,-._5

2._ i .2._

 oo,
l L.E. radius: 0.5_0

CONFIDENTIAL NATIONALADVISORY
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NACA 66 I- 209
[Stations and ordinates _ve_ in

peroent ox ata'fotl ¢nor_J

April 2,

CONFIDENTIAL NACA 66 I- 206
_t_t_one and ord_natee given in

peroent of airfoil ohord]

$77a

1945

NACA 661-'212
_tations and ordinates gtIN_n in

pe_'_ent of airfoil cho_dJ

Upper Su_faoe 1 Lower Surface _

• i. 91 2.605 -i. I_._ 2._ _._l_ -_:i'._,_t_

:_._ r _.905 i ,_.iz7 , -5._5_

a_o_ I _l_I _. 2 .
2:_2_ : _, , ._ t :_._;
_ _h o _:_

• 1 . _ .01 -_. o_o_oo/_;._ _oo_ -_
_o.o._ _ 6._59 i _9.96_ t -_.517

6 0 1 6 6 ] .6_.9/_9 [- .Io

_o.o65 I 1.719 Y9.915j -2.147
t_5-o 7 2.75 , .9_) -i./__o._t _._ i _._f -._

._'_1 o.7_ 1._._ / r,.I_7
" ..... I v i " ...... t v

L.E. radluss 0.952
Slope of radius through L.E. : 0.0_

CONFIDENTIAL NAT}ONAI. ADVISOI_Y
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NACA 67, I- 215
[Stations and ordinates given in

percent of airfoil ¢hordJ

Upper Surfaoe Lower Surface

Station Ordinate Station Or_inate

o._ o._ o o1._:6o :a_ -1.-_'ll_o
l._ l._72 -l._l

2._6ll'l_S a. 5"t_ 2.639 -2.2o5

• 7.6_ :_:_

_o.o92 " :_.

°_;.g7 ::_
6 .70 _5.o_ -6.3s.o

5o.ooo 8.6oo 59.ooo _.39_.

8._o2 : -6._6o

_O.l_ _:_ _._o_79.900
85.092 3.999 _.908

o. 1 1.10_ 9_.96)_.g_ _._,_ _.,_,
i00.000 0 I00. 000 0

L.E. radiuss 1.523
Slope of radium _-hrou._ L.E., 0.08_

CONF'DENTIAL NACA 747A315
_taCtons and ordinates given in

peroent of airfoil ohord]

Upper Surface Lower Surface

Station Ordinate Statlon Ordinate

o 0 0 0

._, 1.,o, I: _ -1.o,1

:,l_ _:_! _iI :_:_,_

2.1 -1.927
k._ 2.9

i 4_.5o9-_i.uo
-_. 2

• ! "_"_'
_:o°% o:_ , I_:_o

L.E. radius= 1.5_
Slope of radius through L.E. = 0.2_.

NACA 747A415
[Stations and ordinates given in

peroent of airfoil chor_

Upper Surface / Lower Surface
I

Station

0

100.000

CONFIDENTIAL

NATI_l_L MI_ISO_Y
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IV - PREDICTED CRITICAL MACH NUMBERS

Critical Mach number chart ............ $83

Mach numbers corresponding to a wing loading of

30 pounds per square foot for level flight at
various speeds and altitudes ..........

Mach numbers corresponding to a wing loading of
_0 pounds per squ_re foot for level flight at

various speeds and altitudes .......... s85

Mach numbers corresponding to a wing loading of

50 pounds per square foot for level flight at
various speeds and altitudes . . . . ...... $86

Mach numbers corresponding to a wing loading of
60 pounds per square foot for level flight at
various speeds and altitudes .......... s87

Mach numbers corresponding _o a wing loading of

70 pounds per square foot for level flight at
various speeds and altitudes ...... . . . . s88

Mach numbers corresponding to a wing loading of

80 pounds per square foot for level flight at

various speeds and altitudes ....... . . s89

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section lift coefficient for the NACA 0006, 0009,

and O012 airfoil sections ........... $89 a

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section lift coefficient for several NACA 14-series

airfoil sections of various thicknesses .... $89b

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section llft coefficient for several NACA 24-series

airfoil sections of various thicknesses • • • • $90

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section lift coefficient for several NACA _J$-series

airfoil sections of various thicknesses .... S91

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section lift coefficient for several NACA 230-series

airfoil sections of various thicknesses .... $92
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Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section lift coefficient for several NACA 63-series

airfoil sections of various thicknesses, cambered

for various design lift coefficients ....... $95

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section llft coefficient for several NACA

64-series symmetrical airfoil sections of

various thicknesses ............... $94

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section lift coefficient for several NACA 64-series

airfoil sections of various thicknesses, cambered

for a design lift coefficient of O.I ....... $94a

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed
section lift coefficient for several NACA

64-serles airfoil sections of various thicknesses,

cambered for a design llft coefficient of 0.2 . • s95

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed
section lift coefficient for several NACA

64-series airfoil sections of various thicknesses,

cambered for a design lift coefficient of 0.4 • • $96

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section llft coefficient for two NACA 64-series

airfoil sections of different thicknesses,

cambered for a design lift coefficient of 0.6 . • s97

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed
section lift coefficient for several NACA 65-series

symmetrical airfoil sections of various thick-
nesses ......... . ........... $98

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section lift coefficient for several NACA 65-series
airfoil sections with a thickness ratio of 0.18 and

cambered for various design llft coefficients . $99

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section lift coefficient for several NACA 65-series

airfoil sactions of various thicknesses, cambered

for a design lift coefficient of 0.2 .... . • SlO0

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section lift coefficient for several NACA 65-series

airfoil sections of various thicknesses, cambered

for a design llft coefficient of 0. 4 ..... . SlO1
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Variation of critical ?_ach number with low-speed
section llft coefficient for several NACA 65-series

airfoil sections with mean line of the type a = 0.5

and cambered for a design lift coefficient
of 0.4 ..................... SIO2

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section llft coef'ficient for two NACA 65-series

airfoil sections of different thicknesses,

cambered for a design lift coefficient of 0.6 . SlO3

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section llft coefficient for two NACA 65-series

airfoil sections with mean line of the type

a = 0.5, with different thicknesses, and cambered
for a design lift coefficient of 0.6 ...... SlO 4

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed
section lift coefficient for several NACA "

66-series symmetrical airfoil sections of
various thicknesses .... . ......... SlO5

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section llft coefficient for several NACA
66-series airfoil sections of various thick-

nesses, cambered for a design lift coefficient
of 0.2 ..................... Sl06

Variation of critical Yach number with low-speed
section llft coefficient for two NACA 66-series

airfoil sections of different thicknesses,

cambered for a design llft coefficient of 0.4 • SlOT

Variation of critical Math number with low-speed
section llft coefficient for several NACA 66-series

airfoil sections with a thickness ratio of 0.16

and cambered for various design lift coefficients. SI08

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed
section llft coefficient for several NACA 6-series

airfoil sections with different positions of

minimum pressure and various thicknesses, cambered

for various design lift coefficients ...... Sl09

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed

section lift coefficient for two NACA 7-series

airfoil sections with a thickness ratio of 0.15

and cambered for different design lift coef-
ficients . . . , ................ SllO
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Critical Mach number chart
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' , Mach numbers corresponding to a wing loading of 60 pounde-
sq_i_re fool for level fling a# varlou_ speeds and alLi_udeso -
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Math numbers corresponding to a wing loading of 70 pounds per
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Variation of crit:cal Mach number with low-speed section lift
coefficient for several NACA l_-series airfoil sections of various
thicknesses.
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Low-speed section llft coefficient, c_

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed section lift
coefficient for several NACA 2_-series airfoil sections of various
thicknesses.
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Varlatlon of critical Machnumberwith low-speed section llft
coefficient for several NACA_-serles airfoil sections of various
thicknesses.
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Low-speed section lift coefficient, ci

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed section lift
coefficient for several NACA 230-series airfoil sections of various
thicknesses.
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Low-speed section lift eoefficlent,

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed section lift
coefficient for several NACA 63-series airfoil sections of various
thicknesses, cambered for various design lift coefficients.
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Low-speed section lift coefficient, c_

Variation of critical Mach number with low-epeed section llft
coefficient for several NACA 6_-series symmetrical airfoil sections
of various thicknesses.
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Low-speed section lift coefficient, cI

Variation of critical Mach number _r_th low-speed section lift
coefficient for several NACA _4-series airfoil sections of various

thicknesses, cambered for a design lift coefficient of 0.I.
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Variation of critical Mach_nt_mber with low-speed section ilft
coefficient for several HACA 6_-series airfoil sectionm of vsuelo_s
thicknesses, cambered for a design lift coefficient of 0.2.
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Low-speed section lifi
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coefficient, c}

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed section lift
coefficient for several NACA 6_-series airfoil sections of various

thicknesses, cambered for a design lift coefficient of 0._.
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Low-speed section lift coefficient, c_

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed section llft
coefficient for two NACA 64-series airfoil sections of different
thicknesses, cambered for a design lift coefficient of 0.6.
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'Low-speedsection lift coefficient, c_
Variation of critical Machnumberwith low-speed section lift

coefficient for several NACA65-serles symmetrical airfoil sections
of various thicknesses.
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Low-speed section lift coefficient,

. Variation of critical Maqh numbBr with low-speed section lift
_oeff2cient for several NACA 65-series airfoil sections with a
thickness ratio Of 0.18 and cambered for various design llft
coefficients,
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Low-speed section lift coefficient, cI

Variation of ci_itica], l_ach number with low-speed section lift

coefficient for several NACA 65-series airfoil sections of various
thicknesses, cambered for a design lift coefficient of 0.2.
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Low-spee_ section lift coefficient, ci

variation of critical Mach number wlth low-speed section .lift
coefficient for several NACA 65-series airfoil sections of varzous

thicknesses, cambered for a design lift aoeffiolen_ of 0. 2.
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Variation of critical Maoh number with low-speed section lift
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Low-speed section lift coefficient, o_

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed section llft
coefficient for several NACA 66-series symmetrical airfoil sections
of various thicknesses.
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Low-speed section lift coefficient, c

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed section lift
coefficient for several NACA 66-series airfoil sections of various
thicknesses, cambered for a Resign lift coefffcient of 0.2.
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Low-speed section lift coefficient, c_

Variation of critfca$ Mach ntunber with low-speed section lift
coefficient for two NACA 66-series airfoil sections of different

thicknesses, cambered for a design lift coefficient of 0._.
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LOWlSpeed !

Variation of critical Mach number with low-speed section lift
coefficient for several NACA 66-series airfoil sections with a
thickness ratio of 0.16 and cambered for various des1_ llft
coeff icienta.
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